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• Volume 2 

Chaptez•. I The Paradox of Ge:m.e.n High-Level Cryptography 

Paragraph 

German high-level cryptographic systems were 
insecut"e, al though brilliantly conce1 ved •••.• ·. . .. . . l 

German military cryptographers.had secure cipher 
dev1ce3 under development ........................... 2 

German sei:rnrity studies revealed only theoretical 
weaknesses of tne~.r cryptography .. ~ . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • . 3 

Interrogation of Anglo~American ,prisoners failed to 
disclose German cryptographic weaknesses ......•.... 4 

l. German hi -level er ·to a hies stems· were insecure, 
.~ although bri liantly conce ve -- German h gh- eve crypto

grapny was br1111antiy conce!Ved (as will be shown in this 
volume) but more brilliantly conceived cryptanalytic pro
cedures a.nd large expenditure~ i+l manpower and rr·.s.chinery by 
the United States and Brisish G,overnments, in one of the 
most dramatic chapters of World War II, accompliahed daily 

~· ____ solutions--Of ·Ger.man high.-level systems that cost Germany ,9( heavily,,. if they did not, as some believe~ bring about actual 
- defeat. For instance: . 

a. The German Air Force lost the Battle of ·England in 
.1~40, pal:-tly beca..use it entrusted

1 
bomber-target information 

to the insecure Air Force Enigma. Unknown to and even un
suspected by the Germans, their operations from this date 

~ _op._ were constantly embarrassed by the cryptographic 1nsecur1 ty 
of this :ma.chine • 

b. The. German Army surfered terrific casual~~~~ and 
losses, or materiel in Africa and on the continent because 

_ - _gf_bl'1nd,_fa1th in two of its high level military cryptographic 
machines: the Army Enigma, and the teleprinter ·cipher attach-
ment "SZ-42." Both were insecure. 2 -

lThe great._ debt England owes itt-.crypta.naJ.ysts is to be re• 
corded in a history of the Government Code and Cypher School, 
London, to be available in the fall of 1946. The statement 
here is based on verbal 1nf"orma.tion rrom intelligence officers 
and cryptanalyats of" the School, and awaits proper documenta-
tion •. This history will also include data regarding the 
German Army and Navy Enigmas. · 

2A written report by Brigadier E. T •. Williams, chief intelli
gence· of1"1cer to Field Marshall Montgomery, 5 October 1945~ 
to be included in the Government Code and Cypher School his
tory, gives spec1f1o examples bearing out this statement . 

..,,, 
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c. The German Navy lost a staggering number of submarine~ 
fo:r a similar reason: insecurity of the Enigma, Navy version.;; 

d. The German Foeeign Office employed three main systems, 
all ineec:ure. Two of them (the Deutsches Satzbuch unenc1phered, 
and the geutsches Satzbuch enciphered by "Floradora:,") were 
read dur1.ng the war; the third system (a "one time pad,," Army 
Security Agency trigraph "GEE") was read only in the last 
six months of war~ but gave inf'ormation of much military value 
against the .:·a.panese. 

, 2. · German military erzyto&i:a,Phers had secure cipher 
devices under development~- It is a paradox that German high
level cryptography was a "practical" failure and at the aame 
time GerZJaa.n military orypt~ographers had so many secure devices 
in various.stages of development. 

a. One simple item alone, a "variable-notch" rotor, would 
probably have prevented Anglo-American attempts at reading the 
Enigma aJ~ter 1942, if it had been produced in quantity and 

··installed. This rotor was called "Luecken.fuellerwalze. "~ 

3The rea:L truth behind these losses has been and still is at 
this wr:tt1ng (May 1946) .~o carefully concealed that the 

A,,.~- f<?llowiiag~.sta~ement by Admiral Doenitz in the N;.;.~emberg trial 
--~· is of c·onsiderable interest: "The Battle of t.a~ Atlantic was 

• 

.. nearly· won prior to July 1942, when German losses were within 
reasona:ble limits. But they jumped 300 per cent when Allied 
aircraft, aided by radar, which came like an epileptic stroke, 
were used in the fight." He reported 640 to 670 submarines and 
30,000 men lost a.s a result of British and American action. 

_(See. IF 259). A captlured, unsigned, naval report d·a.ted 1944, 
evidently sent to the Navy High Command regarding cipher security, 
stated: ." •••• the high degree of efficiency of the enemy's 
aircraft Radar, so often surprising, has received_remarka.ble 
and'-decisive assistance from directions based ·on the results 

-or the di.rec ti on .finding se1 .. vice. " · (See IF 142).. It was never 
' realized that cryptanalysis,. rather than radar and direction 
- finding, disc2osed the positions and intentions of the German 

s ubmarin~,s .• 
.. , 

4M ll; I 104 pp 2,3 

2 
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b. An irregular-dri~e Enigma that would have defied all 
presently known methods of solution, was being developed. This 
was called "Cipher Device 39" ("Schluesselge:raet 39," abbrevi-
ated "SG-39"; ~ , · 

c. An improved "cipher teleprinter" had been built, in
stalled on several circuits, and used, which prevented easy 
reading of' teleprinter messages in depth.; and even if this 
reading in depth was accomplishedp the machine remained secure 
a.gainst known methods of attack as ftu> as all other messages 
enciphered by it were conce?>ned. This was called "cipher 
teleprinter T-52e" (

1
!>ch~.uesself'ernschre1bmasch1ne T~52e," 

abbreviated "SFM T-52e", . b _ , 
d. Apparatus was being developed for "cryptizing" a 

radio teleprinter circuit--that is, for applying a basic crypto
gra.ph,ic proeeas to the circuit itself even before any ·intelli
gence is superimposed on the emissions. This was called 
"cipher attachment 42c" ("Schluesselzusatz 42c," abbreviated 
"SZ-42cur), vhich was to be used vith a. con.t1nuously opera.ting, 
crystal·-control..led, synchronized teleprinter •. , 

e. A mechanical, portable, keyboard-operated cipher ma-
chine, 43mploy1ng an interacting wheel-motion principle applied 
to Hagelin-type wheels, had been developed and built and parti- · 
ally distributed, which would have been completely secure 
against reco~struction even if messa§es were read in depth. 

a _,,,_. ,_ This ··was' call~d 11Cip~er Device 41" ( Scul.uesselgeraet 41, II 

w - abbrevi;ated "SG-41") • It was cryptographicB,lly superior to . , 
its much smaller U.S. Army equivalent device, Converter .M-209. 
· t. Other devices were also in varying stages of develop

ment; these included the "Cipher Box" ("Schluesselkaeten"), and 
the "Cipher Disk" {"Schluesselscheibe 11

}, which were two minia-
, ture enciphering devices intended for use by secret agents 

'·and by the Army .9 

5r 53 
-~61 2~, I 31. In this document the term "cipher teleprinter" 
· will 'b ~ employed consistently to designate a teleprinter in 

which the cryptographic mechanism is an integral part of and 
is contained \d.thin the machine itself; the term "teleprinter 

· ei.pher· e:tt'achment," to designate an auxilie.ry cryptographic 
mechanism assc~iated wi~h the teleprinter but not an integral 
part thereof. · 

7I 57 E 14 
81 72 · 
91 20 I 96 
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• The j~oregoing devices nave been studied and are being 
studied by cryptographers and eryptanalysts at the A:ztmy 
Security Agency, and ~he general opinion is that the Germans 
were ma.ki1:ig rapid strides toward greatly improving their 
communica.t.ions security. ; . 

The "very least that can be said is that they had something 
different. Their teleprinter devices employed mechanical cipher 
wheels, as oppo~ed to the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy use of elec
trically-wired cipher wheels ("rotors 11

); tu.rthermore~ the mechaniu· 
cal wheel arrangementsJI in their new devices, were highly deve
loped and secure. They also employed interacting wheel motions 
(wheels mutually controlling one another) f'or several of. their 
cipher-teleprinters, as well as for the:t.r SG-41 (Ha.gelin-type 
machine). Mechanical wheels ~d interacting wheel motions for 
teleprinter enciphering devices have long been considered by 
Uniteo States cryptographers; our developllll!1D.t along other lines 
has been from choice. None of our present devices uses inter
acting motion, and the excellent developments of the Germans 
not only furnish us greater insight into such possibilities., 
but also increase greatly our store of knowledge. 

3. German security: studies reveaied onl_.y theoretical. 
weaknesses of their c~ptosraP!lx-- German mflitary crypto

ay-·-·graphers'-1'a11ed ·to-re iza that their existing Enigmas· a.nd 
• teleprinter cryptographic apparatus were insecure. This was 

because· they were unable, in .their security atudies ,9 to put 

• 

· forth thE;, costly practical effort requi18d to aolve themo Their 
security studies were theoretical onfI, since actual traffic 
was never obtained tor such studies. They were completely 
without practical knowledge of hov sueeess£ully a careful and 
determined attempt a.t tra.f"fic analysis can provide daily "cribs" 
and otheir data for cryptanalytic attack; and they had not ad
vanced sufficiently in applied cryptanalysis to realize that 
dete:cyiinsd engineering staffs can produce items like the Pol,lsh 

-ti-ater Fl'enahA later English, late~ American)· "bombe," the U .5. 
Navy "duenna, the Army Security Agency "autoscri.tcher," or the 
British "colossus." The flashes or intuit'.ton and ins1:rL:r>a.tion 
that come from doing, as well as theorizing, were denied them. 

4 
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A report on naval ciphers dated 10 July 1944, ap~arently 
written by the Signal Security Agency of the Navy High Com
mand (OKM/4 SKL/II), stated that solution of the naval Enigma 
was conceiivablel' based on ":J:;he assumption of extraordinary 
mechanical outlay on the pa.rt of the enemy for cryptographic 
activ1t1ets •••• though ve [.OKM/4 SKL/IV can conceive of a 
machine '1Th1ch would be suitable fol" this kind of work, we 
have nonE) available or under." consideration., since the whole 
question does not yet appear to justify unf~rta.king sµch a 
difficult special constructional problem." The British did 
undertako this . prob::em, and wer·e rewarded with astounding -
success. 

4. Interrogation of Anglo-American priaoners failed to 
disclose German crzptO$£S.Phic weaknesses-- Furthermore, 'FICOM 
reveals that Germany never became aware of the Anglo-American 

. solution of · German high grade systems. Not even a. hint Of this 
fact came to them through their a.gents, their interrogations 
of Anglo-American prisoners of war, or their cryptanalysis. 

It may be said that Germany lost the cryptologic war even 
bef'ore 1939, in P.i:: and. The Poles invented the "bombe," 
a device which later, in improved form in England and in 

·America, provided daily solutions of the German plugboard 
A-?·~'·--Enigma. ·The "bombe 11 secret was almost revealed when three 
W' decipher,ed German messages were round by the Germans in Po

land 1n ·1939. The Germans became alarmed and conducted inany 
1nterrogations;l3 the case was re-opened 1n 1942 and 1943; 
but at no time did the Germans learn the real secret of the 

· Poles' success. The Germans became convinced that probably 
the Enigma indicator system had been at fault (as it partly 

· had been) and since it had already been changed in 1940, 
they wer'e no longer concerned with the suspected solutions. 

Also, there were intelligence officers \Jho feared tha.t 
Enigma. -~'ra£!"1c was insecure, b.ut their fears were based only 

7 0il"inferenee and not on direct proof. Thus, when the Navy 
High Command became alarmed at mounting submarine losses, 
the increasing effectiveness or Anglo-Ameri~an airplane radar 
was blamed, and the Enigma was exonerated. . 

12IF 142 
131 127 
14see foo.tnote number 3 of this volume,. 
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An intell:l.gence of'f icer attached to the Air Force High Com
mand at the time of the landings in North Africa expressed. 
his suapicdons. to the Chief Signal Officer of' the Air Force, 
a General Martini, and caused him to reduce "his earlier be
lief in the 100% sec~ity to 80% aecurity, 1115 but his evidence 
was insufficient to cause the Air Force to discontinue use 
of the En:lgma • 

Germ13.ny was unable· to cryptanalyze British and American . 
high-gra.d19 systems carrying cryptaM,.lytic operational inf or
ma tion and other ULTRA matters between England and America. 
As a result she had no hint from crypta.na.lysi:3 that her own 
high-grade systems were insecure. 

It is absolutely clear that United States and British 
security regulations applicable to ULTRA were so good and 
so closely adhered to by all concerned that knowledge of our 
Enigma-solving and teleprinter-solving operations was kept · 
f'r-om the .Germans. An interrogation of two of the leading 
German cr:ypta.nalystsii ~s. Huettenhain a.nd Fricke of the Sig
nal Intel.ligance Agency of th~6supreme Command Armed Forces 
( OKW/Ch1 ), revealed only that: · 

' none Allied PW in North Africa had said the United 
States and British operated with a very large joint 
•parkn of I.B.M. machinery, 'but this interrogation was 
nevE~r followed up. No personalities whatever were 
knO'lnl. 11 

~--' -
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• Volume 2. 

Chapter II The Enigma Cipher Machine 

Paragraph 

Enigma c:J.pher ma.chine va.s the backbone of German 
higll-level cryptography •••••••••••••••..•••••••••. • • • • • • • 5 

Comm.e,rcia.l Enigma was known to be insecure ••••••••• 0 ••••• 6 
"Counter" Enigma was kn9wn to be insecure ••••••••••••••••• 7 
Plugboa.rd Enigma was believed sa.f"e i.f used properly. • • • •. • 8 
Plugboa.rd Enigma was known to be solvable with "cribs" ••• 9 
Theoretical weaknesses of plugboard Enigma were . . 

understood .. o o. o ••••••• o o • o o o ••••• o ••••••• o •• o D •• ~ • o o o o l O 
"Variable-not::.:h " rotors j~ould probably have made 

plugboard Enigma secure· ......... ., • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
Cipher Device 39 vould have been secure against 

present attack.•• O o • • e O o: O • • • .·O O • O e e e 0 • o o • O 0 • e o O • e·o De O 12. 
Enigma development is worthy of study ••••••••••••••••••• 13 

1 5. Enigm_?; ci,pRe,£. machine ™ the backbou~ of German 
high-level cryQtography-- The Enigma cipher ma.o111ne, in 
five di??eren~forms, was used by German commercial firms, 

-'"'by the Post Of'f1ce~ the Railways, and miscellaneous othe:r 9·---"r- German government departments; by the Supreme Command of 
the Armed Forces; by the High Command of the Army, and in 
Army communica:tions down through division; by the High Com
mand of the Air Force, and in Air Force communications down 
through g:roup and sometimes squadron; by the High Command 
ot the Navy and in Naval oommunic~tions down through sub
marine; by Military Intell.igence (Abwehr), by the Reich 
Secur1t~f Of'.fice (Re1chss1cherheitsha.uptamt, abbreviated 
11 RSHA"); and by Military Attaches. . 

The five main forms in which it appeared were called 
,the-commercial (or· "K11

) Enigma; the "counter" (or nzaehl-
~ werk") :~nigma, sometimes called the ''Abwehr" Enigma. or the 

"G" Enigma; the plugboard ("Stecker") Enigma; the plugboard 
with (pluggable) refleotor-D ( '9Stecker m1t UmkehrwaJ.ze D") 
Enigma; and the Navy Eni~a.. The plugboard Enigma. with . 
"variable-notch" rotors ( 0Stecker m1t Lue'~kenfuellerwalzen") 
was to have appeared soon. Another model, Ctpher Device 39 

.("Sohluesselgeraet 39") vas under study. See Chart No. 2-l 
herewith. · 

7 
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I {. • • I Enigma Used by ]umber of Nwn~r of Type of Type of How ma.chine 

t:odel rotors notches reflector end plate wollld be solved 
per rotor 

Commercial Comr.:ercial firms j- 1 Rotorj)·not Not 4 or 5 letter crib ,, 
( "K") _ Reichspost > pluggable pluggable and catalogue; or 

Reichs bahn o ):~isc o f' rapid analytic 
govt. deptso { machinery a 'Be-"'"' \ ........... , 

duenna or scritcher 
not needed ~ ) 

Counter l~litary attache J Multiple rlotoro Not ·Not 1¢ letter crib and 
("2aehlwer-k") witil 1943; then but fixed pluggable plugeable catalogue; or rapid 

Heich Security analytic machineryo 
Office (Bomba, duenna, or 

scritcher not neededo) 

Plug board Supreme Cor.u:iand 3 from 1 Fixed plate PLUGGABLE Bombe (duenna or 
("Stecker") Arn\Y., Air l''crce set of 5 :-Sot plugeable scritcher not 

needed)o 
:'-lavy Navy standard 3 from 5 with 1 Fixed plate PLUGGADL~ Bombe, duenna, 

; . 

or ·1 

Plug board machine set of 8 3 with 2 Not plum~a ble scritcher 
LI) & 1 from 2 2 with ¢ 

Plug board Just beginnine 3 from l . r'ixed plate PLUGGAD.l..J!; Duenna or scritcherQ 
with pluggable to be used by set of 5 PLUGGABLE V LiltY DlfFICULT. 
reflector Air Forceo Pro~ 
(Umkehrwalze D) posed for Armed 

Forces and for 
Army 

Plueboard with Proposed for 3 from l'..ultiple, Fixed plate PJ.UGGADLE Bombe, duenna, or 
vnriable notch Anncd. Forces, set of CllA:!GiADLE PLUGGADL~ scritcher (if' at 
rotora(Luecke~ AI'n\V, Navy, Air 5 ? and there- or not all possible) 
fuellerwalzen) fore non- pluggable 

predictable 

Cipher Device Pro!JOsed for 4 variable Lultiple, Fixed plate PLUGGABLr.: ' Bombe, duenna, or 
.39 (Schluessel- Armed Forces, notch changeable; PLUGGABLi scritcher (if at 
geraet 39) AI'll\V, Navy, Air rotors from plus Hage- all possible) o. 

set of ? lin type 
drive 

PROGIUSSIV~ CHANGi.5 .Yi GiJil,'.AN l!;;UGL\ 
Chart No o 2-1 

.• :."<:.- '· 
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6. _"Commercial"' Enigma wa_s known to be insecure ... - It 
was well 1l!no'llrn by the Germans . that the commercial Enigma ws,s 
not difficult to solve. They· suggested hand methotj.s ·:1f 
"strippiog off the i:,ast-moving rotor,·~ which were almost 
identical wi~h our methods and which involved small prepared 
catalogues.20 They fuggested statistioal methods using rapid 
analytic ma.chinery.2 They had also 1nvestigated2~he machine 
mathematica.J,ly, from a "group theory" standpoint. The com
mercial niachine had been, until about l9j4, sold on the com
mercial market by the German f'irm which owned the pa.tents and 
developed them; but soon afte:r the Nat;i accession into power 
the machine was Withdrawn from th.e ma.Z>ket. · The Germans furnished 
these ma.chines to the C.roa.t puppet government.23 The Germans . 
themselves used it for ·their post officeJ their railroads, 
and other government.agencies. Because of its insecurity, 
every message enciph~~ed by it 1-ras supposed to be re-enciphered 
a.t a second settingJ a proced~e which· if adopted would . 
have made the messages quite seeu~e. It is doubtful if such 
procedure was gen~ra.lly ca.rrie'd oi1t, because of' the diffi-
·cul ties involved. ~ 

7. 11Counter 11 Eni a was known to be insecure-- The 
·"counter" nigme.· .so ca e because it incorporated a letter 
counter in its machanism} was important because it introduced 
mul-tiple.;.,notch rotors. In general, the more often encipher"'.' 

A'---"" -tng rotors·.· in ma.chines of the Enigma class step, the more 
~ difficult solution becomes, and ~ul tiple-not.<'"11 rotors b:eing 

about th1s desirable motion.· Even so 1 th~ "cowiter 0 machine 
was known. to be solv.able by short cribs .2o Regulations were 
also ~'su.ed with this machine. to double-encipher each mes-.. 
sage. Only about 100 ·or the "counter 0 machines "were made 
in ~~l; they were issued to German military attachess with
drawn in 1943,, and issued to Military Intelligence (Abwehr). 
Some were· also soJ.d ·to the Dutch government .25 · . . 

9 
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. 8. Plii!board Enig;ma. vras be1:_1eved safe if' used pro,Pe:rly-
Plugboa.r1d Engma was used 'by the. Supreme Command Armed Forces,, 
by the Army 11 ·by the Air Force,, sndJ) with an additional rotorJ) 
by .the Navy, as the ubiquitous and "secure" cipher deiriceJ) 
a.ble to carry highest-level traffic . nif used properly." It 

. was also ~~pplied to the Hungarians,, Ruma.nians, Finns, and 
Italians. Investigations by .Dr. Pietsch; of the Signal 
Intelligence Agency of the · Army High Command · (OXH/G d NA) 
showed the safety margin to be 20,000 letters a da.y.30 -Hr. 
Frick~ ba.lieved that i.f the instructions on maximum len.'Uli of 
messages were followed, "everything would be all right. lT)l . 
Yet it wa.s traffic in this. Enigma, even when "used properly," 
which was regularly solved day-by-day by the tremendous Anglo
Amerioa.n eryptanalytie efforto 

9. Plu board Eni was kn.Olm to be solvable with "cribs·.'!.. 
It is an astonis ng act that a t ou German cryptographers 
knew I> at leas·t as early as 1943 I> that 1t was theoretically 
possible to solve the German Army plugboard Enigma uher;tever 
a propez• crib ·was ava.ilable,32 they seemed little concerned 
about this possibility and failed to realize that a practical 
solution might be based upon it. This knowledge shoul.d have 
aroused the.ir most vivid ~pprehensions but d:l.d not, because 
of lack of 1ma.ginat1on regarding the possibilities presented 
by the invention, development, a.nd use of specially designed 
high~speed analytic machinery. . 

-· ··- In 1944, Lt. R. Hans-Joachim Frowein of the Signal · 
Secur1~tY ~ency of the Navy High Command ( OKM/4 SKL7II) !;lug- . 
-gested an Internationa.l Business Machine (I.B.M.) method of 
solvlng the plugboard Enigma, given a. twenty-five letter cribo33 

·• 

This suggestion was based on a hand method which employed 
sequent:tal testing, or "acritching," a method which was me
chanized by the Army Security Agency and incorporated in the 
"auto-s1~ritcher." After descr.ibing th1s

4
hand process, Lt. 

Frowein made · the £ollowing suggestions:} 
-~· 

.?~i· 92 p 2 
301 78 
3lI 20 

32n 58 p lt, 
331 38 PP 3-4 
341 38 p 4 

.. · ,,,- ·· 

c 
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· "In practice, Hollerith Ll.B.M.7 machinery would 
be used. • • • W.1 th a 3 ... wheel (Army) Enigma·,, only VO !J ooo 
cards a.re required •••• The enemy could have produded 
the 70,000 cards at the beginning Of the War and ·this 
catalogue would have been valid th~oughout the life of 
the thr>eeo.\.rheel Enigma. The first Hollerith ca.rd sort
ing process would ta.lee 200 machine-hours!) the second 
only 8 machine-hours,· and s"O on." · · · 

Thus e.. total of approximately 220 I .rB.M. sortf;ir~hoUl's 

· would have been sufficient to tast the "crib" . to see 1f 1 t 
could break the plugboard ma.chine. Ano~er way of stating 
this, is that lO sorters could test one crib in one day§ 
This is not rapid, but it is within pra~1cal limits. And 
this suggestion is only the fir~.J.t theo:retioal answer,, not 
the climax of a. compl,'ehens1ve, practical attempt at solution • 

.Perhaps the cryptograyhers of· the Signal Intel·lige·nce 
Agency 0£ the Supreme Comma~d Armed Force.a (OKW/Chi) believed 
that i't would be too .difficult tor a.n ememy to obtain the 
cribs necessa:ry for solution by Lt. Frowa-inu s methods. Pos
sibly- they were too buay designing improved apparatus which 
they would put . into et"fact "someday. 11 

. Certainly there is no . 
indication in the TICOM interrogations or documents that · 
cryptogt'aphers or either the Armed Forces or the Army wor
ried abou.t Lt. Frowein 9 s results when the results were shown 
to th.em. The Na.vy 6 with a :four-rotor 6 motoe nearly secure 
En1gma,

3
g1d take his results somewhat seriously. Lt. Frowein 

stated: ., .. 

"The o.ff1c1a.l reaction to the f indin~ of the ·. 
investigation was the immediate decision LbY the NaviJ · 
tha.t only rotors with tvo turn::.ovel's should be allowed · 

--· ~be used in the right .. hand l.'fast':J position. ·. This · 
1 .. aotiori/ vas introduced at the beg:Lnn1ng of December, . 
1944 ••• -. The view of the German Arm~ was that their 
Eni was tlieore~iea:liy solvable~ he tour•rotor 
~va was no cobs ere eore ca ao vable 
an . e Army were as on s e at e.vy 
on tfi1s investigation." 

The action taken by the Navy, as 1ndice.ted _s.bove, was 
so ·1neffect1ve an answer to the problem raised by Lt. Frawein, 
that . it almost might as well not have been taken . .Neverthe
less, for h1s excellent work, Lt. Frowein was awarded the War 
Merit Ct•oss, 

11 
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10. Theoret cal weaknesses of were 
understood;-- \ e may not cone uae rom t e · ack o al -out 
practicarerf'orts to make a. worthwhlle security study of' 
the plu,gboard Enigma that the German military cryptog1~aphers 
were in any way mentally inferior to the British and Amerie.an 
·crypta.nalysts who succeeded against this Enigma. Despite 
that fa;ct that the Germans discovered every weakness· the 
Enigma had,, their theoretical. studies and conclusions ap
parently did not impress them. According to Dr. Buggisch 
of the.Signal Intelligence Agency of the Army High Command 
(OXH/G d NA), the weaknesses of the plugbosrd Enigma• were:36 

a.~ Rotor I (the "fast" .rotor). moved uniformly. 
. b.. Rotors II and III moved. too seldom. 

c.. The machine needed moz;e than three rot~rs to be 
ifl.sertE~d in it at once. Tha.t is,, the period 26 x 25 was 
too short. . 

"t d,. The ma.chine· needed more than i'ive rotors to be 
issued with it. That 1s; the number of rotor orders, the 
permutations of 5 rotors t:Sk;en 3 at a time (;;; 60), was too 
small.. · -

e. The ref'lector ws.s not pluggable,. and the "enemy" 
could ·:sat up th~ 60 x 262 x 25 alpha.bets of the ma.chine 
in its unplugged .form, possibl~: proceeding to a solution 
from tltlere • , · 

· --· ·D:r. Buggiseh was so right! Improvement. 1n any one of 
the .fo.regoing PB.l' .. t.icula.ra could easily have :pushed the plug
board Enigma beyond the reach of already-straining Anglo
Ame~ican cryptanalytic fingers, and possibly alte~ed the 
cours~ of the we.za. If the multiple turn~over rotors of the 
"counter" ma.chine had .been inserted in the plugboard Enigma,. 
i.f t·~·n rotors had been issued instead of f'i ve, ii" f 1 ve ·rotors 
s imui taneousl y o.ould have been used in the ma.chine ins tea.d 
of' three, if' the rotors already in it had been kept more 
active by suitable motions, or if a pluggable ref.lector 
ha.a be1en universally adopted, re,far, day-by-day solution 
would hardly have been pos51ble. 

361 31' 
· 37 Anot;her effective security measure would have been to issue 

new rotors at· regul.ar interva.J.s, or whenever compromise of 
tho::1e in use was suspected. This procedure w.e.a evidently. . 
not considered favorably by the Germans, who had so many Enig-. 
mas in the· field.and in use elsewhere, that the chance of 
capture was great, and .the number of ~otors to be replaced in 
case of compromise prohibitive. Newly vlred rotors were . 
issued at the outset ,of the wa.r, but these wirings we:xae kept 
throughout the war without change,, on the theo~y that the Enig
ma ,-r1as secuPe regard.leas of rotor oompromise. 

12 
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H'1ow close the Anglo..:America.ns crune to los·i:ng out in their 
soluti1on of th'e German Army Enigma is a. matter to give e:rypt
ana.lysts pause. 

British and American crypta.na.lysts recall vith a shudder . 
how dr1s.stlc an increase in dif.f1cul ty resulted f'rom the intro
ductio:n by the German Air Force of the pluggable ~eflector · 

, ("Umkeh:rwalze D,, 11 ealled 11Uncle Dick" by the British) in the 
&pring of 1945 •. ·It ma.de completely obsolete the "bombe" 
machinery which ha.d been designed and installed at so great a.n 
expense for standard,, plugboard-Enigma solution. It neces
sitated the development by the U.S. Navy o:E" a ne'W1 mo1 .. e complex 
ma.chine called the "duenna,," and by the U.S. AI-my of a radi
cally new electl'ical solvel? called the "autoscriteher." Each 
of these had to make millions of tests to establish simul
taneously the unknown (end-plate) plugboard and the unknown 
reflector plugging. Only a trickle of solutions would have 
resulted if the pluggable reflector had been adopted univers
ally; and this trickle of solutions would not have contained 
enough intelligence to furnish the da:ta :for cribs needed in 
subsequent solutions. Thus av.en the trickle would have eventu~ 
ally vanished •. 

Credit must be given to the,unknown German Air Force 
cr~ptographer, possibly a member of the Security Group or the 
Signal Intelligence service (OKL/Gen Na.fue/III, Gruppe IV), 
who brought a.bout the use of "Uncle Dick" throughout the Ger
man Air Force in the spring of 1945. It is indeed lucky for 
the Allies that the cryptographers of the Signal Intelligence 
Ageneyoof the Supreme Command Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) did not 
agree with his belief 1n the pressing need ror additional 
security. ·Dr. Fz;1cke said:38 "It was not considered important,, 
as the, pl ugboar~ was the real saf egua.:rid. " Dr. Hl.!et tenha1n 
said in effeet:;;i9 "The G.AoF. had introduced the pluggable 
reflector, but the PJ-my said it was too much trouble." 

· ll. "Variable-notch" rotors would . ~obably. ha.ve made 
ilugb~ard Enigma secure-- Daily solution of the plugboa.rd 

,,nigme. would probably have been prevented if the Germans had 
introduced· the variable-notch rotor . ( "~,~ueekenfuellerwalze") 
in 1911·3 as planned. · . 

This rotor was designed to "hold.the security line" until 
the introduction o-£ Cipher Device 39, a Hagelin-type-d.rive 

_Enigma. designed in 1939 (as its name imPl:ies) and already pa.st 
· the·· -blueprint stage. 

381 2~1 I 

391 3l. 
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The effect of variable-not~ rotors in an Enigma would 

have been to make impossible · the .foretelling of exact suc
cessive rotor settings, when preparing to 11bombe" a crib. 
Assump·tiona would have to be :made as to the presence or absence 
of ttir:n-overs of the "medium speed" and "slow speed" rotors 6 at 
each · a·ucoessive . element of text. This would have mul t1pl1ed the 
number of trials necessary to test cri.bs, and thereby reduced 
the number of solutions to the smalL t:rickle which has already 
been characterized as not being, in all probability, self-
sustaining. . 

The :following excerpts from minutes or conferences 
held by the 81gna.J. Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command, 
Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) onl).

1
December 1943 and 18 March 1944,, 

are 1n.terest1ng sidetlights:-s-0 

. a. nconcerning imp~ovement of the Eni~a, Wa Pruef 7 
ff~my Ordnance, Development and Testing Group, Signal Brancl!.7 
stated tha.t the replacement of a.11 rotors by variable-notch 
rotors required reeonatruct1on _a.nd time for development. 
It was however possible to exchange~ rotor; the necessary 
variable-notch rotors could be delivered within a reasonable 

, time." 
b. "In collaboration with Wa Pruef 7, in view of the 

introduction of the variable-notch rotor the keying pres
sure ffequ1red to eneiphe;, ~n the En1g;~7 was reduced by a.bout _ 
1000 S'~ . .. at the f'irm of He·1t1soeth & Ri~e o" . . 

~lecha.nical drawings of the variable-notch rotor are now 
in the !'ilea of the Army Security Agencyo4l Several such 
rotort:1 have been oa.ptured and are available • 
. · ~ ..: . I' 

J.2 ~ Ci her Device wou'l,d have been secure a a.inst 
iresent at ta.a -- p er ev ce was o e the ep1 tome of_ 

nigma ,perfection. It was to have everything--end-plate plug
board~ pluggable reflector, 4 variable-notch roto~ss 3 added 
Ha.gel in-type -irregular drive wheels, and a simple inter-acting 
mot1-01r~ - It ·w·as to have a. keyboard; and it ~ras to print both 
plain and cipher texts, a.t. a rate o:r 85 words per minute. 

A ~~te in Dr. Huettenha.in 9 s f11es dated 30 May 1944 
s~t~: . · 

40n 59 · p 3.6 p 2) 

4i.M 11 
42D 59 · p 26 
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11The model built by the""e~fonbau u. Norma.lze1t 
Company, Frankfurt a. Main is being demon3trated in 
oper•at1on. The machine essentially satisfies all the 
requirements laid down for it. Wa Pruei' 7 [Frmy Ordnance.P 
Deve1lopment ane Testing, Signal Branch7 'has settled ~h.at 
features of the machine require improvement. F .A.N. · · · 
(?) in Frankfurt a. Main has been completely destroyed. 
The machine cannot therefore be expected to go into large 
scale production there. for some considerable time. It 
is therefore intended to get an additional production 
cent;er at once. The Wanderer Company, wh1;.;:h already has· 
wide experience of large scale production,, · is proposed 
for this additional production. Dr. Fess of Wanderer~s 
is s.wa.ited in Planken for detailed negotiations on the 
subject of this product:ton. 

"According to Wa Pruef 7 [i.rmy Ordnance, Development 
and Testing Group, Signal :Branc!;i7 small scale production 
is ~Lp!Jroved. 

11 0KW/Chi sees at the moment no possibility of a 
break-in, but exha.ust:t.ve investigations are still in 

J wogress • 
. "On ci"Jmplet1on of pl.ant .at Wanderer 1 t is :planned 

to. t:Lrra.nge a final conference there with tha units· .re
qui1•ing the machines and the special comm1 ttee. The aim 
is to begin large scale production by the end of 1944. 11 

None of the test models of C¢Dher Device 39 has ever been 
received ." a.t Army Security Agency. ~ Excellent descriptions 

. ~ . ... , 

43Two. test models of Cipher Device 39 were packed in boxes at 
Telefonbau. u. Norma.lzeit, Frankfurt, a.nd the boxes ".Picked 
up~by an Armw Corporal on March 22, 1945, for movement to a. 
military depot at TauberbischGfsheim." See I-53 p 3. These 
were ne~ver found. A third, incomplete. machine however was 

· captured and ia 'now at London Signal Intelligence Centre. 
Capturod German Army plugboard Enigmas, commercial Enigmas, 
counter Enigmas, variaqle-notch rotors, and pluggable reflector 
,wheel's .,,·-,a.re ava11 abla at the Army Secur1 ty Agency musel.im, 
however. 

15 
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exist, hmrever. 44 The main elements of this device may be 
repr•esented by the following skeleton schematic diagram: 

[ ~ . f :;~~~ 1, 

~-~ ~rotor 
~ ·----· 

Reflector 
plate, pluggable 

· •. ' · _;_ 

I -- -~ 

~- ............ . .... , 
/ ./,,,... ./""\ . - "" 

---11.....~ . !. ·....$ ~ 
Vari- Vari- ·vari-

able able able 
notch notch notch 

_:ot~- rotor rotor J 
t 1' 1' 
~ 

I 
I 

,.-...-.-. , . I I Hagei"1-;;,-
type 
drive 

.wheel 

I 
"l 

l
1Hagel1n 

type 
I drive 
f wheel 

I L __ , 

Hagel in!' type 
drive · 
wheel 

?. --' 

F 
L 

End plate, 
pluggable 

44 . . . . . 
I-53; I-57. It is interesting to note that Cipher Device 
39 was originally :;;11canned to have been issued in 1939, 

_ __,. -"as its name implies. A TICOM report on an interrogation of 
Dr-. Otto Buggisch of the Signal Intelligence Agency of the 
Supreme Command Armed Fer ces ( OKW/Chi) stated: "Geraete 39 
and 41 were both 'in devel,gpment i'or years and .still md not 
come out at the end. B LBuggisch/' has the almost inevitable 
comments about _the mili ta.ry non-technicians who blocked 
things.-" According to a writing by Dr. Liebknecht, of the 
Ar•my ·o:ranance 5 Developing and Testing, Si_gna.1 Branch, "This 
delay was due in part to lack ,of' clarity in the ope·ra tional 
requirements,.· in part due to changes following mathematical 
researches, but in large part due to pure _technical diffi-
culties." · · 

16 
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Motion c:rnntrols of the variable ... notch rotOO"s a.re indiea. ted 
by br~kE:m. lin?3 in the d:i:agra.m. Solid lines to the "end 
plate :lndica"te Wi!'es from keyboard and tape printerso 
Note that the f'irst variable-notch rotor riever moves 
during oncripherment ~ Better cryptographic procedure 
would bE~ not to &llow any completely ata.t:tonar-y rotoi~. 

13. - Eni~,-. devel2pment is worthl__ of st\!dz-- TQ _ 
recapittuate.; German cryptographers throughout the· wa.;p 
used _a <~ryptographic device known as the nplugboard Ei11g?na 9 " 

which had a high deg1:ee of security /1 but l>Tas insecure 
· agains~ a.ete1"'mJ.j:~<t_4 ... and costly Ang;J..o~American cryptanalysis,. , . 
r.rhis deviae was -ori tb.e ·threshold o~ almqst complete sec,u,ri tyi , -
through. tho introdtetion of pl:uggable reflectors and/or . 
the va.r.iable-notch' x-otors . The ·pinnacle of German ·Enigma · 
development was reached. with th!S completion of plans for 
Cipher Device 39 and the buildiv.:g of a very small number 
of' :t~st models.. .The four. rotors and three- Hageli:o. wheels 11 , 

1rregult:!.!° interaeting motions, and dual t~nd plate p:luggings 
. '-Of CiphEir Device 39 _would have p:roduced ·a. machine that, 
·if used properly; would p~ob~bly have ranked along w:Lth 
our own SIGABA for security. 5 · 

45cryptanalysts Schauffler ~xli Hauthal of the Foreign , 
Offic.e Cryptanalytic Section (Pers Z S) discu.s~ed th,e 
constructie>n or a proposed new cipher ma.chine with Willi 
Korn, engineer of'the Enigma/firm Ueimsoeth and Rincke, 
Berlin.11 in February 1942. lt was to be, called "Machine 42" 
{ 

11Masc:h:l.:ne 42 11
) and was to be; in effect, "an Army p.1 ugboard 

Enigma with thl'ee addit!onal rotors inserted in front of 
the plugboa.r.P.-~that is!>· between tne plugboa.rd and the key
and:..11.ght bank. The f'ix-st ot these three additional rotors 
.was.to step each time a. letter was enciphered» a.nd the 
second and third were to -be stepped ]lY notclies in the ' 
ousto:m.ary Enigma mannex•. Traf:f1c -in, such a- ·i:na.cqin.e could 
not ha.ve been solved .by -normal bombe methods, although 
a special au,tos-critcher can be conceived .of' for _such 
reading. The practical difficulties wbuld be tremendous, 
so -tha.t f o'Z' pr~ictical purposes. Machine 42 would have been 
secure. Machine 42 n.ever passed the stage ,of 'theoretical 
deveJ:C1pment ... beca.us'1 of engineering· and pro~urement ' 
clifficul ties. See T-5 for details· • 

. ' 
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Volume 2 

Teleprinter Cr~togra~hic Appa.!"atus 

Par~graph 

German teileprtnter cryptographic apparatus was of two ' . 
... ·main t;ypes •••.••••••••. · •• ···o••••••••<>·••······~·.~~·····~~·· 14 
German, tE~leprinter eryptograph:tc appa.zaa.tua enciphered,·." . 

indi vldual tettetype impulses ••••••••••.••••• ~ ~ \~~ "·°'"'· .,.·~:'.. l~~ 
German tE~leprinter cryptographic appa:ratus used .-... 

mti1ChBJ1ical wheels ••• ~ •..••••• u •••••• ~ •••. • ••••.•••• · ••.• ~· 16 
~ .· ,&11 . • ,- . • . ' 
· Gipher H.tt.e.chtnent.... w~re in~ecure ••••••••• o •• ~. o ••• ~ ••.•• 17 
iropo~ed SZ-42c syncht-onization would hav~ "cryptized 11 a 

whole :radio circuit ....................................... 18 . ' . . 1 ' . . . ' 

.Some ciphel' telep:r-inte:r1:1 were secure ••.•••• ~ •• ~ •••• 4. • ~ ., • ~·o :. 151 .. 
Cipher t~~leprintet> model T-43 used one"!;tim.e. tape ••••• :~.. 20 
Coriclus.11:>ns . .: German teleprinter cryptographic .apparatus 

is woJ~thy of detailed study ••••• ~· ••••.••• ~ .• t~. ·-~·. -r .. ~·. _21 

14. 
two main 
types· of. 

"a~ . · Cipher 
attached to any 

b. Cipher 
mechanisms were 

' ' ' 
a.tta.ehments.ii which could be· a~sociated with· or 
teleprinte~. . 
teleprinters.11 in which the crypto~aP,hic 
integral parts or the teleprinters. ' 

·. The cipher attaciunants were called "Schl.uesselzusae,tze." 
or theae.11 model sz~4o (later discarded).ii and mo<iels·sz-42a and 
sz-l~2b were insecure against Anglo-American c1"yptana.lysis .._. 
Model SZ-42c~ which was designed to "cryptize" the radi.o ci~~utt 
'as a whole,. would probabJ.y have been oomple~ly secure. 

. The, cipher. teleprinters· wer~ called 118ch~uesseli'ern2chreib-

maschine1n. 11 ·Of these, models T-52a., T-52b,, T-52c (f1r~t model),. 
and T.J52:c (second .model} were insecure against Anglo-Am.e;rica:r:i 
cryptanalysis, and were e:mentu~ly discarded by· the Germans as 
a result• of their· own security studies; models T9t.-52d and T-52e 
could hot have been solved by any presently-knowrt·methods of, 
attack •. The T-43 was~ a· none-time tape" cipher teleprinter and· 
likewise, secure i.f proper tapes· were inserted~ and if_ certain . 

· electric~al elements in the apparatus were properly ad'juste~ • 

, I • 
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Various models of all the above machines carried high-level 
communications for the Fore1~i·1 Of.f1ce, the Air Force, the Navy, 
tf!e Reich SecuI>ity Office, ana. miscellaneous governmen.t depart
ments; and practically all models were used at . some time or 
other by the Army down through division • 

. Land-lines carried most of' the teleprinter tra.f"fic; and 
land-line traffic was, of ~.:.ourse, not 1nterceptJ.ble by the Anglo
/\mericana.. Radio links were "})eamed transmissions" which .were 
difficult to intercept, yet certain important Army .radio links 
employing such transmissions were intercepted. They included, 
among ·others, circuits between Berlin and each of the following: 
Athems., Salonika.., Rome; Bucharest, BelgraQ.e, French ports, Paris; 
Rotterdam, and Oslo;·they also included circuits among corps 
p.reas (Wehrkl"e1s) in Germany itself. · 

F:rom Ultra sources, it is known that solved German tele- · 
printer messages gave information· in detail Ol'.lncerning supplies 
shipped.I) troop movements, police data,· and agent information. 

· Import.ant~ battle order information was often _obtained, and 
important orders from Hitler. 

The information transmitted. by German teleprinter crypto
graphic apparatus was therefore of .utmost · importanc~ to the Anglo-
American government and f'ield ~orces during the war from an ' 

. intellig1::rnce standpoint.. The v~ious ma.chines themselves are 
still important, a.s·a. result of' TICOM investigations, for the 
cryptographic features they involve. · 

· Brit1sl1 cryptaiialysts gave the generic cover na.me "fish" · 
to any German teleprinter cryptographic machine, the cover name 
"tunny" to the eiphe~ attachments of the first typo mentioned in 
para.graph 14, and the cover 14.ame 11 aturge,on4

9
to the cipher tele-

printers~ the machines of the second type. · · . 

15. German teleprinter cryptographic B.J?I?ara.tus enciphered / 
individual ·teleprinter imiulees;-- A stanaard teleprinter of 
the so-oa.lled "start-stop type transmits seven impulses for 

. each lettel' or chal'a.cter sent, as follows: a. start impul.se, 
a set of .five distinguishing impulses or "bauds," . ari4 a. stop 
impulse. Each of the five bauds' is either "plus" ·or "minus" , 
qepending on the character being sent. (~hus, the set . of· bauds 
for "e" is plus minus minus minus minus, and the .following 
sequence of impulses is sent: start, plus minus minus minus minus, 
stop. ~ German teleprinter cryptographic apparatus, just as 
4 . . . 
9captured -T-52d/e and SZ-42b apparatus are ava11able in the 

Army Security Agency Museum. 
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~ similar .machines of other ·oz-igin.P enciphered such te~epr1nter 
trarismifJsions by enciphering the~e tive individual bauds 0 . The 

'apparatus did this by generating a k?y made up or a lengthy 
sequencE~ of teleprinter characters, . and caµsing the sets of 
bauds corresponding to the succeasive keying characters to be 
combinecls baud by baud, with the _sets ff ba.uda corresponding 
to the. ~mcce.ssi ve plain text characters o Combining was tione 
. according to a principle invented in 1918 by a.Ii American · 
angineer na~ed Verna.m, who originated the ·so-called · "Verna.m 
Rule" that a combination of like signs produced a "pl.c:.:- " impulse., 
and a combination of Unlike signs produced a. 0 minus '.' impulse. ' 

.The result was» of course., a successi()n ot" sets , q:f :five bauds 
cor1~~sp1:mding to~ the cipner characters~ In the -German tele
printer cipher attachments7 these cipher characters were tr_ans

_mitted iiithout ,further eno1ph'3z'ment; in the cipher teleprinters, 
they un~ierwent , tran~positiqn of ,bauds within characters as 

· furthei- encipherment befo.:re they, were tra.nsmitteq.. 

· 16. German telet aratus used 
mecha.n:iea.l --w ee s 7- ec an ca c1p er -~ ee a were use 1n all 
Germa.n ·~eleprinter cryptograp!l.ic apparatus, except in the one
time-tape cipher tel~pr1ntero . Around its peripheryJ) each of 
thes.e me,ch:•.1;itca.l wheels had small pins which ope:raated a syi'tch 
(or ·switches) as the wheels i .. otated. Operation of the switches 
gave in effect the \.plus 0 or "minus" impulses needed to form key 

·characters. , In the.teleprinter cipher attachments sz-4o, -42a, 
and - 42b, the npin patterns" of each of · the wheels., ·1. e. the 
sequence of pins with respect to their b.eing in operable or in-

.· operable positions, was changeable simply by manually setting the 
individual pins into effective .or · inef:Cective posi.tions. In the 
SZ-40 (original. modl?l) and in the . cipher teleprinters(~ series 
except .for T-43) .~he pin patterns were ~ot variable., and were 
.fixed at th~ time of th~ir manu.fac'ture. · The T-43 used tape and 
'no cipher wheels. · 

17~ ".Q.!pher attachments" vere insecure-a- The German tele-
. printer cipher a.t,tacfurients, or "tunny" machines:, are of importance· 

to ·Anglo..:America.n cryptographel's in showing· thein what not _to do. 
All of' the. actua.l.ly built models _of' these machines were · insecure. 
Dr. Huettenhain, _of the Signal Intelligence ~gency · · of' the Supreme 
Command. Armed F-orces (OKW/Ch1\ tolQ. Dr. ~ierl1ng that their · · 
91 security was good ..f'or about liwo years, 11 5 ~ -·· but he evidently had 
~rather high qpinion of ,the· SZ-42a and SZ-42b as used with beamed 
radio, beoause he permitted their use pa.st the two-year mark. _ , ., 

50E 14 · p 6 
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The SZ-40 (original model) had ten .mechanic.al cipher wheelsp 
with :fixed p~g patterns. The ten elements p~oduced by the~e · 
wheels combined in pairs to form · one se't or 5 elements J) and · 
the set was then used a.a •!;he keyi~ cha?"acter for the plain 
text character to be enciphered.5- Only 40 of these machines 

-·,~131 .. e built. Dr. Fricke s.aid that since it had been ascertained 
t?D.at single me.ssages- of l..,000 letters sent on the sz:...40 (or·i"' 
gin.al mod.el) could be solved, it .was decidE!ld to tntrodll~e ~ · 
machine trith a.n irregular elemen~ in the wheel motion.'.:> This , 
was done by introducing the SZ-40 (regula.I")~ wh:tch , consisted of 
12 wheels with eha.ngea.'Qle pa.tte:r-nsJ) divided as follo~rs: 5 
"springce.esar 11 vhee1.s, all of which stepped in unison but. irre
gula:raly, being driven by a pair of "vorgelege" . (control) wheel~; · 
and 5 ·"spaltencaesaz•" wheels, all of vhich stepped in unison · 
a.i:i.d z.oegul.at'ly jt once fCl" each cha:r-aoter encipheredo Anglo"." 
P .. .tnerican solut,ions of messages aerit on . this machine were a.cccim= 
plished hy sta.tist1Gal r,ecove.ry of the pin patterns of' the 
:ic·,~gularly-stepping wheels and the · removal of'· theil" effects . 
f'rom the cipher texts; this was ·then f ,olloved by recovery of 
the pin pattezons of the !::Pr.egulanly-stepping wheels and ~e 

.. ' ~emova.l or their ef"f'ects A Dr. Huettenhain believed that solu
tion co~d be ob~ainedby attacking the motion·of .the five irre-

. gul,a.r, ( uspringca._esar") wheels first5J and therefore suggested 
the sz-lrna, which gave Jm additional irregula.1• control to these 
i!breguleP wheels. This furthez.• ix-regular motion ca.me from two · 
sotu"ces: . one source was the pattern. o~ the first of the f"+,ve · 
irregula~ wheels itself, another was the variation in the 

_ f'H'th baud of the plain-text character. "
0
two lett~rs back'' in 

the pla.111 text, i.e., two char_a.cters before· the cha.l"acter . 
e,ctua.llyr, being enciphered at ·1ne momenta Th~s plain text 8.uto
key contJrol was optional; and because it gave rise to many 
(:::r>!•ors 1·t was not' used often. The SZ~42b was next da_veloped 
v.ith a third element contr~buti~ to the irregularity, na,w.ely~ 
a co.:ntro:L 'by the second regular ~ 91 spalteneaesar") wheel.''t · 
None ' Of 'these ruses succeeded. in preventing Anglo-Ame:r-ica.n 

. c::r>ypta.nalysis 1 since the .attack was to ignore temporarily 
the irreguls.rly-m.ovlng vheeleJ)· and .. to remove the effects of the 

. . . . 

51rn ·this. respe<?t this ~chine was identical with that .deve
. loped 'by ·the Inte1•national Telephone and Telegr~ph Company 

tn the United States ln. l931J) employing 10 mechanical wheel.~ . 

and th9 property of pairing. 
52

1 45 
53.,. 

~ 31 - · 
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regularly-moving ·~:heels .first. Th.is made attack on the 1r:regu
larly·0mOv1ng wheels possible. The Germans had evolved elaborate , 
pro:tec}tion for · the wrogg ~ of their 'machine. 

. .18. - .Proposed 5Z-42c with synchronizatio~ w~uid have , 
11 CrlRtiZ$dil a whole .radio . cJ.r_cu1t .... T!ie sz-42c . was being de- . 
signed to "cryptize" a whOfe radio · teJ.eprlriter circul t~55 ' · ' 
Telep;rinters on this circuit were to operate at all times, . 
trans:f,1itting a stream of . characters forming an entirely uni,ntel-\ 
ligible · "message 0 . wh~neve1" 'bona.fide enciphered messages were 
riot being sent. An interceptor would not be able · to distinguish 
any signals representing :real .messages f,rom those corresponding 

( I . to un1ntel~1'gible 9r random sequences of characters~ Therefore 
the number~ length, precedence, cla.ssif"ica.tion, and timing .or 
messages wo~d riot be knQwn to enemy intercept, and the o1rcu1t 
would be secure a.gains,t traffic · ana.ly~is • . Dr. Vierling ·of the 
Feuerstein Laboratory was developing the cry~tal con~rolled · . 
synchroni·zing apparatus» called °'gleichla.u:f,, 11 which va.s to· kef=ip · 
the teleprinter.a synchronized, regardless of I>adio fading a.nd · 
interference .So .· · · . . . · . . . 

The nonsense- to be tr-ansmitted on the air wheneveI- mes
sages were· not, being sent would actually . be ""pure key" . gener-
a tad ,by the SZ-42c. An. enemy would there~ore have a _great ad- . 

- vantage _ in tryi~ to cryptana.lyze the .. sz.;.42c. . · ·No one can . . 
state acc"1z•ately what results could have been obtained l>Y- an 
enemy given possession of tens or thousands of consecutive char·, 
aeter's of pure ·key J) but the design ror the SZ-42c appeared to 
be ·ae:cure .f.or normal -o:peratiob.o The five regularl.y-moving . 
-wheels (spaltencaesa.rs) of the earlier models no longer were to 
move regularly or even together; this would have prevented the 
methcds of cryptanalytic attack. theretofore used by . the Anglo~ 
Americans. Dr. Huettenhe.in waa probably right in his report 
as tollovs:57 · · · · · · . · · 

, "Wa Pruef 7 are at the moment .carrying out a. .· . 
reoonstruct1on .1n which the five rightha.nd wheels are . 
driven separately irregularly. This eliminates a cardinal 
weakness or the sz 40 and 42 1 the regular. ~ovement of'~he 
.Spa.l tencaesar:, and makes ·methods of reconi:ttructing the . 
pin arra.rigements ·impossible. 11 

- · 

55E 14 
5~ J~} . 
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A f.ull description of the interacting lllOtions involved in. the . . 
SZ-42c: can be ~ound in TICOM reports .5tj Briefly there were to 
be 10 wheels. The$e moved co~stantly unless interrupteo .• · Inter- · 
rupticm of motion or wheels l, 2, 3, ,4, and 5, (which \'1ere the'. 

-ap:ringca.esa?"s and wh.ich moved in unison) 1!a.s accomplished by · . . 
' a.ctio1i of wheels 9 and l.0; interruption of whe.el 6 was 
accomplished by wheels 8 .and 2; of' 7 by 9 and 3; of 8 by 10 and 
4; of 9 by6 a.ri.d.5; of lO by 7 and l.c If it happened that all 
wheela became stattona.ry (thus resulting- in monoa.lphabetic 
encipherment)~ the machine counted to three; and then t.rheela l 
th.l'ough 5 atapped automatically. . . . 

· ~~he fil"m of Lorenz, which was developing sz-·426 with .· 
elect1 .. omagn¢tic drive. rather than mechanical, called their mo(iel 
o-r the SZ-42c ma.chine "SK-44." They also pla.nned SK-45, Which 
~as to be identical with s~-44 except for an el~venth wheel; 
the eleventh wheel was to step the machine pa$t "dead spots," 
so that the counting device ·used . in SZ-42c for that purpose 
would not be needed. 

<19'. ~rune •iaipJler !e.leprinters" were secure.,-- There were 
five ina.in types of ' cipner. telepr:l,nter,s develo~ed by German -
cryptographer•s: T--52 a/b, T-52c {first model), T-5-2c (regula.r), 
T-52dJ1.a.nd T-52e • . The T-52d (probably) and T-52e (certainly) 
were secu1"e against known methods of' attack, but were not actually 
much in use on .radio circuitso 

· . All five of the foregoing cipher teleprinters were important 
.because they introduced a nev principle into telepri~ter crypto
'graphy: that of positionally transposing,a.s a fo~ of' .super
encipherment, ·the five sep~rate ba.uds constituting the set 
corresponding to each cipher .. character, a.;ger the norma.l or 
basic encipherment had been accomplished. . -

581 ·57 I E i .4 

. , 59A simUa:r principle · is the subject of a .u.s. patnnt by 1 

Mr ... William F. Friedman or the Army Security Agency. The 
Ger.man cryptographers; however; brought -into ~atu.a.l use 

. the first secret teleprinters to employ these principles . in 
pra.ctice. · 
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A ~chematic diagram demon~tra.ting the principles involved 
ln the two processes Of enc1pherment 1 SJ.lbStitution and trans
position, is shown be-low: 

4 . 

., ' 
, 

·Battery Plain- Key- "Transposition" sw1tches C1phe1." 
-r Text 1.'ext· Out-

"\ Switches · Svitches I Put 

~st ~==>C~ - --y f aud -)•- -· 

TX l 
1 

2nd j-- . "\i:=x=: ~ -Baud ,, ---0 
I ... 
j 

l 

./ 
3rd I ::~~- r_;;. ->• Baud l 

I 
~. 4th . i...,. .... -{ ... ~ ~ 

Baud 

l l 
,- .. 

'. 

5th" :'1J • , 
Baud · : .. x::. ··~~ . e +-

The foregoing diagram is not electrically accurate, but ' 
it is aqcurate in principle. It indicates,: for example, the 
re.sult of "enciphering the pla).n~text character "e" ~P1\2s minus 
minus minus minus) by :the key--text character "blank' (minus 
minus minus minus minus) and passing the result through a trans
position netvork as shown, .·with a transpositi.on taking .place 
between the first and . fifth batids. · The result. is the character 
II t ·" . . " . I . . . . 

· ' °It can be demonstrated that· the security of any c!phel' 
teleprinter' employing the foregoing principles depends upon the 
manner of generating the key-text .characters,. the manne'l- or 

· controlling . the - transpos1 tlon sw1 tches, and 1n aodi t1on. whether 
or not tbe order of the transposition switches may · be changed. 

24 
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· All of the T-52 series of cipher teleprinters had ten 
mechanical cipher wheels~ and the pegs on ea.ch of th~.se wheels 
were set into permanent peg patterns. In the T-~2 a/b ~odel, 
each of the f'ive key-text switches and the five transposition 
switches was operated by one of the ten mechanical wheels. 
The ten w·heels moved regularly. The transposition switches 
thems.al ves could not be interchanged. The ma.chine was in
sec~e be?cause the settings of the wheels could be attacked 
independently of one another and statistically. In the T-52c 
(first) model, each of the five key-text switches was controlled 
by a.. givEm combination of .four of the tan mechanical wheels; 
each of three o.f the transposition switches was controlled by a 
given combination of foW? of ten mechanical wheels; each of the 
remaining two transposition switches was eon·trolled by a given 
combinatlon of six of the ten mechanical wheels. The ten 
wheels moved regularly, and it is believed that the order of 
the transposition switches was not changeable. Furthermore, 
the pa.rt~Lcular choice the Germans made .for the sets of four 
wheels t') be used in controlling the key-text switches re
sulted 1J:i a limited number of' substitution permutation com
bination:3, which made solution possible. This effect was 
partially eliminated in the T-52c (regular mog31) and for this 
reason t.b.e regular T-52c was ha:·:-der to solve. . 

Mod·el T-52d ma.de the order of the transposition switches 
changeab:le, e.nd while eacb key-text switch and each tra.nspos 1-
t ion switch was controlled by only one wheel, the wheels . them
selves stepped irregularly. The movement or each wheel was 
controlled by the patterns of two other wheels, and interact
ing controls resulted. Provision was also made for the ~p
tional use of an additional plain-text control of the irre-
gular.. motion. It 1s seriously doubted if this ma.chine could 
have been solv~d» even 1f pure key was available from reading 
messages in depth, solely because of the interacting, irre
gular motion of the wheels.bl 

" .. ·. 60rnspectorate 7 /vI (In 7/vI) discovered that the T-52c was 
breaka.ble in 1942, and suggested alterations that led to the 
T-52d. I 78 p ll. 

6l51ngle messages might have been partially I'ead. by a. crib 
matching method suggested by Inspectorate T/VI (In 7/VI). 
I 78 p 12. . 
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Modal T-52e had wheel motion identical with that in model 
T-52d. Its order of transposition switches was not changeable,, 
but each 0£ the transposition switches and the key-text switches 
was operlited by the combined pattern of a set of four wheels 
chosen for lt from the ten wheels. The T~52e was therefore 
also prolbably secure. 

Full details concerning· the interacting and irregular 
wheel motions, the transposition of bauds, and the manner in 
which wheel patterns were combined to get g~plication of 
controls.I' are given in TICOM publications. 

20. Ci her tale rinter model T-4 used one-time· ta e.-
The T-43 use a one-time !ey tape to supp y the sequence o 
keying characters; 'instead of mechanical cipher wheels as in 
the otber·T-series models. The T-43 was just as secure against 
cryptanalysis, therefore~ since the key tapes_ employed consisted 
or "random characters." 

In practice the key tape was generated by the rurming of a 
fifty-meter-long loop of random tape over and over through a 
T~52d machine, with the T-52d punching out the key tape as long 
as desired. The key tape was not random in a true sense, but 
it was unpredictable for pra.ct1ca.l purposes, and secure. 
, --A serie>us electrical defect in the T-43 was discovered by 
radio eri.gineers and corrected. This defect actually had· rendered 
the T-4j insecure. It resulted from the fact that at the instant 
of encipherment the keying character was electrically slightly 
out _ of phase with the plain-text character. As a result, 
minute i.nspection of the cipher characters on an oscilloscope 
permitted separation of the composite cipher characters into 
their plain-text and key-text elements--:resulting in a "solution" 
without crypta.nalysis.bJ The moral from the above story is 
plain: there are more ways than one to read a message. 

21.. .Conclusion: German tele rinter er to rauhic a a~ 

zaatus if: wort t of' deta e stu y.-- To recap: tu ate, ou 
the Angl.o-Xiiier cans w:ere able to read German teleprinter tra.f'f ic 
sent on .important Army and Air Force links as a daily pro- . 
cedlll'e,. because of the insecurity of the sz-42a and sz-42b cipher 
attachmE~nts and the willingness of' the Anglo-Americans to build 
the expEm,sive machinery necessary for solution, (such as the . 
British "colossus"), -nevertheless the more recently developed 
German cipher-teleprinters (T:- series) were completely secure. 

62i 45, I 20, I 31 
63r 45, p 15 
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The latter uni ts were designed along differ.ent lines from 
any lines taken by Anglo-Ameri:can development of teleprinter 
cryptographic apparatus. They therefore make definite con
tributions to our knowledge. Their main featui~es were: 

a. Irregular and interacting wheel motions. 
b. Use of baud transposition ~s an additional pro

tection, superimposing this on the basic substitution 
process. · 

Fur•thermore, the attempted development of a cipher attach
ment (SZ•-42c) for cryptizing a radio circuitJI thus protecting 
it against traffic analysis as well as cryptanalysis, indicated 
that the~ Germans were giving serious thought to a.ll phases of 
the cryptographic problem. 
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Volume 2 

Chapter IV :- Cipher Device 41, the Cipher.Box, the 
Cipher Disk, and the ''Number Printer." 

.Paragraph 

Germsn Cipher Device 41 ',\'as a secure Hagel1n-type 
mach:tne • • e • • • ID • e • • e • • e • • • 0 e e • D • • e e e e • • e O O • • • O • O O O e 22 

Security of C1phe'!. Device 41 lay in interacting 
irregular cipher wheel motions •.•.•••••.•••••••.•• 23 

"Cipher Box•: was to replace Enigma.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . 24 
"Cir.her C1sk" was to be a simplif'ication of the 

'c ipJ1er Box II • • • • 0 0 • o· Q 0 • 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0 • • 0 •• 0 • 0 0 • 0 2 5 
Foreign Office "Number Printer" produced· non- · 

random one-time pads. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • . • 26 · 

22. German Ci her Device 41 was a secure Ha elin-t e 
ma.chine·0

- ipher Device l Sc uesse geraet was a 
mechanical cipher device (Hagel1n type) similar to the U. s. 
Army converter M-209 and wa~ originally intended for use for-, 
wai>d of division.70 The Gexrman Army, Air Force, Weather Bu.
reau, a.nd probably others, had ordered a total of eleven 
thousan<i mach1nes;7l but only a small (unknown) quantity had 
been manufactured and put in use. Cipher Device 41 was re~ 
markablE~ for t·wo reasons: 

a. · Al though 1 t required no electrical po'lller, bo.tng 
operated by a hand crank, it wa.a compact"' portable, printed 
both plain and cipher tapes, and was provided with a type
writer keyboard. . 

b. The daily 'i:rheel set.tings and pin patterns were pro
tected against reconstruction by cryptanalysis even when 
"pure k~~yn was available.. This was because even though the 
pla1ri texts of identically-keyed messages could readily be 
obtained by well-established procedures and the correspond
ing portion of the keying seq,·v.ence reconstructed, neverthe
less thts reconstructed sequence ("pure key") did not pro
vide de.ta whereby the wheel settings and pin patterns could 

701 7·2. '!'he Army Security Agency has a captured Cipher Device 
41 in its museum. 

71D 59 P 23 
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also be reconstructed. As a consequence, no other messages 
on the same day could be read. This is not usually the case 
in other Hagel1n type machines, including the U. t, .• Army con
verter M-209. 

23. Security of CiQh~ D'evice ·41 lax in inte!acting, 
irregul!!-1', cipher-wheel motions-- The security of Cipher De-

· Vice 41 ea.me from the interacting and irregular movements of 
1 ts cipher wheels. · 

Her·e again is demonstrated the German capacity to make 
secure 1.n practice an otherwtse not too secure machine, by 
employing the principles of interacting and irregular move
ments of' wheels. 

The enciphering principles of Cipher Device 41 may be 
described as follows: 

a. It had 6 mechanical Hagelin-type "pin" wheels, 
11 ,Pl'ime 11 to each other. In cryptographic parlance, the first 
five of these wheels had "kicks" of 1,2,4,8, and 10 re- · 
spectively. Whe~l 6 made these "kicks" positive or negative • 

. b. The enciphering cycle (one turn of the hand crank) 
consiste•d or three elements,, as follows: 

"Ele1ment l." This element· of the cycle took place if 
and onl~· if' wheel 6 had an active peg in the "motion index 
position.". If vheel 6 had such an active peg, then all the 
following events occurred: Wheel l moved one step. Each of 
the reIDBLining four wheels moved one step, unless the wheel 
to its left had an active pin in .. its "motion index position," 
in whic.h cas.e each such wheel moved t~.ro steps . 

"Element 2." A key "kick'1 was generated, which was the 
sum of ell the kicks of wheels which had active pegs in the 
"kick index positions." This was so unless wheel 6 had an 
inactive~ p~g in the "kick index position,," in which case the 
key kick which resulted was equal to "25 minus the sum of 
the kicks" of the whee·ls with active pegs. This key kick 
was in effect the "key text" or·"key character" which was 
"added" to .the plain text character in encipherment. En
ciphermE~nt took place a·t this point . 

. 
11El.ement )." This element of the cycle was identical 

in principle to Element 1, except that it occurred whether 
or not wheel 6hadan active peg 1n the "motion index posi
tio'ii:'1" ·The purpose of this element was to insure some change 
in the ;rheel positions be:fore the encipherment or ·the next 
letter of text, if" any • . 

29 
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Whein one compares the foregoing irregular and interacting 
motions of the wheels, and the use of occasional negative kicks 1 
with thEi simple regular motion and simple regular kick add1 tton 
ot the us~al Hagelin-type machine, the reason for the far h!gber · 
order of security ot Cipher Device 41 is indeed apparento 

In 1945 the British had intercepted certain traffic enQ · 
ciphered by Ge:MD.a.n agents with Cipher Device 41. Several mes
sages wE1re read because of improper mechanical working of one 
ot the niach1nes. The ~chine 1 ts elf; however, was not solved 
thereby J' and remained a mystery until capture revealed its con
struction. 

·It is believed by investigators that the mechanical designs 
of the Cipher Device 41 was poor but that its faults could pro
bably bei corrected by improved eng1neer1ngo Mechanical pro
blems in all likelihood prevented its wider and earlier use bJ 
the Gern1ans o '· 

Cipher Device "41-Z" was a modification of the standard 
model 41. It was designed to encipher ten figures instead of 
twenty-f'ive letters 1 for use by the German Weather Bureau~72 

A model or Cipher Device 41 whi ·.: h would be more compact 
and woul.d eliminate the typevriter keyboard was also under 
consideration, for use by front line troops. 

24.. "Ci~her Box" was to replace Enisr.a-- A mechanical 
device 1 · made out of' aluminum andweighlng "'-3/4 pOti.nds, was 
being· dE~veloped.11 which -involved cryptographic principles .en
·tirely new to Garman cryptography. It was hoped to use this 
device 1~0 re;glace the ~nigma in the German Army above the level 
of d1vif1ion!l .5 It was called the "Cipher Box" { "Schluesselka
sten") and made use of the cryptographic principle of sliding 
strips)'"t- · · · 

Lt .. Col. Mettig,, of the Signal Intelligence Agency of th~ 
Supreme Comma.nd 1 Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) reported as follows:·r, 
"Field tests ••• had baen so successful and had brought out the 
handiness a.nd speed of operation of the machine so clearly, that 
its .inti~oduction into the field army was ordered. As the RSHA 
(Reich · Security O.ff'ice) had already got in a.head with the order 
for 70,000 items, mass production was introduced." The mass 
production was scheduled to have produced at least one thousand 
devices by October 1945 and to reach a rate of 10,000 per 
month by January 1946. 

72n 59 p 25 
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No-Clpher Box ha.s evel' been captured$ and the descrip
tions are not sufficiently detailed to do more than reveal 
the cryptographic principles 1nvolvgd, leaving the mechanics 
for the imaginationo Fricke sta.ted·ro that "it consisted of 
a small box 1n the top of which vas inserted a. slide rule." 
He descri'.bed the slide rule a.s consisting of two mixed alpha
bets which. were vritten in by pencil with each key change. 

Half of the first mixed alphabet was written on the up
per base ,Part of the slide rule, the remaining halt of' the 
alphabet on the upper slide part or the slide rule. Half 
or the ·second mixed alphabet vas Wl'itten on the lower base 
part of the slide rule, the remaining half' of the ··alpha.bet 
on the lo·wer slide part of the slide rule. The two alpha.
bets were so written in that ,.,.hen the halves of the first 
(upper) alphabet were in phase with each other; the halves 
of the ·second {lower) alpha.bet were out of phase, and vice
versa., 

The vi th sample al pha.bets the 
way this 

Y .c,;i S ! C· V X P fl T 

Enci.pherment of a letter vas accomplished by reading 
off tbe letter opposite it on the slide rule. Th~s was to 
be chosen from whichever alphabet was "in phase 0 at the time 

. of encipherment. In the foregoing drawing, the cipher equi~ 
valent of plain text "I 11 at the setting shown would be "A" 
e.nd the <~ipher equivalent of plain text "A" would be "I'." 
Thus the1~e resulted 'exactly 26 possible reciprocal enc1phel'-
1ng alpha.bets. . · 

Any sl1d1~-str1p device is secure if the successive 
settings of the sliding strip a.re unpredictable. Security 
ot the C:Lpher·Box therefore ha.d to rest primarily in the 
manner of successively setting the slide. Dr. Fricke said 
this was done as follows: 

"Under the slide were three Hagel1n type wheels 
on Jsepa.rat~ ues, . in a. plane perpendicular to that ot 

761 20 
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the slide. Each had a different period, aroun~ 26. (The 
pin settings were changeable). The slide was pulled to the 
right against the action ·or a spring, and upon release u.rove 
the wheels. It did not come to rest until at a reading posi
tion or ~~e wheels on one side the pins were a.11 active, or 
until at .another reading position on the other side they 
were all inactive. There were 26 stopping places possible, 
but no step zero. 1177 

.or_ • :L1ebknecht of the Army Ordnance~ Developmgnt and 
T_esting Group, Signal Branch (Wa. Pruef 7 J stated:·! .. · 

"The tongue {sl:Lde) of the instrument was shoved 
by hand to the right as far as it would go, thereby 
putting a spring inside the Cipher Box under tension. 
By m.eans of pressing a blocking notch on the top of 
the Cipher Box, one causes the sliding tongue to move 
back varying step lengths into the Cipher Box." 

111 20. 'A cryptograph called the M-40, invented ~Y Inspector 
Menzer of the Signal Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Com
mand Armed Forces (OKW/Chi), also employed three Hagelin
type wheels for alphabet selection. This device was con~ 
sidel"ecll reasonably secure but was never adopted. It cori-

. sisted of a cylinder wtth 39 horizontal bars arranged a.round 
its periphery; the cylinder rotated in steps equal to one 
plus the sum of the kicks given it by the three Hagelin-type 
wheels . The Hagelin-type wheels had cha.n,geable pins. Nor-
mal alphabetic sequences, each starting however with a. dif
ferent letter of the normal alphabet, were permanently 1n
scribecl on 26 of the 29 bars; the reme,ining 3 bars co'nta1ned 
19dummy positions." These bar.s represented the plain components 
of enoiph~ring alpha.bets ot which the CODllllOn cipher component 
was om~ mixed sequence written in by pencil on a. fixed strip, 
SO fa.st,ened on the base Of the device that the bars of the 
cylinder could rotate· into juxtaposition with "it. The device 
was cr;rptogra.phically equivalent to a pair of sliding st?>ips, 
with . the plain component a. normal alyhabet, with the cipher 
componc~nt a mixed alpha.bet, with the stepping contrc'l1.ed ir
regutawly by Hagelin-type wheels, and with dwmny letters · 
thrown into the cipher text whenever a "dummy bar" came into 
position. See I-118 for fuller details. The Ciphe~ Box was 
an imp:rovement over the M-40, in that the small slide-rule 
oonstr;uction accompl.ished nearly the sa.uie results as the large .· 
eylind·er construction, the Cipher Box had two "reading posi
tions" fo.r the Hagelin°type wheels instead of just one, a.nd 
there vas provision for two mixed alpha.bets to be 1nscr1be0 -
1nstead of' just one. 

781 57 p 9 
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Nowh.ere in TICOM was it recorded whether or not the 
slide wa.s pulled to the right after each encipherment,, or 
only when. necessary. 

Ser1.ous study of this device has not been undertaken as 
yet at the Army security Agency. However, the Germans felt 
that it ~·as most secure. Lt. Col. Mettig stated as follows: 19 

"The cryptographic security of this ma.chine is very 
high and was considered superior to that of the Enigma. 
The safety margin for the daily cipher was calculated in 
t.h.c1 neighborhood of 40,000. to 50,000 letters, vh~I"eas 
with the· Enigma this margin was 20 1 000 letters."~0 

25. "Ci;pher Disk" was to be a simplification of the 
"Cipher :Box."-- The Cipher Box, small as it was, was the larger 
of two mln!ature cipher devices. ·The smaller device vas called 
the CiphE,r Disk ( "schluesselscheibe. ") Dr

81
Liebknecht gave_ 

TIC OM 1 t~i best description of this device. . 
He said: 

"Oberinspektor Menzer designed this machine for 
agents. The machine was no.t to exceed· in size a shoe 
pol'.Lijh ·can. The encoding principle was similar to that 
of i~he Cipher Box.. The equipment (consisted) of a 
rotlitabla inner disk and a stationary frame. The disk 
and frame had to be provided with scrambled alphabets simi
lar. to the Cipher Box. In operation the inner disk was 
rotated age.inst the frame, and thereby in a manner similar 
to ·~he Cipher Box, put a spring under tension. By means 
ot a pressure and blocking notch, the disk is returned 
in ·various s·tep lengths back toward its original posi-

J;i,9;n. ,In contrast to the Cipher Box, in this machine 
·. onl·y control (wheels) with fixed notches were to be used. 
In· the design, three control wheels to be set.from the . 
outside were to be included. The number of notches was 
to 'be determined once and for all tor each pair of devices 
(one for the agent and· one for central office). For 
this, a hand punch was thought of for punching the notches." 

. 79I 96 
80see also D 57 P 4. · 
811 57 p 9. 
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According to Met.t1g:82 
"The security investigations on this machine by 

Dr. HU.ettenhain and Lt. Dr. Stein proved so successf.ul 
tha.1; 1t was decided to employ the C1phexa Disk as en
ciphering equipment for forward (Army) units and in
deed f'or forward of Regt HQ." 

In Dr. Huettenha,in 8 s records was found the following, dated 
21 April 1944:~) · 

"The. Ch1ffr1er department requii-es •• o. l0,000 
Cipller Disks and 20, 000 sets ea.ch of 3 pin disc blanks.'' 

. . 
The Army Security Agency has as yet made no serious 

study of this device, but it. 1s believed that it has only 
limi~ed. sec\U"ity. 

26. Forei~n Office "Number Printer'' produced non-ran
dom one-time pas-- A report on d~rman cryptographic machines 
would not be complete.unless lt mentioned the "Number Printer" 
( "Numerierwerk") of the Foreign Oi'fice Cryptographic Section 
(Pers z·Chi). This device printed "one-time pads." ·These 
were used to encipher the Diploma.tic Code Book (Deutsches 
Satzbuch); the system was ca.l,.led "GEE" at the Army Security 
Agency and was solved in the winter of 1944-45. 

Cryptanalysts believe that a "one~time pad" is crypto
graphice.ll.y 10~ secure, if it is ma.de up of random additive 
or key. · The emphasis must be on the nrandom" a.s well as on 
the "onei-time o-" The German Foreign Office Cryptographic Sec
tion (PE1rs !Chi} ~ii'SX'looked the "random" when they made use of 
the Numl:>er .Printier. 

ThEt Number Printer looked almost exactly like a large 
printing "job press." The type bed carried 240 small wheels,, 
similar to the wheels on a rubber date sta..9po Each wheel 
carried a. sequence or ten digits around its periphery. The 
wheels ~fere individually removable and interchangeable, as 
well as interchangeable in groups. Each time the press oper
ated, 11t printed a .sheet or paper with 240 nwnbel's on it · _ . 
( 8 lines or 6 groups of 5 d1g1 ts) o The press could be ad
justed ·to print up to thirty sheets o~ paper identically, 
but was usually adjusted to print two sheets identically, 
one sheet ot which became a page in a one-time '9send11 pad, 
while t:b.e dupl1ea.te became a page in the corresponding one
time. "receive" pad. .Before printing the next set or two 
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sheets, the machine proceeded to turn all the 240 ·wheels up 
one notch except such wheels as were at the moment kept 
from turning by special mechanical meanso The cryptographic 
laws governing exactly wh1 ... ;'.h wheels paused in their move~ 
ments,, when and how often~ were extremely aimpleo In prin
ciple/J th.is was accomplished by what might be teI"m.ed "!!.2!!
turnover notcheso" These laws were discove:ra.ble by crypt
analysis. The result was that, while each page contained 
numbers.that were random so far as that page alone was con° 
earned, any given position on such a page was related to · 
the same position on all the succeeding pages, e.nd this 
non-random pFoperty permitted reconstructing sequences in
volved on the printing wheels. Shuf'fling of the sheets 
beforeblnding into pad forms, of course, added to the crypt
aha.ljsts ,! difficulties .o but did not prevent recovery and 

.almost 100',£ reading of messages. · 
· No Number Printer has ever been c~~tured.o @~t TICOM 

document~! contain descriptions of ee.ztly models. 

8~-1282. Captured files of the Foreign Office show that 
Number Printer apparatus was purchased from the German 
firms Masab1nenfa.br1k Otto Krebs.o and Clemens Mueller, in 
1925.o 1927, and 1933. See D-51 p 4. Similar number printer 
apparatus was offered for sale to the British Government 
on 14 ,June 1932 by the English ftrm Loranco Ltd., Engineers, 
by a Mr. Loranta who described the apparatus, showed photo
graphs, and stated that his firm, (Lora.nco Ltdo) had supplied 
Number Printers to the German Government in 1925, 1928, and 

\1932. According to Mr. Lorant, the apparatus was for print
ing given numbers of copies of cipher. telegrams, although 
-.t t bec:ame immediately apparent to the British Government 
representatives that its real purpose waa the genera.ting 
of pages or random additives. Mr. Lorant stated that Ger
man Gc>vernment had printed 2,000,000 pages Without a break
down, and that they kept_ an additional set of 250 spatte . · 
wheels from which to choose: The British Government asked 
Mr. Lorant to submit prices~ but apparently subsequently 
lost interest in his apparatus. The co:rinection between 
the British firm Loranco Ltd., Engineers, and the Genman 
firms., ie not knovn at this time. 
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Chapter V Ge:rman Ciphony 
< 

Paragraph· 
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·"Time sol'ambling" was insecure ••.•.• ~ .•.•.•.•.••• ~ •.•• 30 
"Big Build1.rig Block" proved too d1f'£1cult to cont:rol. 31 
"Little Building Block" combined noise super-
.. imposition and frequency inversion .•.•••.•••.•••.••. 32 
Hopes cen·tered on synthetic speech ene,iphered by . 

. "triple vobbling" .... D. -; •• o · •• o •• o •.• o. o II o. o. °'. ~ ••. o. 3} 
Cone lusions: Germans. had no usable c1phony ma.chines. 34 

27. German enciphered speech &pParatus vas unsuccess~ul.-
Telephone or radioPfione.transmission of intelligence; swiftly, 
accurately,, and securely.P has been a goal of cryptanalyst& 
for many years. Such speech encipherment is called "ciphony." 

Gel'm!!ln experiments with c1phony were singulal'ly un
succe~sful •. No satisfactory ciphony method we.~ developed 
at any 'time.90 . . · · . 
. Pr. Werner LiebkilechtR of the Ar, Ordnance~ Develop-

ment and Testing Group,; Signal Branch "Wa Pruef' 7"), 
where c1phony experiments vere undertaken, stated:91 

"If' a process giving Uhintelligible speech vas 
arrtved at, then un.fortunately it always happened 
th8t1the speech quality after unscrambling was no 
longer acceptable; and tlle process of scrambling 
was therefor.a unacceptable." · 

Speech encipherment experiments vere carried out by 
the :following seven German commercial :firms from.19}7 to 
1940: 

90 
I 57 

911 57 
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1. Siemens and Halske, Berlin. 
2. Deutsche Telefon und Kabelwerke, Berlin. 
3. Sueddeutsche Apparate Fabriken, Berlin. 
4. A. E. G • .v Berlin. .{"Allgemeine Elektr1sche 

Gesellschaf't") 
5. Telefunken, Berlin. 
6. · Dr. Vierling, Technisehe Hochschule, 

Hanover. . 
7. F'abrik C. Lorenz Akt1eng.Jti .ellschaft, 

Berlin, Muelhausen, Thuer. 
ln 1943 only Telefunken and Dr. Vierling worked on speech 
ene1pher1ng, and from 1944 on, only Dr • . V1erl1~, at his 
·:Jlboratorium Feuerstein ("Firestone LB.boratoryri) a.t 
Ebermannstadt~ Germany. . 

· Dr. Vierling' s labol'atory was captured almost .intact 
by TICOM, because of Dr. Vierling•s orders on the eve of 
sur~ender that none of his expensive equipment was to be 
destroyed. 01phony and other varied electronic researepes 
were 1n progress at the time of surrender. Two Army 
Security Agency eiphony engineers were dispatched to 
Ebermannstadt to exploit the German. ciphony research, in 
crnnjunetion with u. s. Navy and .British engineers. As a 
result or this exploitation, plus interrogations or other 
German engineers elsewhere, it 1s believed .the German 
ciphony picture is fully knovn at least as far as concerns 
their le.test experiments. 

· Six main ciphony methods had been developed by German 
eng1neeri:1. These methods vere called: 

a. Frequency 1nve~s1on. 
b. Noise superimposition. 
c. Time scrambling. · 
d. "Little Building Block." 
9o "Big .Building Block." 
f. Triple wobbling. 

F~ch methp~ in tilrn promised to prove less unsucaesstul than 
its predecessor. 

28. eriments showed fre uenc inversion insecure.--
Methods o~ ~requency inversion usually require t t · 
speech frequencies (from 250 cycles per second to 2,750 
cycles) be beat against a. "carrier" frequency or a.bout 
3,,000 cycles. .The resultant frequencies s:re the 
differences in frequencies; these differences are 
transmitted. Thus, a low speech frequency of say 300 · 
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·9 
cycles would be transmitted as . a high frequenc~ of 
2,700 cyc;lea (or 3.1'000 cycles minus 300 cycles} whereas 
a. high speech .frequency would be sent as a low one. 

. The German inverter apparatus.I' which evidently 
worked · along such lines, was "a large eguipment of the 
size of !!L field telephone {1n$t&llat1on) used in the 
field since the outbreak of the var. This ·set was 
considerEHl safe and encouraged careless and · insecure 
conversation. In reality it vas _possible with an 
ord.inary recei:ver to re-establish the impulses normally o 

'l'he e~u~pment wa_sJ> therefore withdrawn from units in 
1942. 9 ' ' ' 

There .are no other important references to frequency 
tr.veraion» and aa it is considered insecure by most 
t:ng1neero everywhere, it is likely that no further ex
perimentu vere carried out by the Germans along simple 
1.TiVE:!X'siou lines . . ··.· : 

· .. 29 •. Noise superimposition gave bad ~ualitS.-
Method.s o.f noise superimposi tlon requlrehat t e super
:1.mpoaed noise f"requencies cover the speech frequency 
band :width; so that the noise can mask out the speecho 
At the receiving end a noise is applied exactly equal to 
that.applied at the sending end,, exactly 180 degrees out 
of phase;~ so that the noise component is cancelled and clear 

' speech. remains. - ' 
.· 0. lLorenz, Berlin, experimented vith this method from 
1937 to.1939, and fowidthat· frequency distortion over 
transmis:sion lines was too great, as well as that raultY, 
noise cancellation gave poor speech quality.93 

From 1939 to 1943, after exhaustive experimentation, 
Telefunken . (Berlin) determined that 1 t would be impossible 
to cancel the noise correctly, and the speech quality 
would ne·ver become acceptable. 

In spite o.f this, an ul t:L•a-high-.frequency radio link 
between .~thens, Crete, and Derna continued noise super-
1mpos1 t1on tests. Results rrom these tests were also dis
appointing.94 

No further details ot' the experiments are available. 

92 I-96 · 
931-57 
941-57 ~' 
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30. , "Time scra.mbli~" vaa insecure o ~- Methods of 
time sc:rambling requi~e t~at the speech at. the sending 
end be recorded immediately (usually magnetically on a 
s tee 1 tJipe) as a means of storing 1 t for encipherment; 
enc1phe:rment results from breaking up the· ·stored speech 
into small elements (of' 60 milliseconds duration in the· 
case or the German devices) and transposing them. The 
transposed elements are then transmitted by radio or wire 
to the :receiving station which stores them.11 retl'anspoaes 
them, and puts them into the receiving telephone as speeeho 
'r:hese p:rinciples, for instance, formed the basis :f"or the 
U. S. Armyus AN/GSQ;..1, or SIGJIP. · 

The first German experiments in "time scrambling" re
quired a long "time-delay" in order to store sufficient 
speech :for transposition, and still did not

9
~esult in com

pletely enciphered (un1ntell1g1ble) speeoho ~ 
· In o:r.der to reduce the a.mount of' time-"delay needed ' 

to accomplish complex enough transpositions to result 
in. unintelligibil1ty, Siemens (Berlin) attempted to divide 
the speech into three frequency bands, and scramble ' 
~ach band separately. Dr. Liebknecht said as follows: 
·
11Despi te the large bulk of' this equipment (each ata.t1on 
weighed about 100-150 kilograms) this process did not 
deliver completely unintelligible speech. The device was 
never manufactured."96 

Possibilities of time-scrambling were brought to the 
fore again in late 191~4_, when an American Mustang airplane 
was shot down and f'ound to include in its equipment an 
American time-scrambling radio-telephone apparatus (SIGJIP). 
According to Lt. Col. Mettig of the Signal Intelligence 
Agency of the Supreme Command Armed Forces (OKW/Ch1):97 

; 

"The technical experts believed that with 
tllle availabil1 ty of necessary equipment, it would 
be possible to solve this apparatus in 10 minutes. 
Tb.e tra:ffie was picked up on a sound t1•ack_, · 
photographed and through the regular dlvision 
of the track it was possible for an expert to 
re!ad the co,nversation. As a result, there was 

95I-57 
'961-57. 

911-96" 
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a cori.troversy over the development of a German 
ver•sion of the Mustang appara tua. Forward uni ts 
were of the opinion that it was impossible to· 
carr:v' out any tactical interc.eption of such 
traff'ic since they would require a large quantity 

·. ,., ·'.i of special equipment. Consequently they felt the 
Must~•ng type could safely be used lllltil a more 
practical machine was developedo The decision on 
this matter was never taken." 

·· . Time-- scrambling devices were called "Tiger.stedt n 

·devices b~r German cryptographers (after a Swedish in
v~ntor named Tigerstedt). Dr. Fricke~ of the Signal In
telligence Agency of the Supreme Command Armed Forces 
( OKW /Chi) J• offered the following inf orma ti on concerning 
the Ameri<~an Mustang device: 98 · 

11He had seen an American machine on the Tiger
stedt principle taken fro~ a Mustang. It had a 
magru3tophone band which revolved between nine heads . 
which scrambled the speech horizontally (i.e. in time). 
This type or machine was rejected in Germany because 
you had to wait in between utterances for the machine 
to a1~t. · He himself did not think 750 milliseconds 
was '~ery long to wai t.ll but he supposed if a. German 
majo:r was talking to a general, the latter ·w·ould 
find it desirable to cut him off abruptly with a 
reply.'' 

There is :no ind.ice. ti on in the interrogations that Tiger
s ted t devices were ever adopted and used by the Germans. 

31. "Bfg Building Block"proved too d1ff'1oult to 
control·,;·-..., S nee Germ8ii' ciphony experiments indioated 
that too much time would be required to develop secure 

. ciphony apparatus, plans were developed :for the independent 
construction of' a machine which could be built quickly 
as a.· 11 stop-ga.p. 11 The first of these attempts resulted in 
the 11Building Block" ( 0 Baustein11

), later renamed the "Big 
Building Block" ("Der Grosse Baustein") a:rter it was · 
discovered that a second and still simpler device (called 
the 0Little Building Blockn) would be needed. 

The "Bi~ Building Block" used the principle o:f "ring 
wobbling." 'Ring wobblin.a" w~s the name given ·to a process . - . ' . . . . . . '~ ' - . . 
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by wh1cJ1 the voice frequencies were shifted up and down 
the.frequency scale. When they were shifted up, the 
frequen1~ies at the top were electrically taken out of the 
spectrum and put back in at the bottom or the scale; when 
they we:re shifted down, the :frequencies at the bottom were 
electri1~ally ta.ken out of the spectrum and put back in at 
the top of the scale. The process was called "ring, 11 

because what went of'f' at the top came back around to the 
bottom.P and vice versa. It was called "wobbling" because 
the .f.requencies wobbled or shifted, by being modulated on 
a. "wobble frequency" "carrier." American engineers call 
the pr.01cess "re-entrant wobbling." 

Obviously such a system needed a wobbler--an agent 
to control the amount of the wobbling of ·the wobble 
frequency. In the case of the nBig Building Block" the 
wobbler was to have resulted from an autokey. The en
ciphered voice itself, operating thl'ough a time delay 
circuit, 100 to 200 milliseconds later, provided the 
key for enciphering the following voice. 

9 · We have on record the following epitaph:9 

uThe experiment resulted in such difficulties 
in. control of the receiving equipment that the 
experiment up to the present has led to no conclusions." 

32. "Little Building Block" combined noise S_.!!Per- · 
imposition and .freguency inversion.-- The "Little Building 
Block 11 ("Der Kleine Baustein''l was intended to be a low
securi ty speech scrambler for· land-line use only.loo It 
was to be secure against the human ear only. It combined 
noise superimposition and frequency inversion. Speech 
frequencies of :from 300 cycles per second to 1,300 cycles 
per second were accepted by the .filter system. These 
were in1verted alternately by a. 1.v 700 cycles per second 
carrier resulting in a frequency band from 1.11400 cycles 
to 400 cycles; and by a 2,700 cycles per second carrier, 
t>esl;ll t1.ng in a frequency band from 2, 400 cycles to 1.11 400 

·cycles. The alternations in choice oT carrier for in
version occurred about three to six times per second, 
depend1.ng upon the volume level of the speech. Into 
whichever of the frequency bands the speech was not 
inverted.P noise was superimposed. Thus if inverted 

99I-57 
lOOI-57; E-9 
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speech occurred 1n the 400-1400 cycle band,. noise occui'ed 
in the 1400-2400 cycle band; and vice versa.. · Note that ·i 
the noise vaa ~ superimposed at the same f~equenciea as 
the speech, as in the noise superinlposit1on method desct•ibed 
first; therefore; it could be eliminated by simply being 
electricall~ ignored at the receiving end, provided, or 
course, the receiver had the appropriate apparatus. The 
receiver-then would proceed to re-invert the speech, render-
ing it intelligible. · 

This apparatus vas under test by Dr. Vierling at the 
close of the wa.r; but only a s1is±e one-way circuit had 
been constructed for the tests. . Evidently switching 
imperfections, bad filteF networks, and scarcity or elect
rical pa~ts, pl'evented its development. The apparatus vas 
not complete when captured,, but diagrams are a.vailable.102 

33. · Ho,12es centered on synthetic speech enciahe:red 
by "triple wobb11?·"--Germa.n engirieers recognize as 
early ~~ 1939 tfui synthetic speech might prove easier to 
encipher than .actual. speech. Experiments we.re begun which 
resulted in the development.of a synthetic speech apparatus 
called ''Anna" by the Gel'man engineers, and patterned closely 
after the American "Vocoder,".pa.tented by Homer Dudle7, of Bell 
Telephone La.bora.toZoies. The German apparatus, "Anna..si ' divided 
actual speech into eight separate frequency bands, by means ot 
filter networks., It produced eight carrier frequencies, to 
co:rrespond to th"e eight speech bands; and when the energy 
level of any speech band varied.I) the amplitude of the co~
responding carrier frequency varied in proportion. These car
rier f'requ~ncies,.plus.two more ca.r~iers each or which repre
sented variations in the pitQh or the speech fundamental and 
whethe~ or not the speech was "voiced" or "whispered,," .formed 
the set· or ten carriers which was then to be enciphered. 

"Triple llobbiing" vas the method proposed for the en
cl.pherment. By th1s processe. the composite set of carriers . 
(ranging in frequency from 'f-50 to 2110 cycles per second) was 
~a~sed through a s~le etage or ring wobbling much as in the 
'Big Building Block; the output f.ttom this stage of vobbling 

101 
E-9 
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wa.s spllt by filters into halves, and ea.ch was separately ring
wobbled; these two outputs were combined and passed through 
a third stage of ring wobbling. The signal was then passed 
through a fixed carrier modulator which restored the scram
bled signal to a transmittable frequency range. 

The following are important to note: Wobbling was 
to have been oone three· separate times; wobbling was to have 
been controlled by a specially built cipher machine, and 
not by an a\J.tokey system as in the "Big Building Block." 

Dr~ Liebkn:echt said:l03 

11 A triple wobbling project is still under 
way at the Feuerstein Laboratory, but it is also 
very .complicated. Through this system, con
densers were to be turned under the influence 
of teletype impulses from the SZ-~2 enciphering . 
device, and thus the wobbling is to be brought 
about. Until now the results from triple , 
wol>bling have not been very satisfactory. The 
spE~ech qua.11 ty after dewobbling was very bad." 

Excellent descriptions of the iB~ech filters et-
cetera appear in the TICOM ref.Orts. It is believed 
hJ" Allied investigators that .'triple wobbling 11 would 
not have proved satisfactory unless much research could 
have been carried out, especially 1n filter designs. 
NeverthE~less, German hopes of successful ciphony 
apparently centered on synthetic speech enciphered 
by "triple wobbling." 

34. Conclusions: Germans ~ !!£. usable .ciphony 
machinen.--Unless new evidence is unearthed the con
clusions are: Germany had no usable ciphony ma.chines; 
and Germany probably would not have had any usable 
ciphonyma.chines even i.f the war had gone on several 
more years. 

103I-57 

l04E-9, E-10, E-11. 
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Chapter VI - German "IoB .. Mo 11 and Rapid 
Analytic Machinery 

Para.graph 

German _1;I.B.M. 11 equipment pa.re.lleled ours ••••• 35 
Rapid Analytic Ma.chines were built on simple 

· and effective lines. . • • • . • • . . . . . . • 36 
Rapid analytic machines developed by Armed 

Forces cryptanalysts 'described • • • • . . • 37 
a~ Digraphic "weight" recorder 
b. :Polygra.phic coincidence counter 
c. Sta.tiatica.l 11 depth-increa.se?" 11 

· 

d. lDifferencing calculator (non-recording) 
and additive tester 

e. JD1ff'erencing calculator (recording) 
f. Likely-additive selecto~ 
g. Simple counting apparatus 
h. :Proposed "repeat f1nder 11 

German A.r;Gty and For.eign ottice crypta.nalyats 
e.xperi.'1lented with rapid analytic machinery • • • 38 

35. German "I.BoM." equipment pe.?"a.lleled ours.•
Electric accounting machines using punch cards, called 
"Hollerith" throughout Europe and simply "I.B.M. 11 (after 
International Business Machines Corporation) 1n America$ 
a.re ~ primary ye,rdstick of cryptanalytic progress. By 
this yardstick the .Ge~s measured up well. 

A chart comi>aring the '.I.B.M. equ'ipment of the 
principal German cryptologic bureaus with that of the 
A.l'my Secu.rity Agency ( U. 8. Army) is shown herevi th as 
Chart No·. 2-2. (See. next page. ) . 

From the chart it may be seen that the estimated 
total number of I.B.M. machines used by the German non
Navy bu?"eaus vas less than the total employed at Army 
Security Agency; but if the Army Security Agency machines 
devoted exclusively to the .attack on Japanese Army 
systems are not counted~ ths.n the Ge:rman non-Navy 
machines in. ge.neral p?"obably exceed the Army Security 
Agancy ms1ch1nea. 

Foux• key punches, 2 sorters, 1 collator. 2 . 
rep~oducers, 1 multiplier, and l tabulators represent 
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• e -OKM/4 .. Pers ZS FORSCHUNGS- OKW/Ch1 OKL German ARMY SECURITY AGENCY 
SKI,,/ III and C/>1 AMT and OXH Non- (U.S. umy) 
(Navy) (Forei.'n (Goering's ( Supreme (Air) Navy 

Off ice Research Command 
Bureau and Arm. 

Cryptan- CI'yptan- Cryptan- TOTAL TOTAL Genera 

I a.lysis , alysis alysis at 
Crypto- Crypto- least 

I· 

? ra h ra. h 
Punches and 

I 

verif..1ers 30 20 10* 40 20 90 109 35 74 

__ Re.pI10ducers 6 2 l 8* 2* 13 52 10 42 

-Sorters, · 7 10 4 30'* 5 49 85 27 58 

Collators l 2 0 4* ? 6 39 13 26 

Multipliers 3 l· 0 0 ? l 4 l 3 

Interpreters 0 0 0 O* ? 0 7 1 6 

Tabulators, 7 6 3 2 3* 14 47 10 37 
all.types 

-Special 2 tape- l compa.r- ? ? ? tape- 11 card 4 tape-to 
1 · Eq~ipmen t to-ca.rd a.tor to-card operated ca.rd read-

readers counter. readers type- era. 4 
1 selec- writers pre sensing 
tive 2 preseus-gang-

ing gang- punches. 
punches Also spe-

cial at-
ta.chments*{t 

Pers.onnel 15* 150* 50* 2 0 1100 300 00 
Ref-erences I-2~ I-20 I-119 

I-5 I-127 
I-i I-152 I- 13 
I- 7 

*Estimated Chart No. 2-2 
I **See Chart No. 2-3, following page 50. 
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the total of' captured I.B.M. equipment belonging to the 
German signal intelligence organlzations; these were 
captured at Zschepplin; ~hey belonged to the Foreign 
Office Crypte,r .. a1yt1c Section (Pers. Z S). Their vires 
were all ripped out and plugboards missing. They were 
studied b.rie.fly by TICOM Team l and then destroyed by 
dynamite.109 Therefore; practically all our knowledge 
of Germs.n use of I.B.M. must come from the TICOM in
terrogat1-on reports, and these discuss I.B.M. but 
scantily. Nevertheless, scattered remarks indicate 
the used to vhich tha I.B.M. machines were put by the 
Germa.ns, · a.nd under what conditions. These technical 
uses were almost identical with those at Army Security 
Agency. The important excerpts from the interrogations 
are given belov: 

a.. D11 • Budgisch, of the Signal Intelligence Agency 
of the Army High Command (OKH/G. d NA), stated as follows 
concerning the use of I.B.M. by his agency:.110 

''Soma of the bigger I.B.M. machines were 
always being provided with special new wirings 
ror special crjptanalytic purJ>oses, as £or non
ca~rying addition and subtraction in code work. 
Most of the tasks, however, consisted of' the 
usua.l statistics (digraphs, trigraphs, '' cha.in"· 
statistics, ''column" statistics, and of' simple 
figure calculations, e.g. in work on Hagelin 
Ma.chines). But, as a rule, no tasks were under
taken which could not have been carried out ·~llha.nd · 
by perhaps 100 people 1n a reasonable time. ' . · 

b. Eviden'tiy Army code problems (usually problems 
of findir.i~ messages in-depth) were turned directly over

112 to the I.B.M. sectlon. An interrogation report stated: 

"A new (Russian) code ca.me in October 1941; 
a.nd depths were less thereafter. Buggisch and 
othe)r mathematic!ans were withdrawn .from this 
work 1n November 1941, and he states that. the 
problem was handed over largely to the I.B. M. 
section. 1' 

1091-l 
1101-67 
lllAt the 

was 20 
1121-58 

Government Code and Cypher School the basis 
to 25 persons. 
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c. A complaint by Dr. Buggisch on the way I.B.M. 
mishandled some of its more specialized statistics was 
recorded 1n one report as follows:ll3 

11 The breaking of cipher texts (without crib) 
is possible when.the pin arrangement of the pin 
·wheels can be discovered from ·column statistics 
,of the cipher text •••• The calculation is carried 
out with an I.B.M. machine provided with special 
wiring. As mistakes were frequent and the time 
:l'equired was considerable, the construction of 
special calculating ma.chines for this purpose , 
·w-as proposed. " 

(It so happens that I.B.M. is not well adapted to solution 
of the Ha.gelin machine, as the Army Security Agency, U. S. 
Army, has itself found out. The number of operations 

,requitted to furnish all necessa:ry statistics.by the 
I.B.M. method allows for too many handling errors.) 

, d. A further reference to the German Army use of 
I.B.M. is made with reference to a double transposition 
used by the Allies 1n Italy in February 1945. Sucl;l 
messages included 'times of origin 1n their plain text, 
with such times of origin first enciphered by digraphs 
involving in.frequent letters. (These enciphering alpha
bets ;never changed. ) The whole messages were then 
subjected to the double transposition ea.cipherments~ 
The t.imes of origin were seldom more than half a.n hour 
before the times of sending, so the' Germans had in
formation they could "crib into" the cipher text,, once 
they had broken the digraphic substitution. These 
cribs were at least four letters long, and 1n short 
messages could almost always be placed accurately. 
Corporal Clemens Sch~ck of Inspectorate 7/vI (In 7/vI) 
stated. as follows: llq. ( 

"A four letter entry would thus be obtairied. 
Such a. combination vould be run through all the 
:possible widths on the I.B.M. machines. The 
time required to break these messages was one 
to·t1ve days, depending on the number of men 
and machines available." 

1131-137 
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e. Some of the IoB.M. ma.chines the Army had were 
evidently not working too well. The following was 
learned from Dr. Fricke, when he discussed the mo.king 
up by the German Army of some of its own keys and 
tables:ll5 · 

"Daily changing trigraphic substitution 
ta.bles vere introduced {by the German Army). 
They were ma.de at first by I.B.M ••••• The 
section moved to Weimar late in the war, and 
there the machines were so old and out of' repair 
that they made too many mistakes in the tables." 

As1 a result, Fricke had the tables handset by a 
print-ez•. Thia later method proved more efficient. 

f'. Specialist Voegele, discussing the use of I .B.M.
by the Signal Intelligence Agency of the Commander 1n 
Chief of the Air Forces (Chi Stelle Ob d L), stated as 
f ollow::1 concermng June 1942 Allied air traffic: 116 

11 The breaking of strip traffic was subject 
tc> time la.gs of two months before t~e receipt 
of. I.B.M. machinery» but only two to four weeks 
afterwards. '' 

According to another report by him I.B.M. was used m 
11 brute··f'ore1ng, 11 oza the discovery of depths by double 
repeats.117 

g~ I.B.M. was used 1n a "brute force" method applied 
to the British Naval Cypher "to f;Lnd double repeats at 
interva.ls up to 10, 11 by the Signal Intelligence Agency 
of the Navy High C.ommand ( O:Kltl/4 SKL/III) ~ according to 
Oberregi~rungsrat Tran.ow and Graduate ~ineer Schmalz.118 
I.B.M. was also used by them to provide a catalogue of 
di.fferenoes, repeats.9 and double repeats,,, 1' and most 
interestingly·, "reciphering or captured subtra.ctor 
groups .• ~~. By this_ last was meant ·that captured additive 
was applied=.to known high-frequency unenc1pheFed code 
groups,, to ol5t'ain a catalogue of likely enciphered code 
groups against w.hich messages could be tested--& key 
finding technique often used at Army Security Agency. 

1151-20 
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h. A 11 bab-y brute force'' (index of single hits 
between messages known to be from approximately the 
same part of the additive table~ was also carried out 
by I.B.M. 1n connection with British codes. 

i. Senior Specialist Tranow and Graduate Engineer 
Schmalz stated as follows:ll9 

11Five per cent of our I.B.M. capacity was 
devoted to producing our own cipher cystems. 
We constructed reciphering tables, substitution 
tables, and the Signa1.:Tafeln., e.g., reciprocal 
2-letter tables,, 3- a.nd 4-d::tgit figure tables. 
The number of cards ne(!·~ed for ea.ch substitution 
ta.'t>le we.s one set, for 2-letter tables was 
26 x 26, and for the 3- and 4-figu.re tables 
was 1 1 000 anci 10,, 000 respectively.'' 

_ 36. Rapid Analytic Machines ~ built ~ simple 
and e.ffHctive J.ines.--Just as in the United States, 
crypta.nalysts in Germany relt the need 1n special cases 
for morE:i rapid means of searching, comparing, and other-. 
wise statistically treating code and cipher texts than 
hand and I.B.M. methods could offer. They developed a 
series 0£ teleprinter tape devices, employing photocell 
readers.0 which accomplished these tasks speedily, in~ 
expensivel-:f,, and very practic~lly. ;?uch machines may 
be call•9d tra.pid analytic machinery .• ·:· They di.ffered 
from rapid analytic machinery developed 1n the United 
States :in that in general they employed teleprinter 
(pa.per) tapes,,.ra.ther than celluloid film. However, 
it !s t:t-ue that the first German film device was in 
process of construction; it was almost identical to 
our 11 Tetra-Tester, n a.nd had an estimated speed of search 
of 10,,0QO letters per second, as against the actual 
speed of the Tetra-Tester of 5,,000 per second. 

_ In ~ompa.ring the states of development of' .German 
rapio.~analytic machinery with American, 1 t might be 
said ( lcfosely) that the German scientists were a.. year 
and a half behind the Ame~icans. Development of rapid 
analytic machinery was done almost entirely by the 
Signal Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command .Armed 
Forces ( OIDl/OhiL and this mainly as a result of' security 
studies. The special· Cipher Security Section was formed 
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within OKVl/Chi 1n 1940, later being put under control 
of Dr. Huettenha.in. Interrogation of Dr. Huettenhe.in 
revealed:l20 

1'By 1941 it had become clear that machines 
would be necessary for the dual - offensive and 
defensive - task o~ research, but engineers vere 
not ob~a.ined until 1942,.when the following were 
appointed: .Two graduate engineers: ROTSCHEIDT 
{ f<>rmerly with Siemens) and JENSEN {who came 
diJC'ectly from school), both telecommunications 
experts. (These a.re now thought to be in the 
South); three working engineers, TODT, SCHAEFFER, 
anci KRACHEL (with a Technical High School Training) , 
whc:> were decidedly subordinate to Rotacheidt and 
Je:nsen; and twenty-five mechanics. 

"They dec·ided to use I.B.M,.. \vherever possible, 
but it was found that I.B.M. machinery was not 
fi!U.1 table for all problems,· and auxiliary decipher
ing machines were developed as the occasion arose • 
Special problems were laid before the engineers, 
and they were told 'This is what I want to do, 
ho'tJ would you do it?' The machines which. resulted 
were built in a more generalized way than the 
immediate problem demanded so that they could be 
of use again." 

As a result the following special machines were developed: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
r. 
g. 

- h. 

Digraph "weight" recorder. 
Polygra.phic coincidence counter. 
Statistical ''depth increaser." 
Differencing calculator (non-recording). 
Differencing calculator (recording). 
Likely additive selector. 
Simple counting apparatus. 
Proposed rep~at finder. 

Chart No. 2-3 herewith, compares these rapid analytic 
machines, developed by the S1g~;.U Intelli~ence Agency of 
the Supreme Command Armed Forces (OKW/Chi), with those 
owned by the Army Security Agency. 

1201-31 
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37. Rapid anal:'ltic machine! developed & Armed 
Forces crU?tana.lyst~ described. --'l'he main features of 
the rapld analytic machines developed by the Signal 
Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command Armed Forces 
( O.KW /ChjL} were e.s follows: . · 

a. Digra:e_h "weight" recorder.--The 11 Bigramm Suchgeraet," 
or ''digJ:oapli search apparatus, ii ·wa.s a device .for ma.king 
frequency evaluations of digraphs and recording the 
evaluations. It cost approximately $5,800.00121 a.nd 
was the most expensive rapid analytic machine owned by 
the, Signal Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Co:mma.nd 
Armed Forces ( OKW/Ch1). ' 

It was used to solve the Japanese two-letter trans
posed C1)de (J-19, or 1'Fuji 11

) "and the machine would find 
a. solut.ion in less tha.n two hours. 11·122 It did the work 
of twenty people, according to Dr. Huettenhain.123 1

·
1The 

ma.chine was once used for work on en English meteoro
logical cipher, fig\ire traffic employing a stencil, vhen 
HUettenhain liaised with the Air Force W~ather Service. 
1rhey were allowed to use the ma.chine. 11 124 

,,. .• ·· ' 
· ' The digraph "veight 11 recorder consisted of: tyo 
teleprinter tape "reading heads, 11 a relay-bank inter
preter circuit, e. plugb~~rd 11 veight 11

, assignor:.; and a 
recording pen and drum. ~ 

Ea.ch head re.ad its tape photoelectrically-' at a. 
speed o,f 75 pos1 tions per second . 

T.be interpreter . took the ttrn impulses f'"rom the 
reading heads at any given moment, and translated them 
from two separate letter impulses into one d.igraphic 
impulse., which 1 t sent to the P1U6board ~ · 

. The plugboard contained 676 jacks on its left aide, 
representing digraphs; these could be wired at will to 
any jack 1n any one of five different sets of jacks on 
the right side of the plugboard, these sets representi-'lg 
11 we1ghts. 11 Thus on the plugboard, any digraph could 

12ln-6o 

,1221-31 
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be ass:tgned any integral weight from l to 5 by simply 
plugging the digraph to the weight; unplugged digraphs 
ha.d thEil value zero. A sketch or the plugboard · f'ollows: 

I . ABC~FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ I A ,· . 
B . . I 
c J 

D I 
E I 

I 
.F I 
G z 
H { 

~ I I 
K 

IL 
I~ 
I~· 

R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 
z 

5 4 3 

0 

2 l 

I 
I 

I 
' ,I 

In the foregoing sketch, f'or illustration, the digraph 
DE was given the weight 5, the digraph IL the weight 3, 
the digrapns PC a.nd OX were each given the weight r. 
All other digraphs had the weight o. 

The recording device was in effect an undulator. 
It consisted of a paper drwn revolving at an even rate 
under ii pen which 1n turn moved on a spindle across the 
d:rum. As a result the line traced by the pen was a 
cyl1nd:eoical spiral. . Undulations occurred in this spiral 
howeve:r, wherever a digraph occurred with ~ weight other 

• than O. The heights of the undulations varied directly 
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with the weights assigned the ·corresponding digraphs. 

This device vas said to have made solution of a 
single transposition easy. Such solution is a familiar 
process to most cryptanalysts, requiring much trial and 
error. A message. tinder study must, in effect,.be broken 
into likely columns a.nd these matched against each other, 
with the resulting digraphs being ·examined . for their 
·· goodneE:s 11 to determine whether or not such matches a.re 
probablE,. If, for instance, the message is broken into 
sixteen columns~ there are 1,,307 ,674 ,368,.ooo (factorial 
15) poan1ble matches, but .these are attacked of course 
by succE~ss1ve steps: that is, one column is tried against 
each of the other .fourteen a.nd the most probable com
bination selected before proceeding further; vith this 
pair as a basis, another of the remainiug thirteen columns 
is selected to add to the left or right of the initial 

. pair_, and so qn. · · 

It is assumed that the German d1graph1c weight recorder 
was used 1n the following manner to ~olve such single-

·• tr~spos1 ti on problems: 

Two duplicate_ teleprinter tapes were punched, corre
sponding to the message to .be solved, each tape then 
being formed into a loop and one loop being made . one 
space (or more) longer than the other, so that as they 
!'evolved through the tape reading heads they -would •!slide" 
relatiire to each other. Digraphic weights, probe.bly 
+ogari~hmic 1n nature, were then plugged up on the plug
board e.nd the machine started. The result would be an 
u:ndulatoX'y graph indicating, digraph by digraph, for 
every possible juxtaposition of the whole message against 
itselfJ, 'the probability of a "good m.a.tch" at each point 
along its length. Careful investigation of this graph 
would thus show visual~y (b~ dense areas of tall undulations) 
those positions where ·good matches occurred, and the 
limits 1n length of each such good match--that is, the 
length of the columns involved. 

The Ge:rma.n digraph weight recorder was therefore 
quite different from the Army Security Agency's 1electro
mechanagra.mmer," vhich also was · d~signed specifically to 
solve the Japanese J-19 code. The .American machine ran 
a deck of I.B.M. cards representing the message under 
study through an I.B.M. tabulator, with a specifical_ly 
chosen section of the message (representing a defL"lite 
col~) vired up on the plugboa.rd; digraphs were weighted 
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with ten lo~arithmic proba~ility values (ranging from 
o through 9) and totals were printed, rather than 
individual weights being recorded separately as 1n the 
German digra.phic weight recorder. The American ma.chine 
took about four minutes per section to calculate a.nd 
print the results. If the sections of text chosen from 
any given message were well chosen from a cryptanalytic 
vievpoi.J1t, the .American machine proved much faster than 
the Ge~nan machine, because the print b~ totals was 
easier for the cryptanalyst to analyze than.just the· 
individual values listed by the German machine; but if 
the sections of text were not well chosen and no true 
columns were included in the choice, then the German 
machine_had the advantage_, since it recorded all possible 
juxtapositions quickly, and all true matches weI'e included 
in the da. ta . · 

The German digraph weight recorder could also be 
used tosivantage to locate coll'}cidences between messages. 
The digraphs aa., bb» cc., •••. zz.11 could be plugged up to 
the value l and all other digraphs lef't unplugged. Then 
when two message tapes would be run against each other, 
coincidenc.es would be shown by the undulator. Such an 
arrangement would be especially valuable in revealing 
:tnterrupted repetitions. 

b. Poligra.ph coincidence counter.--The 11 Saegebock.11" 
or "Sawbuck, was a machine for record.ing. the rrequency 
of polygraphs occurring within one message., or rgr count
ing pol.ygraphic coincidences between messages .12 It 
wa.s especially useful for work on periodic substitutions. 
Polygrl:~phs could be of any size up to and including 
decagraphs. The machine cost approximately $1.,200000.127 

The apparatus consisted of two teleprinter-tape 
"reading heads," a "calculator" (not described)» and ten 
different 11 recorders. 11 

Each head read its tape· photoelectrically and had a 
speed of 75 po51tions per second. Ea.ch recorder comprised 
a pen which recorded dashes on a paper strip 20 inches 
wide, Jnaking a short dash whenever the recorder received 
an impulse from the calculator. The short dashes com
bined to form dashes of varying lengths. One recorder 
was assigned to "count" single letters, another to 
"count" digraphs, another to "count" trigraphs, and 
so on, ·up to ten. 
1261-37, I-31. The Germans adopted cover names for many 
of these devices, and these names were ~ppa.rently not se
lected at random; but like ours, were derived from char
acter~stics of t:q.e devices. The cover n~e ''Saegebock" was 
~29bably so deri 1/ed,. 
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~~he ma.chine worked as follows:. if 1 t was desired to 
record the nu.mber of polygraphic coincidences occurr1Iig within. 
one message, two dupllc'a.te tapes corresp9;rid1ng to the message j' 
¥ere prepared as described above in connection with the di
graph weight recorder, the looped tapes then being "inserted 
ill the tvo reading heads and the machine started. During the 
first revolution of the loops, each recorder would make a short 
vertlcal stroke every time a coincidence of the length assigned 
to that recorder occurred betveen the t~pes. Thus, if there 
were ten digra.phic coincidences between the.tapes during the 
first'-revolution 1 then recorder number two ma'de ten small 
strokes, each above the other,, so that a line ·ten units high 
resulted; ii' there :were four trigraphio ·coincidences, .then 
recor,der -nurabe!' three ma.de four strokes,' and so on. 

All the.recording pens then returned to the zero posi
tion and the paper in all the recorders ~oved along one step 
automatically, to be set for the next revolution of the tapes, 
wherein the tapes w~re of course at a different juxtapo~1tioIL 

A polyalphabetic substitution or period seven being 
· studied might _therefore have given a chQ.rt of single letter 
coinctdences at the· different justapos1t1ons of the tapes, much 
as f o'llows: 

Highest single letter coincidences in this sample are indi
cat.ed .at intervals of seven, the causal interval. 

'l'o record the number of polygraphic coincidences between 
two different messages, a tape would be punched for each 
message.I> and similar procedure followed.·w1th these two diffel'
ent rather than duplicate tapes, as in the first case. 

:Ors·. Huettenhain and .Fricke ·did not identify the spec1ric 
cryptographic systems the, polygraphic coincidence counter ' a· 
was designed to attack. Dr. Huettenhain stated, however:l2 

128 . 
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"The problem was to determine the periods 
in short periodic substitutions by finding the 
dista..Tl.ces between repeats in a message ...• It 
{the counter) could also be used to find two 
enigma messages 1n depth." · 

The foregoing ma.chine was one of a class called 
"Fasen Suchgera~t (Perioden)," or "Phase sea.:rch apparatus 
(Periods)." · · 

c. Statistical "deEth-1ncreaser."--The "Turmuhr, 11 

or nTower clock," was a device for testing a sequence 
of thirty consecutive cipher letters statistically 
against a given "depth" of similar sequences, to determine 
whether the former belonged to the given depth.129 It 
was used "primarily for work on the U.S. strip cipher, · 

·when cribbing which was generally employed was impossible. 11130 
It cost approximately $1,000.oo.131 

The apparatus consisted of a single teleprinter tape 
reading head (speed l 1/2 symbols per second); a storage 
meahs, t1y which any one of five different scores could be 
assigned, on a basis of frequency, to each of the letters 
in the ~)0 separate monoalphabets that resulted .from the 
30 colunms of depth~ a distributor that rotated in syn~ 
chronism with the .tape stepping, and selected which set 
ot 30 sc:ores was to be used as basis for evaluating the 
successive cipher letters; and a pen recording device . . 

The machine was used somewhat as follows: 

Fi:rs~ seve:ral sections of cipher text, believed from 
st~t1st:tcal study to be enciphered with the same se.t of' 
strips ;.md on the same generatrix.11 were superimposed 
properly. AS a result, the letters within columns fell 
into successive and separate monoalPhabets with character
istic frequencies. A new section of 30 letters of cipher 

· text wo·uld have to "match" these alphabets, that is» show 
a greater than. ra..ndom number of coincidences with them, 
before it could be added to this depth. The machine was 
used · to test the goodness of such a ·ma.tch. Weights were 
assigned each letter in ieach of the basic thirty alpha
bets, depending on the frequencies therein, and these 
weights were "stored" in the ma.chine. A message under 
study was punched on tape; the tape was run through the 
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ma.chine; the ma.chine read the cipher text in sequences 
of thirty; for each· sequence it applied the proper weights 
to each of the letters by choosing the weights from the 
thirty ~Llphabets in succession; it recorded the total 
weight for ea.ch sequence by st:rokes of the recording pen. 
A· 1ong l~esultant stroke mea.nt a. great tota.l weight; a 
sequence giving a long resultant stroke probably there
fore belonged to the basic set or superimposed sequences. 

Dr .. Huettenhain and Dr. FrickeJ of the Signal Intelli
gence Agency of the Supreme Command Armed Forces (OKW/Chi), 
in describing the statistical depth-increaser stated that 
it had a photoelectric reading head.132 In view of . the 
also-stated speed of l 1/2 symbols per second, which is 
reasonable considering the probable slowness of the dis
tributor, a photoelectric head hardly seems likely, a.nd 
it is · believed that actually a standard teleprinter read- · 
ing head 'l.oias . used. The1i' stated that "provision is inB.de 
for 5 different scores,' which seems reasonable, although 
a. writt•~n description of the machine found in Dr. Hue.tten
ha1n' s papers indicated that 20 scores were possible. 
which s'~ems unreasonable. 13 3 Drs . Hue t tenhain and Fricke 
also st13. ted: 

''The cipher text passages already recognized 
as on the same key are stored in the calculating 
apparatus of the •tower clock• as a. ba.e!s on which' 
to start; and in such a way that for each of the 
su'bstitution alpha.bets the elements receive different 
scores according to the .frequency or the cipher texts •• " 

It is believed this storage was done by hand after collection 
and examination of the cipher textJ rather than mechanically 
by a huge and unnecessary bank of relays, as might be in
ferred .from their statement. 

The machine vas named "Tower clock" because· it ticked 
after each set of calculations. Presumably it could be 
operated by the cryptanalyst himself. 

a: -Differenci~ calculator (non-recordin_g) ~ 
additive tester.--T~s ma.chin~ (German name not known) 
was a manually-operated device designed to assist additive 
recovery in superenciphered code problems, by speeding 
the differencing 0f depths of super-enciphered code groups 
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and the trial· of likel-v additives thereon.134 It cost 
approximately ~40.00.1)5 It was iden~ical in 1.ts function to 
the U.S. · Navy 'CXDG-CNN-lOADW. " often ·called the "N & C.R. · 
differencing calculator." The German version had a capacity 
of thirty 5-figure groups, as against the N.C~R. capacity of 
twenty. The German device vas

6
much slower to operate, though 

fa.r simpler in construction.13 

The German differencing·calculator consisted of five small 
metal rods arranged verticall~ and side by side. Down each rod 
were 31 small metal 11rollers, 1 each roller carrying 0on its peri
phery the sequence of figures o, l, 2j 3, ... 9. A skeleton 
sketch of the machine, with its cover removed, is ~hown, on the 
following page, just as drawn by Dr. Huettenhain.1~7 

The top roller of 'each rod wsa fastened permanently to 
its rod~ each of the lower thirty rollers was rotatable in
dependently on its rod so that it could be set a.t will to an.y 
of its ten possible positions. Each of the five rods revolved 
at will ,0 carrying all of its th11~ty-one rollers around with it 
simul tw1eously. · The apparatus ha.d a lid which when closed re
vealed 1Jnly the one figure a.t the center of ea.ch roller. (In 
the sketcll, if the lid had been closed,!) the five rollers a.cross 
the top would have indicated the five-figure group 11 00000, 11 the 
next ro·i.1 of' five rollers would have indicated the group 
11 13870," the next row~ 11 44651," a.nd so on. ) 

Differenc+ng a depth of 5-figure enciphered codegroups 
was a simple process with this machine. The five rods were 
locked into position with the top (fixed) row of rollers 

· reading 11 00000 _. ~ Then the .first enciphered code group 1n 
the depth was set up on the next row of-rollers (me.rked row 
"l" in the sketch)- then the second enciphered code group 
was set. up on row "2;" the third enciphered code group on 
row "3," etc., until all the enciphered code groups were 
set up.. Then the five rods were unlocked. 

To subtract the first enciphered code group (appear
ing in row 11 1 11

) from all the others, all one now had to 

1341 .:..yr 
135n-6o 

,) 

l36Army Security Agency constX'Ucted a. differencing calculator 
in 1943 identical in principle to the German device. It was a 
rough model and· was not perfected because the N.C.R. devices 
were ma.de available. It is now in the Army Security Agency 
museum. 
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do was to rotate each of the five rods until the rollers 
in row "l" read 11 00000. 11 The numbers appearing in all 
the lower rows noog represented "differences." These 
differences could now be looked up in "difference tables," 
a.nd the most probable u.nenciphered paira of code groups 
they represented be noted down f'or tria.1--s.n. analytic 
process fa.m111ar to all cryptana.lysts. To "try" one of 
these l:l.kely unenciphered groups with the a.id of' the 
ma.chine, all one had to do was to rotate the five rods 
until it appeared 1n the window instead of the enciphered 
code gre>up supposed to.be representing it; immediately 
all othE~r rows represented the consequences of the assump
tion, aud the very top row (above the row marked 11 1 11

) 

represented the enciphering "additive." 

This device could be operated by the cryptanalyst 
himself a.t his own desk. 

· e. Differencin~ Calculator (recordi~).--This machine 
\rh1ch the Germans probably called the "Di erenzen Rechen
geraet," or "·Difference Calculatjng Apparatus," was designed 
to compute a "flag of dif.ferenc~ .for a, set or enciphered 
code gI"oupa, and to record this flag.13~ It consisted o.f 
two teleprinter tape photoelectric reading heads, a set 
of calculating relays, and a reco:r01ng electric typewriter. 
The speied of the whole ma.chine was limited to 7 symbols a 
second by the typewriter speed, with time out for carriage 
return and line feed. It cost approximately $800.00.139 

This machine worked as·rollows: the figure groups 
between which differences were to be made were punched onto 
a. tape. A duplicate of the tape was made, with one blank 
group additional. The two tapes were formed into loops 
and pl.aced into the reading heads"' so that the first group 
of the duplicate tape and the second group of the original 
tape were ready to· be read at the same time. The machine 
was then started. The calculating relays computed the 
d iff er·ence (modulo 10) between the two groups and the 
typewriter recorded it; the" two tape;.; then stepped simu1-· 
taneously~ and the difference between_the second and third 
was co~puted and :recorded; then between the third and 
fourth; and so on. On the second time around"' since the 
duplicate tape was one group longer than the original~ 
the lie>ff'set 11 wa.s automatically changed so that the first 
group was now dirferenced with the third group. the second 
with the fourt~, and so on. In this way every group was 

138!-37 
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eventually differenced with all other groups. The 1
' flag" 

actually came out as .a rectangle (rather than as a triangle). 
That is,, the difference between the first group and the 
second was recorded, as also was the difference between 
the second and the first (a complementary difference). 
This gave an opportunity to ignore all 1'mino1'1 differences 
and con:sider only "major'' · on~s. 

A second version of this machine was built, 1n which 
one tape was left in strip form and one tape used as a 
loop. The strip tape moved through the reading'head for 
one group only; this group vas read and stored in the 
computo:r; the loop tape revolved; the computor subtracted 
the s to;red group from each group in turn of the revolving 
tape; when, the revolving tape made one complete revolution 
the strip tape moved up to its second group; this second 
group w,~s stored in the computor and subtracted from every 
group o:r the revolving tape; and so on until ea.ch group· 
had beein subtracted from every other one. 

f'. Likely-additive selector.--The i:Witzkiste.9 11 or 
' Brainbiox, " was an exceptionally sim:,el·e device fo;r removing 
addi ti v1e from a column or· super-enciphered code groups 
arranged 1n depth. It could be·used with any four-digit 
(or smaller) enciphered code, the frequency of whose un
enciphered code groupi4gad been discovered from previous 
removal of additives. Five-digit codes had to rely on 
the .differencing c~lcula.tors previously describedo The 
cost. of the ''Witzkiste" is unknotm, but believed less 
thari ·$50. 00. ' 

Suppose, for example, a four-digit code was under 
study, and that the following three unenciphered code 
groups ·were known to be high-frequency groups, from the 
removal of ·additive from previous depths: 0032J 0033.9 
and 6748. Then if enciphered code group ''0000 11 appeared 
in a new depth, it very likely resulted from additive 
0078, 0077, or 4362. Similarly, if enciphered code 
group 1;00011

:
1 appeared in the same depth.11 it very likely 

resulted from additive 00·79.I' 0078J or 4363. (Note that 
additive 0078 has been indicated tvice.) Any other 
enciphered code group in the depth would also have a 
set of three likely additives associated with it. A 
tally of these additives would show highest frequency 
for the most likely additive for that depth. 

140!-37 
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The ''W1 tzkis te 11 was a device for tallying such 
likely additives photographically. In essence it con
sisted of' a "lattice-frame," with each cell therein 
representing one of the different possible additives 
from 0000 to 9999; a black-enameled glass plate which 
fitted under the la.ttice-rrame and was removable; a 
light source behind both; and a camera in front. For 
the specif io code used in the example 1n the preceding 
paragraph, the glass plate would have had the black' 
enamel scratched off at positions 0078, 0077, 4362 
(the l:Lkely additives for "0000 11

) • Whenever enciphered 
. code gJroup noooo" appeared in a depth,, the glass plate 

. would be placed between the lattice and the light source, 
and the lattice :photographed. Only additive positions . 
0078, 0077, and 4)62 would be photographed because only 
in thof~e spo"ts could light appear. In case enciphered 
code gJ?oup ''0001" appeared in the depth, the same glass 
plate would be placed between the lattice and the light 
source, but moved one position over, and the lattice 
would be photographed -- on the same piece of film. 
Only additive positions 0079, 0078, and 4363 would be 
photogJ:>a.phed this time. But since 0078 would now have 
been photographed twice, it would appear darker when the 
film ·w·ns develop~d. Thus the one glass plate could be 
slid around and made to tally likely additive for any 
one of the ten-thousand possible enciphered code g1•oups 
that might be encountered in a depth; and the add.1.tive 
whose position was darkest, after develo:pment of the 
film, was the most probable one; that is, statistically, 
it was likely to be correct. 

The 11W'itzkiste 11 was complicated slightly by the 
fa.ct t,hat additive-encipherment addition is non-carrying 
(that ts, modulo 10) .. In order to make the same glass 
plate ~!.Ild lattice do for all enciphered code groups,. 
in view of the non-carrying addition, the glass plate 
had to be.sixteen times as large as it would have been 
with normal addition (each additive scratch having to 
be enteired in. 2x2x2x2 diffeI'ent positions instead or 
one) ar:Ld the lattice frame had to be four times as large. 
Thia cam be explained to a mathematician by saying that 
to accomplish four-digit addition modulo 10, the lattice
frame was· spread out double size in two dimensions to 
elimim:i~te carry over, and the scratches on the glass 
were doubled in es.ch of' four ways to make the system 
re-entz•a.nt. Such a glass plate for one additive. would 
have lc1oked as follows: 
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instead or 
as follows: 

In the two drawings the black spots represent holes 
scratched in the black enamel of the glass plate to 
represent just one additive. In actual practice,, 
many additives or course would be represented. 

W.ith the 11Witzkiste" made as above,, testing for 
most likely additive was rapid and simple and as describedo 
Final photographs could be printed out on print paper 3 

or projected onto a screen for study. 

g. Simple countinf &J?,Paratuso--This,1s
4
best described 

in the -w·or<is of Dr. Hue tenhe.in as follows: 1 1 

"B-y· means of simple counting apparatus it is 
possible quickly to work our statistics, when there 
are not more than 100 different elements. 

'
11 100 counting machines (Post Oi"fice counters) 

are put side by side. The text for which statistics 
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are to be worked. out is ptinched on a tape. The 
perforated strip is read and the symbol in ea.ch 
case put on the corresponding counter. The 
counters a~e read off a.nd their position photo
gr·aphically recorded. 

l!In practice this apparatus was used vith 
su.ccess within the scope of the investigations 
into the security of our own systems." 

Cost was approximately $600.0o.142 

h. Proposed "repe,at fJ.ndex:_. "--This ultra-high-speed 
machine,9 planned and in production but not yet finished.11 
was cesigned to stud~ from 20 to 25 messages for repetitions 
of five or more characte~s. Each message could be 500 
letters (or figures) in length. Thus study of approx
imately 10,000 letters of cipher text could be undertaken 
at any one time. 

Dr. Huettenhain stated as follows:l43 

"The 10,,000 letters were recorded one after 
e.nother as 5-unit alphabetical symbols onto an 
ordinary film. A dupl~cate was made. · Both strips 
were now to pass at high speed 1n front of a 
reader working without inertia (i.e., a photocell 
reader) • In the event of the two strips being 
completely identical for at least 5 letters, 
this passage 't,t!'Ould be likewise registered vithout. 
i.ner'Cia. 

"The strips were to pass before the reading 
deivice at a speed of 10 ,ooo symbol3 per second. 
Ac:cordingly, not quite three hours vould have 
bE1en required to work through 10, 000 letters. 
(J.O,ooo' x 10 11 000 = 100,000,000 comparisons.) 

"It was also intended at first to record 
repeats that occurred thus, not yet how the 
passag~s read and exactly when' (sic} they were 

The American rapid analytic machine moat nearly 
comparable to the foregoing proposed device; is the 
!!Tetra.graph Tester, 11 developed by Eastman Kodak Company 

l42D-60 
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for OP-20-G, an<f manufactured for both OP-20-G and 
the Arm~r Secur1 ty Agency. This American device uses 
film; the speed past the £ilm gate is 5,000 letters 
per second; and photocells (''readers woz•king without 
inertia 11 

) are used . 

It is unfortunate that more technical data a.re not 
available· on the German device: Information concerning 
drive mechanisms,, photocell operation, electronic counters, 
provision for accurate registration, and means to prevent 
film sh,-rinka.ge while drying,, all or which B.l'e of utmost 
importance in the building of e.n.y modern photo-electronic 
analytic machine, would be useful. Even the dark room 
procedu:res to be used would have been of extreme interest. 

. )8. German frmy a.nd Foreign office ~erimented 
with ra¥~analyt c machirier!.--Dr. Buggisch gave an-
interes comment on the i 1-fated attempt of 
Inspectorate 7/vI .i~J?I/In 't/vI) to build rapid analytic 
machinery, to-wit: 

"The limited width of the I.B.M. card was 
soon found to be inconvenient, particularly in 
counting out of repeats for the purpose of 
lining..:up 2 cipher texts. The obvious solution 
appeered.to'be'in th1s case to work with per
forated strips and 5-unit alphabet. Orders 
were given at the beginning of '43 (?)'for 
t.he· construction of such a machine. As, however, 
Section VI only had a completely inadequate 
workshop at its disposal, a.nd by that time it 
wa.s already impossible to get any more tools, 
etc., an agreement was ma.de with the Hollerith 
[J:.B.MJ firm that a few rooms, together with 

workshop machines, tools, etc., 1n factory 
buildings at Lichterfelde Ost should be placed 
at; the disposal of Section VI. An engineer of 
the name of Schiessler of the Hollerith· firm 
was placed ~ charge of this newl~ set-up workshop; 
he was dressed up as a technic!e.n(Lieutena.nt 
grade), and was given a special section 0£ his . 
own. He was, in mr::. opinion, pretty unsuitable 
for solving the problems set and, anyway~ as far 
as his specialist knowl~dge was concerned, not 
even remotely CO?llJ'arable to the und:el'Dlentioned 
gentlemen of OKW/Chi. The repeat counting machine 

144I-67 
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was ready in the autumn of '43 (or winter 
43/44) • . It worked on a mechanical-electrical 
principle, the speed was not very high (I 
th.ink a ma..~imum of 40 pairs of letters a 
se<~ond) , a.nd there was somehow an 'idling · 
peJ:-iod' (Leerlauf) vhich was very inconvenient. 
It is worth notilig that, when this apparatus 
wan completed"' none of the specialist depart
ment doing practical cryptanalysis had any use 
fol'.' it,, so that the question was justifiably 
l'a~Lsed why such an apparatus had been built- at 
a.11.· I do not think that it was ever used for 
practical ta.ska. 

I 

"In the 'tl!'inter of '43/44, the workshop 
bec}an to be engaged on the construction or 
veirious meche.nical a.ids, but they cannot be 
deac~ibed as cryptanalytic machines. Thus, 
fo1C' .example_, a machine was made which auto-

. ma;tica.lly ,Punched on Hollerith cards the 
Russian ~/P traffic taken on perforated strips 
with 5-unit alphabet. Plans we:re made, too, 
in the spring of 9 44 for ma.chines which were 
to perform certQin calculation tasks such as 
ar,ose during work on Ha!elin Machines; but 
those were not crypta.na ytic machines either; 
but special calculating ma.chines. I do not 
know whether work was eve~ started on the 
co:nstruction of these machines -- ·the order 
was probably issued -- because I went to an 
entirely different department 1n June 'J~4 and 
was &iven quite _ different tasks. In short~ 
Ag N/NA had until June '44, and in a.11 
proba.b111ty subsequently, no cryptanalytic 
machine which could be used for the practical 
solution of any codes or ciphers. 

"Things vere different at OKW/Chi. There 
was no I.B.M. department there (as far as I 
kn.ow) 1 and perhaps for that very reason they 
.t'elt;more than 1n Ag N/NA; the necessity of 
developing and constructing special devices ••• " 

DI". Buggisch stated later tha.'.t the machines developed 
at the Signal Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command 
Armed F'orces ( OKW/Chi) were very satisfactory~ however~ 

At the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS) 
~he . "Automaton .. " was successfully dev~lope.<i for mass 
. 66 . 
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deciphering of American strip cipher meas~es. This 
was not properly a rapid analytic machine (though it 
used a :statistical principle )but was actually e. ra.pi.d 
decill_hering machine. Dr. Roln'bach,, of' the Fo1 .. eign 
Off!Ce Cryptanalytic Sectio~ (Pers Z S) gave, the following 
information concezaniD.g it:ltf.5 · 

"As was to be foreseen at the outset, the 
to·tal material [American State Department 
messages sent 1ri the strip cipher 11 0-2 12 could 
not be deciphered by hand on account of its 
imlnense size. The number of available qualified 
wo:rkers vi th suf'fioient knowledge of English 
was too small for that. Dec1pher1ng ••• through 
mo·ving the strips by hand required 6 - 7 minutes 
on an average, so that the work ..• would have 
tak:en a whole year, provided that 4 collaborators 
ha.id worked on it 8 holll's daily. It vas, therefore, 
of the utmost importance that the automaton should 
be available for the decipherment of the material 
at the time when all keys had been worked out. 
It is not possible to descDibe the machine more 
e~plicitly within the scope of this report, but 
we should like to say briefly the following 
about the method of its wor~: 

"The decipherment ••• consists of two operations: 
(1) arranging the strips so that the cipher text 
letters a.re made to lie in a. row, (2) 0 aelecting 
the line containing the true reading out of 25 
parallel lines. The adjustment of the strips that 
move up and down, so that the true reading can be 
read horizontally, is accompiished by the machine 
quite automatically, as the cipher text is touched 
by hand on the keyboard of a typewriter, or taken 
by means of a sensing device .from the IoB.M. cards 
that had already been pllllched. Finding the true 
reading is simplified by the fact that ••• the most 
frequent letters in the English language (a.bout 
80.% ot true read.1.ng) a.re printed 1n a heavy tone, 
the others 1n a light tone. A line consisting of 
15 letters ohosen at random would contain 6 bold 
on.es on an average~ vhile the true reading line 
of 15 letters· with 12 bold ones on an average 
stands out d1st1nctly •• oThe 30 strips necessary 
for the decipherment ot a double line are arranged 
side by side in two groups of 15 each for the line; 

145 8 I- 9 
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if. the left-hand group is 1n the first movement, 
thi~ right-hand one is 1n the second movement 
and vice versa. During the time when the clerk 
copies the true reading from the indicated line 
on the typewriter, the ma.chine prepa:res auto
matically the adjustment of strips for the next 
l~ne and performs it at the touch of a key. In 
this way the decipherment of a double line re- .. 
quires barely half a minute on· average. By 
means of this machine the total material could 
be deciphered within a month." 
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Volume 2 

Chapter VII. German Cryptanalytic Methods 

Paragraph 
German cryptanalysis was generally against 

II di d If t / n~ um gra e sys ems ••.•••••• o o • o • 35 
Washington-London commercial radio telephone network 

co1nversations vere solved by analysis of 
spectrograms. • • • • ~- • • • • • o • o • • • • • 36 

Early Russian ciphony was solved by analysis of 
spectrograms. • • . • • • • ·• • • • • • .. • • • • • 37 

Some Anglo-American teleprinter messages were read • • 38 
Swiss Enigma rotor wirings were solved by cribs; 

ot.her Eni~s were compromised. . . • • • • • • • 39 
Traffic; 1n Converter M-209 vas solved only by depths • 40 
B-211 ma.chines were solved: 1n theory only. • • • • • • 41 
Additive super-enciphered codes were ,solved 1n the 

'Usual" way. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 42 
Mihajlovic double-transpositions were solved by 

arn.agraDDDing o · • • • • • • • • • • • • .• o · • • • o 4 3 
Solutions of American strip ciphers 1nvolved'statist1cal 

a?J1.&lysis. • • • • . • . • . . • . o • 9 • • • ... • • ... 44 
Conclus:ions • • • • • • • • • • • o ~ .• • • o • • • • • 45 

35. German cryptanalysis was fenerally against "medium 
grade" ~it~ms.--Gel'lll!!DY 1 B C17PtaD&-yt1c successes were In 
what ml e termed "medium grade" or "medium security" 
system1:1. 9 These systems consisted for the most part of' 
codes, either enciphered or unenciphered, the solving of' 
some of' which required perserverance, intelligence, and 
l1nqu1~1t1c ability, but certainlJ very little of what might 
be called "higher cryptanalysis. 1 And in their solution of 
these relatively easier systems, they developed no important 
cryptax:talytic methods not already used by the Anglo-Americans. 

. 4 1 9see Chart No. 1-2, Vol. 1 of this report. 
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In higher cryptanalysi~b and especially in the field of 
high-gr~3.de machine ciphers, the recol'd of what Germa.n crypt
a.nalysts did not accomplish is a long one. Although they were 
sucoess:rul wit'nthe Japanese "red" maohineJ they did not solve 
its successor, the "purple" machine. They did not solve the 
United States Army Converter M-134c (SIG.ABA), Converter M-228 
( SIGCUM) " - the Teleprinter Cipher System using double ··tapes 
(SIGIBS) nor, ot course, its successor, the one-time Tape 
System (SIGTOT)~ no~ the United States Navy equivalante there
of, nor the Joint Army-Wavy-British Combined Cipher Ma.chine 
{COM). It they were even aware of the esd.stence of the Anglo
American h1ghsecur1ty ciphony system (5IGSALY) is very doubt
I"'ul, as not a single reference · to it is to be found · in any 
TICOM document. They did not solve the B~itish Typex machine. 
They apparently did not read traffic sent 1n the Russian B-211, 
nor the French modii"ied B-211. In their security studies they 
certainly.did not develop and probably were not aware of 
;practical methods of solving their own plugboaro Enigma, or 
the~~ teleprinter cipher attachments. 

It cannot be said that this failing vas necessarily due 
to inability or ignorance. Perhaps, Japan being Germany's 
ally, Germany relt it was not vcrth while to expend the §reat 
:~:~ge~1g3ssary to solve the diff'icult Japanese "purple 

l50The German cryptanalytic failure 1n the case of th1s
1

mach1.ne 
and the fact that this failure probably led higher authority 
to conclude that the machine was secure against cryptanalysis 
had 1mm1ea.surably disastrous consequences upon the German war 
effort. Since the machine 'Was regarded as secux·e, very im
portant information was constantly being given Japanese repre
sentatives in Europe without reservation,, and this information 
vas promptly forwarded to Tokyo by the JapaneseJ usillg the 
ma.chine. Thus, f!'om approXimately February 1941, when the 
United States gave the Br~tish the solution ·to the "pu:rple" 
system,, until the very end of the war in both hemispheres, 
.Anglo-~1Dter1can intelligence had the benefit or authent1cJ 
a!Jcur&t:!_, and timely information about conditions wltbih 
Germany and .the occupied countries,, German intentions,, 
results of bombing,, var potential.o etc. This !'act va.s the 
central fact in the reluctance of the American high command 
to have any public investigation and disclosure of the secret 
tacts Ellid events preceding · the Japanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor... · · 
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Perhaps German inability to read Anglo·Americap high-grade 
systems should be credited to our successful cryptography 
rather than to their crypta.nalytic-rncompetence, for certainly 
our security studies shOWed these systems t .o ·be secure. Had 
these a·tudies proved otherwise the ·systems would either have 
been modified or discarded. But in order to make valid studies 
of cryp·tographic security there must be crnr·.ana.lytic compe-
tence; and had the Germans been competent this respect they 
would have realized the extent and signifies.nee of their crypto-· 
graphic insecurity. Hovever J} this, ,too J} must be added: as ·~· .. .,;;;.;;.,,. , :· 
regard 'the German security studies on the German plugboard ·· . 
Enigm8., 1fhich revealed to them no practical method of solving 
it, who can say that either·British or American cryptanalysts 
would ru3.ve thought of the "bombe" as a practical answer, if 
Polish cryptanalysts had not invented or devised the first 
crude apparatus .fro~ which the final 11 bombe" was developed? 

Whether the Germans deserve praise or censure, the tact 
remains that their cryptanalytic methods had no vePy bright 
highlights. Their ciphony breaking was not advanced. Enciph
ered teleprinter messages were solved only by finding "depths~ 
and ~rocessing. them by long known procedures. Only the easiest 
( comm.el'~::ia.l type) Enigma was solved 1n actual attempts to solve · 
enemy t:raffic. Solutions of messages enciphered by Hagelin 
machine:a of the M-209 type were accomplished only vhere mess
ages ili depth were found as a precondition. Additively super
enciphered codes were solved the way additive codes usually 
are solved 1n America, but the u. s. Army and the U. s. Navy 
highly . i:specialized machinery, specifically designed for the 
purpose of expediting the processing of Japanese military, 
naval imd a.ir secl'et communications (all superenclphe:red . 
codes~ . had no counterparts in German cryptan.1.lytic org&D.izations. 

Th•~ cryptanalytic higlllighta,, such as they are, .are dis
cussed · :Lri the para.graphs to follow, 1n order to .make them a 
matter ()f record~ 

36 . . Wash1n ton-London commercial radiotele hone network 
conversations were solved y analasis of Spec rograms.-- · Con
versatlc,ns over the commercial rs. lotelephone circuits between 
London and 'Washington were monitored, solved)} and recorded by 
th~ German ~ost Office Research Laboratories in E1ndthovent 
Holl.and., and also by the press monitoring group (Gruppe VIJ of 
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the 81E~al Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command, Armed 
Forces (OKW'~Ch1) located ~t Ludwigsfelde, about 25 miles south 
of Berlin. Some of the participants in these conversations 
are worth noting: Prime Minister Churchill and Anthony Eden 
when the latter was 1n Washington; the Minister of War Trans
port, and his representative; the same Minister and the British 
Shipping Mission; the Foreign Office and the British Embassy; · 
the Du1;oh government representatives in both cities; the Russian · 
embassjLes; the United States Embassy and the State Department. 
These 1:-adiotelephone circuits were enciphered by a "frequency 
sc::rambling" principle according to Mr. K. Vetterleinsi or the 
German Post Office. 5~ The speech•trequencies 450 cycles wide 
and the sma,ll blocks were I>earranged in positions within the 
speech frequency spectrum, to give the finally enciphered 
speech 4 · 

Simple frequency scrambling of sp~ech can usually be solved 
by e~a.tllining the spectrographic records of ' the encipheI>ed speech, 
cutting out the "blocks" of frequenc1esv1th scissors, rearrang
ing them by sight into pro:r.er order, and pasting them back to
gether. This reveals the 'pattern" or key used. Simpler yet, 
if' the scrambling pattern has a sufficiently 19ng duration~ tile 
rear:raio.ging can be done electrically, with the ear for a guide. 
on the 'Washington.:..London commercial radiotelephone circuit, 
scrambling and recombining of frequencies vas by a pattern ~hat 
remained fixed for 20 seconds, and then changed into another 
such pattern. There were only '6 such patterns 1n all, and 
then t:t1e whole, procedure repeated. Thus the grand cycle ws.s 
twelve minutes. The German Post Office . had no apparent diffi
culty 1n solving this system~ They built a five-bank rotary 
·switch with 36 poa1t1ons,, drove it with a synchl"onous motor 
.s·o e.s to · step every 20 seconds, repeating every 12 minutes, and 
controlled this operation accurately over 24 hour periods with 
a quartz-crystal-controlled oscillator. Once the German engin
eer wired this switch correctly to match . the patterns, they 
were able to moni tot" tranamis'stons 100% ·.and receive the speetm 
instan.taneously in . the clear, so that they could record the 
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speech traffic ma.gnetlcally on steel tapes. The pattern 
cycle· \a'B.S rearranged by the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company (that is,, the enciphering keys changed) only several 
times 'betveen April.1942 and April 1945; after each change it 
took Ge!rman Post. Office engineers 11 only a few hours 11 to recon-. 
struct the neY patterns and their sequenceol53· Oec1llographs, 
spectrc1gre.phs » ma.gnetophone· recorders, and quartz-crystal . 
osc1lle~tors for time control were available for this work,, but 
well tJ!~&ined ea.rs were said to have played the most important 
role in the solution. While this commercial ciphony system 
was kxle>w to be insecure by the United St.ates and British 
authorltie1J, end therefore secret matters were normally kept 
1n othE~l' channels;, it is nevertheless important to our crypto
g:rapheJttS and engineers alike to know that the Germ.ans did solve 
it. Their totel ignorance of even the existence of SIGSALY 
t:ransmlssions has already been mentioned. · 

· }'T. Early Rus:aian c1phony uas ·solved by an&lysis of' . 
· s_:eectr1~l'e.ms. --·Re.d!o telephone conve~sations between Moscow, 

Leningrea.11 Irkutsk, Alma Ata, and Tschelja.binks, involving 
Russia:n Army and People's Commiss..rie.ts, up until 1943» were en
c1phe~ed by two,simple methods which were said to be easily 
solvable by German engineers at .. the Army Ordnance~ Development 
e.nd Tes ting Group, Signal Branch. ('Wa Pruef 7) » ~cco~ing to · 
Corporal Ke.r:tenberg, of the SiJmft,1 Intelligence .. ~ency of the 
Army High Comniend (OKH/G d NA):1!)4 These two methods,of Rus-
sian enciphering were: · ' · 

a.. 'Inversion, employinS superimposed modulation of. 
seve ra.l audio frequencies; and, 
. ti~ Distortion, by a.rt1f1c1a.l l'aisiiig of amplitudes of 

. ,speech harmonies. 

GerJ:D.&"l scientists we:i:oe able to solve these t.wo simple 
en,cipheri.ng ~thods by recording :the enciphered speech, maki.iig 
spectJ.~ogre.ms from the .recordings# and analyzing them·. Evident-

· 1y thE~ voice engineex-s could see the :results of the inversion 
and dlstortion, on ca.reful·inspection, and could readily 1dent1-
. fy the frequencies and methods used f'o.r enc1pherment. They 
tried it only a few times,. according to Karrenberg, but were 
successful at will.. At the beginning of 1944» however,, the 
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simple enciphering methods were dropped by the Russians, radio 
telephone traf.fic networks themselves were changed,, and no 
further entry vas gained by the Germans. . . . 

Dr. JBugg1sch of the Sign~l Intelligence Agency of the 
Supreme Commandj Al'Dled Forces ·(oKW/Ch1) studied spectrograms 
or this later unsolve~ .Moscoll-Madrid radiophone . traffic ·at the 
Army Oi'dnance, Development and Testing Group, Signal Branch 
Laboratories (Wa Pruef 7} where he became convinced that Russian 
c1phony then ~volved tili!e ~cranibl1ng1 t11th the length of the ·' 
individual time segments being 10 milliseconds each,_ and a ' 
synchronizing pulse occurring every .6 second.155 The number 
or "pickup heads'! used by the Russians to obtain this time 
scramblin.g was reporte~51n one interrogation to be threel56 arid 

.in another to be f'our. 1 · German engineers vere unable to learn 
. · any more than this from the spectrograms. They could .reconstr·uct 

. fragments of speech, they thought, but "the validity of the · 
solution did not satisfy Dr. HUettenhe.in' s. cr1t1cal sense," 
when shown to· him.158 · Dr. Huettenhain, ~ho consulted with Dr. 
Buggisch, believed that some fol'Dl or one-ti.me strip might have · 
been usecil to key .the time t:ranepositionJ) as he could find ne>. 
~er1od whatever in the encipherments. 

38. Some Anglo-American teleprinter messages were read.-~ 
.now much Anglo-American te!ep:ririter trarfic was · re81d b1 the · 
Germ~s is not too clear :from the TICOM reports, · but it is 
doubtful if they ever solved . any teleprinter enciphering mach- · 
1ne s themselves . . · 

· a. Dr. Huetteiihain denied that his agency, t;he 51~1 · . 
Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Comme.nd Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) 
did ariy ,,Ork at all on the .United States teleprinter traffic, 
although he admitted that the German Army Ol'dnance, Developmer1t 
and Testing gr~g~, . Signal Branch (Wa Pruef' 7) passed intercepts_ 

. to his agency. . . . 
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b. Dr. Voegele stated that fronLApr11 to October 1944 
his agenc:y,, tpe Signal Intelligence Agency of the Commander 1n 
Chief of the Air Force (Chi Stelle, Ob d L) intercepted plain
.text AmeJ:oican teleprinter messages vhich concerned aircraft 
movementa between .Am

6
erican and North Africa,, but he mentioned . . l 0 no other non-Morse. . . "" 

c. Corporal Kar~"enberg stated that his agency,. the Signal 
Intell1gclnce Agency of ~he Army High Command· ( OKH/G d :nA),, . had 
a sect:i.oJl (Gziuppe VI, Beferate 2A) which '!undertook prel1m1nary 
evaluatic:>n or British and .American w:irele1;1s teleprinter and 
automat14: Morse traffic,, II and another. section (Gruppe VI., . 
Referate 2 B) which •:picked up the traffic evaluated in B.ef'erate 
2A, 11 161 and that another ·s.ect1on (Beferate I B) . charged· vi th 
cryptanalysis or Russian secret tele:pr1nters alsg ''worked on 
British i!Lll.d United Stat~s (non-Morse J systems. 11 1 2 ·_·But ·be made 
no r~ferences to any actual reconstruction of American or Br1t:1sh 
teleprinter cl'yptographic apparatus. 

d. Russian teleprinter cryptographic apparatus may have 
been· sol·ved by Goering's '~esearcH' Bureau ·in 1943, according to 
Dr. Buggisch of the Signal Intelligence Agency of the Army High 
Command ( OKH/G d ~A) .10:; Dr. Buggisch Jmew no more details. '. 
Traffic·was supposed to.have stopped soon after, and the machine 
evidently went out of use. He reported that the Army didsom~ 
work on- a Russian teleprintel' cryptographic machine, read a few 
depths, obtained about 1400 letters of pure key, b~t went no 
farther.· Corporal Kari•enberg, mentioned above, said that Russian 
enciphered . teleprinter messages, when sent 1n depth, were ~ead · 
by a.nagr·amming,, and the corresponding k~ying chaFaeters recovered, 
but the machine itself vas not solved.104 Russian teleprinter 
links of which he had any knowledge vere from Moscow to the 
Russian armies, and 'there were.about eight 1n·a11 •. Reading of' 
the depths indicated the messages contained operational and 
:recorinai.ssance information. Exa.mtilation of the sections of key 
obtained from the .readings in depth.led Ka.:rrenberg to the 9on-. 
clusion that the Russian enciphering device was s1m1lar 1n con
struction to the German teleprinter cipher attachmen~ SZ-42 with 
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a "motor" wheel or "motor 11 wheels arranged somehow to give . 
a cycle of 43. None of his surmises was investigated to ascer
tain its validity, it being,!~aimed that the traffic· was too 
scant~ to effect a solution. ~ 

39. Swiss En1 rotor w!r s were solved b cribs; 
other Eni~s were comprom1sed.--The Svlss d p oma c En gma 
( "K' type was· read regularly, probably by the S1f$Il&l Intelli
gence AgellLC~ of the supreme Command Armed Forces ( OKW/Chi), 
although DI'. H;uettenhain, who revealed this solution, d!_d not 
state de.fJ.nitely that it we.s·his agency which accomplished it. 
The Swiss changed their Enigma rotor wirings every three months, 
but the changes were not effected on the Berne-Wash1ngton·11nk 
at the time they .were made on the Berne-London link. As a re.sult; 
duplicate messages sent by the Swiss to Was~ton and to London 
during the periods of changeover provided ·the 'break'i necessar~ · 
to learn the new v1ringa.l6b The Croat enigma,, used for both 
diplomatic and military traffic,, was read regularly by Inspecto
rate 7/vI (IN 7/vI). This vas no credit to the crypta.nalysta . 
involved,, however, as their problem was particularly easy: (1) 
they had '>bta.ined the rotor w1r1n~s trom Konski and Krueger 
(Berlin) who made the rotors; (2) there was no end-plate plugging 
1nvolvedA (3) the rotor orders were not changed by the Croats; 
(4) the 1:r1ngstellungen" (devices enabling the notches and · . 
alignment 1nd.1cator letters to be n·slid IL in relation to the rotors) 
I'emained :rued; and (5) there were only· 100 initial. rotq~ alignments 
used by the Croats each month.lb7 . . -

An excellent treatise. on Enigma ( 11 K1
' 'type) solution was 

· round 1n the files of the Foreign Office Crypta.nalytic Section 
(Pers z S}. It involved obtaining many messages in· depth1 
reading these messages by solving the successive (monoalphabet1c) 
columns of superimposed.text, a.nd then applying the resultant 
cribs to recovering the wirings of' the ro.tor36 The.se methods· are 
well-known to A.nglo~American. cryptanalysts.lbo 
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British Typex was the object or study by Dr. Buggisch, 
of the Signal Intell1sence Agency or the Supreme Command, 
Armed ForcE~s ( OKW/Ch1). He showed British Typex to be an 

· Enigma type machine, by statistical study of lOAOOO letters 
of cipher textll but ve.s unable to go further.lo==' No German 

· cryptanalyi~ic agency was able to __ solve it.. · 

4o. ~rratf'ic in Converter M-20 was solved ths.--
·Tre.ffic in. • s. Army Conver er M 9, use y our e orces 
(including the Air Forces) and the U. s. Navy, was under.study 
mo.re or le:~s constantly by the Signal Intelligence Agency of the 
Supreme Co1nmand Arm.ad Forces ( OKW/Chi) by the Signal Intelligence 
Agency of 'lihe-AI'm.Y High Command (OKH/G d NA), by the Signal 
Intelligew::e Agency of the Air Force High Command (OKL/Ln a.bt 
.350 and !ts predecessor Chi Stelle Ob d L), and by the. Si~l· 
Intelligence Agency of the Navy High Command (OKM74 SIL/III). 
Many theor:les. were developed for statistical solution of M-209 

·messages, though none was successful. Solutions depended en
tirely upoJll reading messages in depth, recoveey of key there
from, then obtaining absolute sett1ngs 3 and readirig the remaining 
messages ~n the same day's traffic. Items or interest throughout 
the TICOM :reports concerning these solutions are as follows: 

a. D:r~ ... Huettenhain of the Signal Intelligence Agency of 
the Supreme Command, Armed Forces (OKW/Ch1) stated that M-209 
'depths ver.e f'oU!ld by using "Fasensuchgeraet," a rapid analytic 
machine, probabl~ the 11 digr§Phic weight recorder" described 1n 
Chapter VI or this volume. l·fo · · 
. b. Dr. Buggisch of the Signal Intelligence Agency of the 
Arm~ High Comms.nd (OKH/G d NA) gave a statistical formula to be 
used with I.B.M. machines for aiding 1n .finding M-209 pin pat
terns .171 This consisted of writing the· cipher text out ''on 

. the width" ot one or the. wheels, and applying a form of 1!ph1" 
test to the resulting alphabets. Alphabets having distributions 
which shoved the least randomness were supposed to be indicative 
of inactive pins. Dr. Bugg1sch did not state that he was ever 
able to make the test work, and it is believed at the Army 
Security Agency from long.experience with similar tests that this 
.particular one certainly wo~ld not have worked. 
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c. Lt. Muentz, of .;the Signal lnt&lligence Agency of the 
Navy High. Command (OKM/4 SXL/III) developed a statistical theory 
for solving Converter M-209 as used by the u1 ~· Navy, based on 

_the -frequent u_se or 11 Z11 as ·a. word separator. 7 This never . 
worked on actual tratf1c.i7/ Amtsrat Schultze, of the same 
Agency, developed a theory on hov to guess plain text from a 
statistical sfu~y of .the cipher text, but he was never able to 
make it work. ·r · 

41. _ B-211 machines were solved 1n theory only.-.:.ciel'm&n '. 
successes vith the French ·(moaltlea) B-211H&ge11iland the 
Russian B-211 were practically non-existent. Dr. Huettenhain 
said a Fz•ench (modified) B-211 was captured, and believed that 
an 8 to l.O .lettel' crib ·could solve the wheel settings, pin 
s~ttings, and plugging$, it the cipher wheel wirings were known. 
A Ruasiall~ B-211 was also captured and a theoretical soluti,on 
devised, but since no traffic was received this solution was 
never te$ted 1n practice.175 · . 

/ 

. 42. Additive suter-enc1phered codes were solved· in the · 
1'usual 11 \!!I . . --No gre& new cryptanalytic metl'_iods were developed . 
by German cryptanalysts to assist 1n solving additive super- .. 
encipherEtd cod.es. They were solved as such codes usually . are: 

· by superj.mpos1ng identically-keyed texts (by virtue ot identical 
indicators and by means of repetitions), removlng the '.additive 
from the depths, and reconstructing, from the resultant relative 
ci.?de val\tes, the basic c.ode--unless' the code book is already 
known. 

. a. An example of the foregoing type o:f solution by the 
Germans jLs noted 1n the case of their cryptanalysis or the 
British war .Office Cypher, a. 4-figure super-enciphered code 
used between Army, Corps, and Div1siont6wh1ch was read during_ 
the campaign 1n Nor~h - Africa 1n 1940.l . 
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b. Another example is the Turkish 4-figure diplomatic · 
code enciphered by repeating additives, 177 vhich·vas solved 
without regard to indicators simply by superimpo~ing sections 
or messages at the period of the additive (in this case a period . 
of 20) thereby obtaining enQugh depth to el1m1nate the additives 
and reconstruct the code.17~ · · 

c. The ~rma.n Na.vyl s solutions of British naval codes . 
(including "British Naval CyPher No. 3") are pel'haps the most 
coinpletely described. solutions of the . foregoing type in TICOM 
publica.tions.179 These solutions extended from befor~ 1939 to 
the end of the war. Before 20 August 1941, when the indicator · 
groups were not super-enciphered~ messages were lined up 1n 
depth by indicators_, and additives were el1m1nated therefrom by 
the use of "difference tables" or by guessing stereotyped texts. 
Some ot the codes themselves were solved by Cl'j'ptanalytic recon
struction_, ·and some were captured. When the Merchant Marine code 
indicator systems became difficult, 1n 1942, messages were lined 
up 1n depth .by other methods. one such method vas that col
loquially called "b·rute force, 11 that 18., patl'S of messages were 
sought wherein at . least. tvo code groups in one .message_, separated 
by a definite 1ntena+ .. . coincided with at· least two code groups 
in'the othel' message, separated by the same interval. Such , 
messages were likely to have been enciphered with the same sect
ions of additive_, especially if the interval was· not· o'ver 10, ac
cording to the Germans. However, . they considered "brute force" 
unreliable and used it as little as possible. Whenever sections 
of· addit,1\re were already known_, messages .'ffel'e set against these 
sections by a technique quite fam111ar · to the Army Security ~#l'ncy • 

. This consisted of applying all of the individual additive groups 
of a kno;wn section to 15 or 20 ·or the usually most frequently oc~ 
curring Uiienciphered code groups, and obtaining ther~by a set -
or enciphered code groups moat , .likely to occur in messages . en
ciphered with the known additive section. If two or ~ore such 
likely enciphered code gr-•oups occurred in a message, at an 

l77Army Security Agency trigraph, "TUK" 
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interval llilatch1ng the interval between the groups of additive . 
from Whicl1 they Wel'e · derived, then it VS.S Very likely t,ha.t 'the 
rest of the message could be deciphered t"rom that point on 1n 
the sec.tic>n or known additive. The . ordinary cryptanalytic 
aids, such as difference tables (made by German CI7J>tanalysts 

· usually from the }00 highest-frequency code groups), known and 
· frequentl~r-used addresses, spelling groups_,- .figure groups,, and 
place na.mn~, as we11 ·a.s stereotyped texts, · aided them 1n aligning 
messages an~ eliminatillg addit,ives. By such means, depths of only 
two :were c>ften read-- in fact, if the two mes."ages vere routine 
reports~ "'they Yere read without exception. 11 ltjO . i 

· When the British Navy introduced the "s.s. Frame" 1n December 
1943,,l~l Germe.n crypte.nalysts ·Vei·e able to analyze correctly 
the new cryptographic system being employed~ and were able to · 
read messages superenciphered 1n this new system for one month. 
The Germs.Jo.. ceypta.nalysts were able to ;3Uper1mpose a few messages 
in depth, vhich permitted them to recover several s~uences ot . 
additive; they discovered that parts of one sequence of additive 
at times 1overlapped parts of other sequences, albeit out-of-
phase and very irregularly; by using this knowledge to test new ' 
assumptio:ns, and after much trial and error, they were ·able to 

,recover &~d reconstruct a complete· set of number tables; they 
also , solved the weak December . 1943 indicator system, which .. 
relied only on random. ·co 0 ord1nates to indicate the stencil 
position; and as a . result .of these a.ctiv1t:tes they obtained a 18? 
fair .understanding of the ·Brit1sh "s.s. Frame". They complained: 

1801' 93 p 2 . 
181in one type of stencil Subtractor Frame, a stencil of · lOO 
il'regula.rly located .apertures, each aperture .4-digits wide, is 
placed on. a card of randomly chosen numbers, 48 by 68 digits in 
s1.ze, at any one of 100 set tings determ;ined by a specific key,, 
and the ll·-d1g1t groups that appear 1n the apertures of the sten• 
cil provi.de additive. Parts of additive obtained at any one 

. setti,ng of the stencil will not properly "overlap 11 additive ob
tE.Lined at another adjacent setting, because of the .irregular . 
spacing of the stenc1~ apertures. Thus satisfactory depths that 
can be , found :1l1 such a system are obtained only from identically 
keyed messages •. 
182I 93 p 25· 
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"we discovered that we had formerly had on· the long 
su'btractor system 1,500 starting points over a 10 day 
pex•iod; whereas we now .had 10,000 different starting 
points on one daily table." . · 

on 1 January 1944 the British changed their basic codes 
as well,, and soon thereafter began to .use "doubly enciphered 
indicators" for the "s. S. F.r.ame"o The Germans, with almost 
no depths possible, and with the basic code book unknown to 
t~em,, co1uld no longer re~d the traffic. Senior ·Specialist 

· Tranow, of the S~l · Intelligen.~e Agency of the Navy High 
Command (OKM/4 SKL/III) stated:l.ts3 

"'We c-ame to the conclusion .that we could . not recover 
a system of this kind w1thin si.X months, without having 
the basic book. However it vas clear to us that if ve were 
able to capture . the book,, ve should then be able to. break 

· tbie system in a very short time. We provided our o'tln 
proof for this., ••• . We constructed synthetic messages or 
·our own. on the pattern of the British originals. We be

. gan the first trial w~th 200 messages a day and broke all 
· ot them v1th1n thztee weeks •••• We then carried out a 
second trial with 100 message,. The staff waa much more 
prs.cticed . and ; succeeded vi th a smaller number or messages 
1n a shorter · tiple. " · 

So far a.s -is known, however, they did not "capture the book" or 
continue solving the system. 

d. The Polish government 1n London used an additive super
enciphered code fo!! Military Attache messages, which vas read 
regularly by the. 51~1 Intelligence Agency or the Supreme 
Command . .Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) until about 1943 when the Poles 
changed their methods of obtaining the additives. The Poles had 
introduc:ed their version or the British "S.S. Frame," at the .. 
suggestlon of the British Government; .their stencils_ had from 
28 to ·. 40 randomly placed apertures, rather than 100 as 1n the 
British version. The German c~ta.nalysts, having the Polish 
code boc1k from their previous solutions, were able, vi th 1 t and 
with depths obtained by I.B.M. searches for repeats, · to recon
struct additives, discover the 1rl'egular positions of the sten~ 
aperture!s, and ~econstruct the stencils, and r .ead the messages • . 

1831 93 p 25 • . Even with· the indicators amply enciphered, much 
headway was made by German cryptanalyst& in recovering relative 
starting points. see D 25. · 
184 . 
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43 • .trdha.lovic double-trans ositions were solved b 
anagramm~.--Yugos avian . ou e~transposit ons raza · 
.Mlhajiov c traffic) vere solved by Corporal Herzfeld of In- · . 
spectorate 7/VI (In 7/vI), in from one to three days.185 In 
each message, the same key was used tor the two transposition 
matrices, _and the. ma.trices were usually 1ncompietely tilled. 
The width of the transposition matrices we~e assumed bl Cor..:. 
poralHerzfeld each ~1me"v1th some degree or accuracy, based 
on his p:revious experience with messages of the same length and 
on the a.a.me netuorks. This was of course a great advantage, · 
since it permitted a marking _off in the cipher text of the 
approxim~te columns of'- the second transposi tioh m6tri.x. The -
words "GENERAL DmA MlllAJLOVIC" which nearly always appeared.· 
as a s_ignature, made an excellent crib because several or the 
letters were infrequent, and because these words cou:id be 
written in as the final rows or the first transposition matrix. 
With the dimensions of the ~trices chosen by good gueeeingll 
and with both the comple~e columns of the second transposition. 
matrix a:nd the final rovs of the first transpus1t1on matrix de -
lineated, the German corporal then tried to match elements or 
his cipher text with elements of his crib 1 and by anagramming 
recover :plain text an9 the key. The methods used were not 
unusUa.l. · 

· 44 •.. Solutions of .American Strip ciphers involved 
statistical anallsis.-- Cryptanalytic successes-against 
.American· atrlp'c phers were obtained by at least,three German 
agencies. Dr; Rohrbach 1 Cl'JPta.n&lyst of the Foreign Off1:'ce 
Cryptanalyt.ic section {Pers Z S), vho claimed that his group 
of six c:ryptanalysts solved the United States State Department 
strip cipher ( 110-2 11

) in 1943 without any previolis knowledge 
conc~rn~ng the general system1 required over a year tor solution. 
The State Department strip cipher 110-211 which he solved did not 
employ.strip elimination, but it did make use or the principle 
or "split genet>atrices"--that 1s 1 30 stripe were chosen out of 
a possible 50 strips each day and arl'.&nged in a channel bo&l'd 
according to the daily key 1 and messages we~e then enciphered by 
successively setting up 30 letters.of plain text across one · 
line or the strips, ea.ch t~e reading off 15 letters or resultant 
cipher text from the first half of another 11ne 1 chosen at random, 
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and the :r·emaining 15 letters of cipher-text from the last half· 
of a third line, chosen at ra.ndom. ·Dr. Rohrbach's methods of 
solution were recorded 1n a detailed paper written by him at 
the request or TIOOM·interrogators,186 and they were similar 
to the statistical methods suggested as a general solution by 
United 8ts.~es Array cryptanalysts in 19}4. Messages were . 
punched on I.B.M. cards, repeats were round which indicated 
that intervals of 15 and 30 were significant, the material was 
sorted· in.to "f&milies" (Dr. Rohl'bach defined a "family'' as a 
collection ot homogeneous cipher. material based on use of the 
sa.me gene:ratrix in the enciphering process) and the larger 
11 ram111e·s 11 were solved, as sim1lar:4y-keyed poly~lphabetic cipher 
sequences., by analyzing the material t•colwrm by column." The. 
·alphabets recovered permitted reconstruction of many of the 
stz-1ps,,_and·~ith their aid .the remaining "families" and strips 
were solved. Although Dr. Rohrbach indicated 1n his writing 
that he had had no previous knowledge of the general s7stem · 
when he started his solution activities in November i942, it is 
a fact that the Foreign Office Cr~tanalytic Section (Pers z S) 
ha.d rece.lved photographic copies in 1941 from the ·s1~1. Intelli
gence Agency of the Supreme Command Armed Forces (OKW/Cbi) ot a 
set of in.structions tor· an earlier American strip cipher ( 11 0-1 11

) 

and "4 series of strip~ by means of which a numbezt of messages 
could be dec1phered."lti7 Files of the Foreign O.ffice Crypt
analytic Section (Pers ZS) captured in. 1945 also contained 
photographs of tvo Tables of Nwncr1cal Keys tor the same 
earlier State Department strip cipher ( 110-1 11

). Thf) advance 
knowledge of the general system g1ven.by this compromise, and 
the stereotyped beginnings that Dro Rohrbach indicated 1n his 
paper were present in State Department traffic ("0-2") (such 
as "strictly confidential from Murphy •••• ") together with 
the State, Department's reuse o.f each daily key an average.of 9 
times · tht"oughout the year (only 40 dif"f'erent strip arrange
ments wer'e provided for '65 days traffic) should have made the 
solution much easier f"or Dr.; Rohrbach than he found it. 

1861 89 
187DF 15 p 5. 
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Dr. Huettenhain of the Si~l Intelligence Agency of the 
Supreme Command,, . .Armed Forces lOKW/Chi) stated that his agency ' 
worked c1n American diplomatic strip systems, .. and that they vere 

~~~~~~y~st~!i;.IH8k ~~1:11!t;~~!~~~9isb~is~u;~e:~~a!~ough 
with thEt record, already mentioned,, of compromised strips 
being hE!.llded over from the 51,gnal Intelligence Agency ot the 
Supreme Command Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) to the Foreign ortice 
CryptaruLlyt1c Section (·Pers z 5) • The techniques used by Dr. 
Huettenhain are not recorded, but his Agency considered 

.. Alilerican str.ip ciphers of sufficient import·ance to build· a 
special rapid analytic machine (the "statistical depth-increa
ser") for fa.c~litating statistical solution.s.lt.$9 

Acc:o'.!C'd1ng to Dr. Ferdinand· Voegele, Chief Section B, ot the 
Signal :tntelligence Agency of the Air Force High Command (OKL/-LM 
abt 350).11 a strip c.ipher or the United States Army Air Poree ,

90 South Atl&ntic Ferry Command W&B solved before 1943 •. He vrote. 

lt was quite evident from the cipher text that 
th•3!'e vas ·a break after ea.ch 15 letters..... Accol'dingly 
an analysis was made on the basis of groups of 15 letters 
w1·th the assistance of I. B. M.. machines. A depth or Bo 
pa:saages of parallel construction vas needed to reconstruct 
the 100 strips~ )0 of which were valid 1n any one·day •• o. 
The s1.stem.was read as long as it was used. . 

· 'In 1943 a new difficulty presented itself. While 30 
strips were still valid on any one day, the encipherer 
co·uld arbi trar1ly remove imy f1 ve of the strips to encipher 
any one message •••• After- about six weeksJ some of these 
messages ~ere also dec1pheredo However, at the same time 
the volume or this type of traffic began to decline, so 
that finally th~ analysis work had to be discontinued." 

Techniques employed bi Voegele and his assistants a.re not . · 
known. Decipherment 'af'ter about six weeks" ot some of the later 
messages, vhen strip elimination was employed, may have been 
accomplished by the skilf'ul use of' cribs. It is interesting to 
note that soon afte~ strip el1zllination had been ~troduced, 
"the analysis work had to be discontinued." 

188! 8~· ' 

.189see ·Chapter ·VI of th:ts volume. It will be recalled that. 
anothez• device, the 11 automat6.n 11

, was also developed by the 
Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers z s) for rapid de
cipherlng of' a large backlog of' str1.p traffic. 

l90IF 175·p 15. 
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Maje>!" Dr. Rudolph Henze, head of the cryptanalysis group 

of the Signal Intelligence Agency ot the Army High Command, 
( OKH/G d NA) reported solution of an .American 11 strip'1 cipher 
the intelligence of which was "mixed military and diploma.tic~" 
and which, f:rom the description or the system, and its indicators, 
was ·actually enciphered by Army cipher device TJpe M~94 rather 
ths.n by any of the strip cipher devices.191 · 
· Thin vas technically not a mistake 1n terminology by Dr. 

Henze~ slnce the aluminum disks of the M-94 IPCl-~ be considered 
to be strips from a cryptanalytic viewpoint.~~ A soldier, 
Werne~ K .. H.' Graupe (rank unknovn) reported that he cryptanaly
zed an AJ:merican 11 etrip 1

' cipher .(actually the M-94) carrying . 
Iceland and Carribean area tl'aff'ic,, while he va.s presumably in. 
Inspec~orat~ 7/VI (In 7/VI) 1n Berlin.193 He used cribs,, vlth 

·the help of synoptic tables, to· deterirQ.ne the "str1p 11 (d1stk) · 
orders, and stated that he late:r believed I. B. M. methods 
uere developed to eliminate impossible keys. According to 
the intelt'rogator,, Graupe '?kriew of: vhat . he called a 30-strip 
a~stem, but stated very definitely that it had never been 
solved." 'Lt. Col. Mettig,, vho was the commanding officer of · 
InspectQ:rate 7/vI (In 7/VI)- from November ,1941 through June 19~f3, 
statedl~4 11 

•• it was eventually recognized that the.main cipher 
procedure used by the·Alllericans was the strip method whereby 25 
variously arranged alpha.bets were vertically laid out one along
side .the other. In the workshop of In 7 /vI mechanical aids were 
constructed and with the help of the I. B. M. section and by 
noting the addresses and.signatures, the various alphabets were 

't d 11 l\ecrea e •· . . 

l911 113 -

l92nr. Voegele!J the Air Force c17Ptanalyst, considered North 
Atlantic Air Force K-94 traffic a~ being ''strip." See I-112. . . . . 

193IF-107. Inspectorate 7/vI was a pl'edecessor of the ·s1gnal · 
Intelligence Agen~~ of the Army High Command ( OKH/G d NA) • 
1941 78 p 1o 
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To s.wnmarize: German cryptanalysis of both the strip 
cipheI' a.ud the M ... 94 ·apparently developed no exceptional · 
methods~ although 1t did result in the construction or two 
special I"apid ~ryPtanalytic machines~ the 11 sitat1at1cal depth-

.. in,creasex•" and the 11 automaton, ri described in ~h&J?te~ ·VI .• 

45. Conclusion.·-German crn>tana.lysis was very success
ful on lctv grade sy~teme ~ not onl-y because the German crypt
e.nalysts were sufficiently skilled to .take E.dvantage ot the 
presence of low aecuri ty traffic, but also because of the · 
:failure c>n the part of Anglo-Americe.n commanders to realize 
the.extent to'{;hich _tha Germans vere able to go in ta.king ad-
vantage c>f 1nsecuN p:raet_ices. . _ _ , ' 

Qenmen med1um .. gr&de c~ypt$nalysis vas extensive. Md vcr th
t:rh1le~ aa c1m be seen from .the Cryptanalytic successes .chart, 
Chax-t Mo~ 1~2, Volume 1 of this report~ 'but no outstandingly 
d1~fe~ent or unusual. c~yptanalytic methods ue~e developed by 
the Ge:mnans in' theil' .medium grade solutions~ · 

Ge:rma:a c~t~lya1a vaa not out$tand1ID.gly euccesBful 
against aystems . orh1gh-:$ecur1ty. Thia may have been not only 
because l+nglo-American high-security system& vere actually of 
high..;aecu~ity, and were to some extent.insolvable to Anglo
.American erYI>ta.nalysts as well, but also because the German 
c:ryptana:lysta never became technically p?"oficient enough to 
under.take. even the solution of the less difficult of the · bigh..; 
security s!stems. 

I ' ' 
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Tab A 

Genel:'a.l Infol'Iil8.tion and Refezwences 

Abwehr =·See "MiJl1t8.l'Y Inte.ll1gence." 

Army Ordnance., Development and Testing Group, Signal Branch 
· (Wa. Pruef 7). ·This o:rga.niza.tion developed» engine

ered and tested Signal c·orps equipmento It also·· 
did some non-morse 1ntercept1ono It is described . 

·in Volilme 8 of this pa.per. 
AoE.G., Berlin. { "Allg~m'··-~nt Elektrische Gesellschdt"). Ger;.. 

· ·man comma~cia.l firm which worked on speech encipher-
~~. . . 

Ail, .. Force t 1eath.e? Serviee (Wetterdienst der Luftwaffe). This 
- service ·~as· charged with cryptanalysis of enemy 

· meteo~ologicaJ. ciphers. . 
Allgea~•iria Ele~·tr1.sche Gesellscha.ft o German Commercial· firm 

which wo:rked on spee9h enciphe:x-mento 
Buggisch, Stai"f' Sgt. Dr. Otto. Cz;ypte.nalyst. of Inspectorate 

· · · . 7 /vI (In. 1 /vI) Q Expert on German cryptographic· ap-

0-25. 
. D-51. 

·D-57. 

D-58. 

D-~9. 

~a.ra.tus ll ·and on ciphony matt.ers. -· · 
s.5. Fr·ame Indicator System." A TICOM publication. 

°'Transla.t1on of Miscellaneous Documents from Pers 
Z 8 Archives." A TICOM publlcation. . . " 
"Motes a:nd Minutes of High~Level Nettings held at 
OKW/Chi-·:... Cl'yptographic. and Administrative." A 
TICOM plilblication. . 
"Description of Fe..csimU.e Intercept Recorder." A 
TICO.M publication. . 
"Notes c>n _ Ci,Pher Security and Minutes of Meetings 
held at OKW/Chi." A TICOM publication. . 

D-60.. "Miscellaneous ·papers f'rom e. File of RR Dr. Huetten.-
ha.1n of OKW/Chi." A TICOM publication.·.. · . 

Deutsche,Telef'on un4 Kabelwerke, .Berlin. German Commercial 
firm which worked on· speech encipherment. 

DF-15. ·i!F 20 ·· '.'A .Group" Reports. (American Sys~ems). 
E-9. . "Detailed Feuerstein Techn1ceJ. .Project Report Ref. 

No·. g Little Ba.uste1n." A TICOM publication. 
1'Deta1l•3d Feuerstein Technical Project Report. Re.f. 
No_ 3: Artificial Speech and Encoding." A TICOM 

E-10. 

publica.~tion. · · 
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E-11 ~ · "Detailed ' Feuerstein Technical Project Repol't, Ref. 
No. 4: - Three-Fold . Vobbula.tion and Mechanical · 
Wobbulator Generatox-s." A TICOM publ1eat1ono 

E·l3. .. "Detailed Feuel'stein Technical Project Report Ref 0 

~o. 6: . Synchrollous cipher systemfo'l' teletype
·writers--GleichlaUf." A TICOM publication. 

E-14. 9'Detailed Feuarstei;n Technical. Proje~t Report, ReB. 
No. 7: ·. Investigati on ot SZ Cipher Machines at . 
Feuerstein Laboratory." A TICOM publication. 

FA. . . · See: Goering's "Research" Bureau. _ 
J ::hrik rC. !.-orenz Aktiengasellschaf't,p Berlin» Muelb.a.usen, 

Thua~. Firm v.h1ch worked on speech eneipberment · 
and d~veloped telep~inter enciphering devices. 

Fess, Dr •••••• Member of Wanderer Co. . 
Feuerstei1:1 Laboratory •.•• Electronic research laboratory 

· . ovned a.nd managed by_ a Dr. Osks.r Vierling. · This · 1s 
described in Volume · 8 of" this pa.per .• · · 

Fricke, 01". Walter, Technicj.an,· grade of Lieu~erumt~ Hea.d of · 
Section IIb ot the Signal Intelli&ence Agency of the 
Supreme Command Armed Forces C OKW/Chi). · Specialized · 

~ . . . in .the · prod~ction ot codes and ciphers. . · · 
Foreign Qjt':f 1ce, Crypta.na1yt1c Section (Pers Z 8) and Foreign 

. . . · Office ·Cryptographic Sec~ion (Pers ·Z Chi).. These 
ma.de up one of the six 'principa.l GerlilB.Q cryptologic 

. organizations. These azte described in. Volumes l . 
and 6 of this paper • . . 

Fro:we1n, Lt. R~ .Hans-Joachiln;. Assigned temporarily to the 
81gnaj; seeuri ty Agency of the Navy High Command 
( OKM/4 ~/II) in 1944 to make see~ity studies .· 

. ·on the Enigma. He had ·no previous experience with 
this ma.chine and yet developed a workable solution. 

German Weather Bur-ee.u . (Re1chsvetterdienst). This servtce was 
· charged with erypta.~lyeis ot enemy meteorological · 

ciphers. It ·was part . of the German ,Air Force.11 and 
maintained close liaison with the Signal Intelligence 

· Agency. of the Commander in Chie,:f o:f the Air Force 
(Chi-Stelle~ Ob d L). · . · · 

Goering's Research Bureau (Re1chslu:fttahrtm1nister1um Fors
chungss..mt, abbreviated FA) • . This vas one of' the six 
principal German cryptologic organizations, and is 

·described in Volumes l and 7 of' ·this paper~ 
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Heimsc.eth it: Rinke. German firm engaged in manufacture ot · 

· Enigma rotors and parts. ' 
HerzfEtld, Corporal H~intz. ~'olfgang •. Member of Gruppe ·Iv, 

· 51gnal Intelligence Agency ot Army High Command 
( OKH/GdNA); fozamer:J.y member .of British Ita.lian, , 
and Balkan seetions or ln$pectorate 7lVI {In 1 /VI·). 

Huettnnh8.1n~ Specialist Dr. Erich~ Pr1nc1pal ·crypta.nalyst of . 
, the Signal _Intell1,gence Agency of· the Supreme C~nd 

Armed Forces (OKW/Chi) fJ-om 1939 to end of Val'. 
I-l. "Report- of TICOM Reporting Team No. 3. A TICOM .. 

publication. · ' 
I-6. "Interrogation· ot Lt. D.R. Muentz ot the OKM 4/III~" 

A TICOM publication. , 
1;..20. "Interrogation of Sonderf'uehrer Dr • . Fricke of the · 

Signal Intelligence ~cy of the Supreme Command 
Armed. Forces ( OKW/Ch.i) !' A 'l'ICOM publication. · · 

I-31. "Detailed Interrogations of Dr. Huettenhain, · Fqrmerly 
Head. of Research Section of OKW/Chi, l8th-2l$t June · . 
1945." · A TICOM publ1ca.t1on. · . . .. 

1~37. "Tra.nsla.tio~ ot Paper Written by Reg • . · Rat. Dr. Hue,t
tenha.in of OKW/Ch1 on Special Apparatus Used as Aids 
to Cryptanalys1a o" A TICOM publication. · · 

I-38 . .: "Report on Interrogation ot Lt. -Frovein ot OKM/4 SKL/III, 
on His Work on the SecUl'ity of t..11.e GerD1an Raval Four-
wheel Enigma." A TICOM publication. · · 

I-45.. "OKW/Ch1 Crypta.nalytic Research on Enigma~ Hagelin. · 
and Cipher Teleprinter Machines." . A TICOM publication .. 

I-47. "P/W 51'tuat1on Report." A TlCOM publ.1oa.t1on. . . 
I-50. "Paper Writt~n by Lt. Muentz of OKM/4 SKL/III on · 

· Statistical Solution ot the M-20~ Hagel1n Machine .. " 
A TICOM publication. . . 

1-51. "Interrogation Report on Uffz. Herzfeld, Heintz 
, wcir.fga.ng, · and Translauion .· or a. Paper He Wrote "on the 
British War Off'ice· Code-.-" · A T!COM publication. ·. 

I-52 .: "Papers Wr1 t'ten by Uff'z. · Herzfeld on Mihailovic and 
Tito Ciphers." A TICOM .Publication. 

I-53~ "Constx'>uction of Schluesselgeraet 39~" A TICOM · 
publication. · 

I-51". "Encipherin§ Devices 'Worked on by Dr. Liebknecht at 
Wa Pruef' 7. · A TICOM:publication. . 

!o-58. "Interrogation of Dr. Otto Buggisch of 0Kw/Ch1." 
A TICOM publ1eatt6n. . . \ 

I . . 

"\ 
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I-64. 

I-66. 

I-67. 

I-6SI. 

I-72. I 

I-73. 

1-11. 

I•78. 

,I ~Bo. 

I-84. 

e I-88. 

1-89. 

1-92. 

I-93. 

I-96 .. 

I-103. 

I-104. 

. I-112. 

\ 

1~113. 

· "Answers by Wm.' Buggisch ot OKH/Ch1 to Ques.tions . 
sent by TIO.OM. " A 'l'ICOM . publica t1on. 
"Paper by Dr. Otto Bugglsch of OKH/Iri 7/vl and OKW/Chi 
on Typex." A TICOM .vubliqation. . . 
"~aper by Dr. Ott.o Buggisch of OKH/In 7 /vI and -oK.W/Chi 
on Cryptanalytic. Machines." A TICOM publicatton. 
"Summary of Cipher Information on Jugoslav Traff le 
.Provided byUt'fz. Herz'f'eld (Appendices to TICO.M/ 
I-52)" A TICOM publication. , . 
"First .Part or. the Report by Wm. Buggisch on s.G. 
41. " A TIC OM publ1ca ti on. . ·. 
0 Transla.ted Version ot Homework done by Wm. Bugg1sch."· 
A TICOM :publication. . 
nTranslations of Joint Report made by Drs. Huettenhain 
and·Fricke on the "zaehlwerk" Enigma Machine .. " 
A TICOM publication. · 1 

"Interrogation. of Oberatl t. Metti_g on the History 
and Achievements .of OKH/AHA/In 7/VI." A 'rICOM 
publication. · 
"P.o.w. Interrogation Report ... -Obgefr. Clement 5c!·.~.t<"~~ 
.Insp. Vll/6 (OKH)." A TICOM publication. · · 
"Further Interroga.tipn of R.R. Dr. Huettenha.in .and 
Sdt. Dro Fricke of OKW/Chi." A TICOM publication. 
"Report on Interrogation of ME. K. V~tterlein of.the 
Reichspost ~aboratorium on German Interception of , 
Transatlantic Speech Circuits." A TICOM publication. 
"Report by Prof. Dr. H. Rohrbach of Pers Zs on Amer· 
ica11 Strtp Ci!)her." A TICOM publication. 1 

"Fiz:>,.al Interrogation of the Wachtmeister Otto Buggisch 
(OKH/In 7/VI and OKW/Ch1)" A TICOM publication. 
11Detail1::-1G. Interrogation of Members of OKM/4 SKL/III 
At Flensburg." A TlCOM publication. 
liinterrogation, of Oberstl.t. Mettig on the Organi
sation and Activities of OKW/Ch1." A TICOM publi-
cation. · · ' · 
"second Interrogation of Reg. Rat Herma.nn·Scherschmidt 
of Pers Z S Aus~aertiges Amt. on Turkish and Bul
~arian Systems." A 'l'ICOM publication. · , . · 
' Report on Berl in· Targets by Maj or Heller ot< G. S. I • ( S) 
21 A.G., B.A.O.R." A,TICOM publication. .. 
"Preliminary Interrogation of Reg. Rat~ Dr.'Ferdinand 
Voegele (Chi Stelle,, Ob d. L) and Major Ferdinand. . 
,·Feichtner ( o .C. of LN Regt. 352, Etc.)" A T'ICOM 

· publication. . . _ \. 
"Interrogation of Major Dr. Rudolph Hentze, Head of 

,G:ruppe IV (Cryptanalysis), General der Nachrichten
a.Ufkla.erung." A TIC'OM p\1blic~tion. 
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I-118. '0Joint Reports by Reg." Rat. Dr. Huettenha.in .and Self . 
. Dr. Fricke, Written at C.S.D.I.C. on or ~bout 28th 

August lS45." A TICOM publication. 
I •119 • · 9'Further In terroga..ti on of' ·Reg. Ra. t. Voegele and 

Major FeJ.chtne7 on G.A.F •. S1g1nt." A TICOM publ1-
.. cation. . · . . . 

1.:..127. · nlnterrogat1on of Oberstlt. M~ttig o:f OKW/Ch1." 
A TICOM publication. . 

I-137. "Final Report 'Written .bfi W'aehtmeister.otto Buggisch 
of OKH/Chi and OKW/Chi. '. A TICOM publication. · . 

I-146. "Detailed Interrogation\ of' Members of OKM/4..-sKL/IlI 
At Flensburg. u A TICOM publication. .. 

I-147. 11Deta1led Interrogation of .Members of OE;M/4 SKL/III 
At .Flensburg." A TICOM publication. . 

·I-149.. "Report by· Uffz. Karrenberg and Colleagues ort. Allieid 
· . C'tpher Machi~es •0 A TICOM publication .• , · -

'I-152. "Second Homework and Report on·Further.Interrogat!on 
of RR -voegele. ~· A TICOM publication. · . . . . 

I-169:. "Report by Uffz. Karrenberg on the Bandwurm." A· 
TICO.M publica. tlon. · · . . , · 

1-173~ ·"Report by the Karrenperg Party on RussianW/T." 
A TICOM yublicationo 

· I "!'190. "Extraets from Report on Interrogation of Dr. 11a.ns 
Wilhelm Thost." A TICOM ;.:ub: icatiori. 

IF-lO'J ·• 19 Interroga.tioi;i _of .P .o .W o Wer~er Graupe by 1nterz;oga· 
tors of Signal Intelligence Division,,·. E'rOUSA. 

IF-12~~~ "Consolidated Report on Inf'ormat1on Obtained from the 
Following: Erdmann, Grubler, Hempel, Karrenberg, 
Schmitz, and Suschowk." A publication· of the 6om-

~-· -·-' . 

b1ned se.rvices Detailed InterrogSrtion Centre, num-
. _ ber CSDIC.~ (UK), SIR 1717.· - 1 · .• 

IF-l.42. "Na.val Cipher and W/T, Procedures. Ma:rineschJ u.::.!S,St"'!-
..--.:.·~. dienst und .Ma.rinefunkverfahren." A British Naval 

.Intelligence Division publication, number TR/PG/ 
. . l 7626/NID. . . · 

· ~-175. 'Sea.bournereport, Volume XIII. ·ttcrypta.nal.ysis 
·. : · - · Within the Luftwaffe SIS o " • 24 November 1.945 o 

-- Doenitz. 11 United Press Article in the 'Washington f -. 259 .•. "Radar Most D. ecisive W. aapon.., W. on Ocean Figh~ Says · 

. ~ ~ --·~-- ~_Qs t- 10 May 1946. · · _ . 
a:n 7/VLSee Inspectorate 7/VI. . · · , 
'!nspec~torate 7 /VI _( OKH/In 7/l!I) ~ CentrB.l Crypta.na.lytic 

. / 

Agency of ~he Army High Command for Non-Ru&sian 
Traffic 1942-1943 • 

.Jense.z:i, Graduate Engineer. Member of ··Se~tion !Vb of the 
Signal Intell,igenoe A~enct of." the Supi--eme Cormna.nd 
Armed Forces {OKW/Ch1J vhioh dealt-with the deve
lopment o~ ct!yptanalY,ticmachinery • 
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Karrenber ~ ·.o Corporal Erich. . Crypt-analyst of Signal Intelli- . 
gJace Agency of Army High Command (OKH/GdNA) who · 
s·tudied Baudot · traffic. 

Konski and Krueger; B3r.lin. Firlil which . manufac.tUl"ed rotors 
. · : f cr~ ·the· Enigma.. . 

Kra.chel, o .•••• Working engineer who ca.me to Signal Intelli
geuee Agency of the Supreme Comina.nd of the·· Armed 
Forces {OKW/Chi) in 1941 to help Rotscheidt and 

. Jensen in research on cipher machines~ 
Kunze~ :Dr •. We~ner. Head or mathematical cryptographic sub-

. . section of Pers z 5. 
L1ebkne·cht, Graduate Engineer Dr o Werner. Chief of section 

Illh .of Army Ordnance · Development and Testing 
.Group, Signal Branch {wa Pruef' ,7). · Maintained 
technical liaison with Dr. Huettenh.ain of the · 
-Signal Intelligence A~ency · of the Supreme Command 
Armed Forces ( OKW/Ch1). · · .. . 

• M-ll '. F1v13 drawings of the Lueckenfuellerwalze. 
Mart1ni .P Lto General Hermann. Ch1et Signal Officer,, German 

· ·· Air Force • . 
Menzer, Senior Inspector. Chie.f -ot Sec~ion ·Ile of Signal 

Intelligence Agency ot the Supreme Command ot the 
Armed Forces (OKW/Ch1) which dealt with the deve.;,.. · 
lopment and. prOduction of special ciphers for. govern-
ment departments1 industry, and the Mai~ R~1ch · -
·Security Office ~RSHA),, · developing of deciphering 
aids for agents. . 

Mettig, Lt. Col. Head of Inspectorate 7 /'n {In 7 /VI) · from 
Nov. 1941 to June 19.43; second in command of Slgpal 
Intell1~ence ·· Agency · ot · the Supreme C9mmand Arme.d 

. . . Forces l0KW/Ch1) from Dec. 194} to April 1945. 
Military Intelligence {Abwehr). Military intelligence and 

counter espionage section of the supreme Command of 
the Armed Forces ·(OlCW) • . After 20 July 19,4, 'this · 
section was ta.ken over by RSHA. , ·· . · ·. :-o 

Muentz, Lt. -••••• Member of the 51gn6.l Intellige.?c~.7~~gency ·Of· 
. . the Navy High C<?mmand (OKM/4 SKL/III) \of:AO ''W'orked _· 

·. · · on the Navy Hagel in Ma.chine~0M-209. .. ·.·. · ·, -
OKH/Gd.NA. See Signal Intell1genc·e Agency or th.a Army High 

- Command. · 
OKL/LN Abt }5·0. See . Stgnal Intelligence Agency of the Air 

. . . Foree High Command~ . : ·, . _ 
·. OKW/Chi. · · see Signal Intelligence Agency of 'tpe Supreme 

Command Armed Forces • , " . · . · . 
OKM/4 S~L/II , See· Signal Security Agencf of the Navy High 

Coimna.nd. 
OKM-4 SIU,/III see Signal Intelligence Agency of the Na\ry 

High Command. 

·' 
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Pers Z Chi • . See Foreign Office Cryptographic Section • 
.Pers Zs. See Foreign Office· Cryptanalytic Section. 
Pietsch, Specie.list Dr~ ••••• Head of mathematical section 

·. . ot Ins pee tora te 7 /VI (In 7 /vI) . . · 
Rohrba.csh, Dro Han~. Group head in Mathemati.cal . a.nd crypt-

. analytic subsection (Kunze) of Foreign Office 1.)-

Cryptanalytic Sectlon ·(Pers z s). Also Math ?r.o- , ,,.f 

ressor at Un1ver~1ty of Prague. . 
RotschE~1dt,, Graduate Engineer. Appointed in 1941 to Signal 

Intelligence Agency of the ~upreme Command.Armed 
Forces {OKW/Ch1) for Research in offensive and 
defensive warfare in cipher machines, . Telecommuni
cation expert. 

Reich Security Office. Re1chss1cherheitsha.uptamt, abbre
viated RSHA •. 

ReichsJluf'tf'ahrtm1nister1um Forschungsamt. See · Goe~ing•s 

~ResearchHBureau. 

Reichswetterdienst. see German Weather Bures.uo 
Schae.fter ••••• Engineer who came to Sigrial lntellieence 

Agency of the Supreme Command Armed Forces {OKW/ 
· Chi) in 1941 to help Rotscheidt and Jensen in re-

search on: clpher: macbines. . . 
SchmalJ~, Graduate Engineer. Head or Hollerith section or . 

Signal Intelligence Agency of the . Navy High Command 
. . ( OKM/4 -SKL/~II) • · . . · . · 

Schues~ler. .&igineer of I.BeM •. Firm -in charge of section 
· • workshop at Erf\irt; {section 4 of Gruppe IV,, Gd.NA) 

Schuck, Co~poral Clemens. C~ypta.nalyst or Inspecto~ate 7/VI 
· who worked on . SLIDEX and Jit-209 •. . · · · 

Schultze, Amtsra t. . Cryptographer of OKM/4 5KL/III. An expert 
on the Ha.gel.in machine. 

Secur>1ty Group of the Signal Intelligence Service (OKH/Gen 
. Nai"ue/III, Gr4ppe IV) • This. servi.ce did security 
· studies on German Air Foree tra.i"fic. 

Siemens & Halske, Berlin. German commercial. firm which 
· worked on speech encipherment. 

Signal Intelligence Agency of the Air· Force High Command 
(OKL/LN Abt 350). This was one of the six prin-
. clpal German cryptologic o~ganiza.tiona. This 
agency is described in Volume 5 of this paper~ 

Signal Intelligence Agency of the Army High. Command (OKH/ 
.· GdNA): This was one of the six principal German 

cryptologic organizations. It is described .in . 
~ Volume 4 or this paper. 
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Signal· In.telligenoe Agency or the Supreme Command Armed Fo~ces 
. · · ('OKW/Chi). This ms.de up one of the six principal · 

German cryptologirt Ol"ga.n1.zat1ons.. It is · described 
. . in Volume 3 of this paper. . 

Stgna.l Security Agency of the Navy High Command ( OKM/4 SXL/II) 
. .. · and Signal Intelligence Agency of the Navy High Com

mand .( OKM/4 S:KL/III) • These made up. one of the six 
, principal German cryp~ologic .organizations. · 

Sueddeutsche Apparata Fs.briken;. Be:xolin. GeFme.n Commercial 
· firm which worked on speech encipherment. · 

Stein,, L,t .. Dr. Head ot the section of' Gruppe IV of OKW/Ch1 
which concerned i taelf w1 th securi'ty 1nves'tige.t1ons 
tor p.ev procedures and all investigations on fnven
tions.. · · 

T-372. ·"The Enigma by Dro Rudol:r Kochendoerffer, frODI 
Sc:f.ent1t1c Writings of Foreign Offic~ Cryptanalytic 
Section 8'Dec. 19410" · A captured.German document 
in possession of TICOM. · 

T-1282. ·, · A set of ·m1scellaneous Foreign Office papers 6 in 
possession of TICOM. 

\ 

Tele. ronbau U • . Normalze1 t Co.; Frankfurt am Maino ·. Firm vhieh 
. built test models of Cipher Device 39. · . 

Tel.efunken, Berlin. Germen .ccmmerc1a.l :firm which worked on . 
· . · speech encipherment. . . · · · 
\ Todt, • o •• Engineer who "came to OKW'/Chi in 1941 · to help 

. Rotscheidt and· Jensen in research on cipher machines • 
. 'Tra.now, Spee1a.l1st • ~ •.• . Head of English Cryptographic sac ... 

· . tion in OKM-4 SKL/III. . · . . 
Vetterle!in, M:zt. K. Supe1•vised the monitol'ing service in · 

Holland ror trans-Atlantic monitoring of. telephone 
conversa.t'ions. · · · · , 

Vierling,, Dr. Oskar. specialize~ in communications equipment 
, reaeareh. Was owner and chief' engineer of ; the · 

.Feuerstein La.bora.tory. 
VoegeleJI 5pao1a.list Dr. Ferdinand. Chief of Section E of the 

Signal Intelligence Agency of the Comman~er in Chief 
of ~he Air Force (Chi-Stelle Ob d L) and principal 
cryptanalyst in the German Air Poree. 

Wa Pruef 1. See Army Ordnance,, Development a.pd Test~ng Group, 
Stgna.l ·Branch.. . 

. Wandere:z:• Co. This firm was to have ,manufactured Cipher De
. vice 39 ·on large scale production. 

Wetterd:1.enst d.er Luftwa:ffe. See Air Foree W~ather ~rvice ~ 
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IOP SECRE I 

ID RAPID ANALYTIC MACHINERY 

C~PAR'JSON or RAPID ANALYTIC MACHIN[RY • O~W/CHI .AND A.S.A. 

AMERICAN (A.S.A.) RAPID ANALYTIC MACHINERY 

JOOS' TYPEWRITER 

INO[X or COINCIDENCi: 
MACHINE 

•£CORDING TOTAL or COINCIOENC(S 
BETW£EN MESSAGES OR or REPEATS 
WITHIN A MESSAGE . (NO SEPAR· 
n£ POLYGRAPH IC COUNT . ) 

INDICATING (BUT . NOT EVALUATING 
OR RECORDING) TOTAL Of" COINCI· 
DENCES B£TW[EN M[SSAGES, DR or 
REPEATS WI THIN A "ESSAG(. 
(ACTUAL COUNT MUST BE DONE BY 
[YE ArlER HIGH VALUED POINTS 
ARE rDUNO.) 

PUNCHING TELETYPE · 
·WRIT[R TAP(S, 

PUNOO NG TELETYPE· 
WRITER TAPES: 
PHOTOGRAPH I NG AND 
OEV[LOPING PLATE.S . 

.7 L£TTERS 
TESTED PER 
SECOND, US· 
I NG TAPE 
or ANY 
LENGTH. 

I I.IS T ANTANE • 
DUS OYER 
SPAN or 
6¢¢ LETT£RS 
ONLY~ 

---~~~~~~~~-+-- -~~~~~~~~~-+-

7¢·MM. CClolPARATOR RECORD I NG SEPARAT[ TOTALS fOP. 
ANY 5 PATTERNS UP TO TEN LET· 
TCRS IN L(NGTHJ COINCIDING 
BETW££N MESSAGES OR REPEAT I NG 
WITHIN A MESSAGE. (• "l'AT· 
T(P.N" ~AY BE. roR [XAMPL[, A 
01 GRAPH·SPACE· TR I GRAPH.) 

PUNCHING {¢-o+t, 
TAPES. 

30¢ :::;~ -1;~~~ 
EXAMINED 
PER SECONO 
USING TAPES . 
OF ANY 
LENGTH. 

STATISTICAL DEPTH· 
I NCPEASER .. 

( "TURMUHR ") 

RAPID TESTING or MESSAGES TO 
SEE Ir ANY or THEIR PARTS BE. 
LONG TO A GI VEN DEPTH or 
S TRI P·SYSTEM GENERA TR ICES. 
(£SPECIALLY 0£SIGNED TO SOLVE 
AMER I CAN STRIP SYSTEM,) 

PUNCH I NG TELOYPE • 
WRITER TAPE. 
( SJ NGLE L<:TTER 
II( I GHTS AL PE ADY 
PLUGGED ON PLUG· 
eOARD.) 

SIMPLE COUNTING COUNTING OCCURRENCES or r1G- PUNCHING TELETYPE· 

I LETTER 
PER SECOND 
USING TAPE 
or ANY 
LENGTH. 

(NONE ('.~PARABLE; WOULD PROBABLY ADAPT REGULAR I .B.M. PP.DCEOURES.) 

PUNCHING TAPE~ ·-r ((S~(~: . i 
APPARATUS UR( DIGRAPHS Ill.THIN A "IESS· \/RITER TAPE. 

~GE OP SET or MESSAGES. (NECESSARY TO 
( 10Xl¢ CLASSES or DIGRAPHS .) . COPY err OR PHOTO-

·· ·~·""·'-"'""" - '-'" ~. , . ... · - - ...... ~-· .,- ·-·- -·- ..,....._._._ ~--GR:.APH- ·ANS\olER';. '} '~-=--- . 

7 DI GRAPHS 
PER SECOND 
USING TAPE 
or ANY 
CENGT>f. • · 

DI GRAPHIC rR(CUENCY 
COUNTER OP "me AK" 
(BE ING. BUltT .,) 

COUNT I NG OCCURRENCES or LETTER ' 
OR flGURE DIGRAPHS WITHIN A 
MESSAGE OP sn Of MESSAGES. 

i .. . ('1"!J2 C' !!!_EE_C BF .:..82 · .:·~):'~~ 

7 DIGRAPHS . 

0 I ffERENC I NG CALCU· 
LATOR, NON RECORD• 
lNG 

. f . '.'~ ':"".'·l- ~- ·-
GROUPS RESULTING rROM APPLY· O(PTH MANUALLY. AL. TER Olrf[RENCING GROUPS RESULTING rP.OM APPLY· DEPTHS (LECTRIC· AL. 

COMPUTl NG UNENCIPH[RED COOE SElTING UP Or RAPID MANU· 194JT t NATIONAL CASH REGIS· CClolPUTING UN[NC IPHERED CODE SETTING UP Or - - ·rAPIO MANU· --~9~4--
~~~T~"li:\~g~~~~~~~ ~&,~ ~~~,ABLY 5 MINU· . I CALCULATOP ~~~T~R~~\~g~~~~~g ~&,~ mY. ~ArT I 

• GROUPS I DI rfERENC I NG A . • I GROUPS: D I ffERENC I NG A DEPTH 
1 

M 
1 
NUT • ' 

DEPTH or ENCi PHERED cooE I, or ENC 1 PHERED cooE GROUP~.· I 
GROUPS . DEPTH LIMITED TO DEPTH LIMITED TO 2¢ GROUPS . 

---------~3_¢_G_Rou_Ps_. _______ 4 ________ -+ ____ _,f----;--+-------...L-------~---'--'--------- - ______ J_ -

19~3' 1 · 0 I ffERENC I NG CAL CU· fLAGG I NG 0 I ffERENCES IN A 
LATOR' RECORD I NG DEPTH or [NC I PHERED CODE 

PUNCHING TELETYPE· 
WRITER TAPES. 

7 NUMBERS 
PER SECOND 
US I NG TAPE 
or ANY 
LENGTH. 

(NONE COMPARABLE; WDIJLD USE REGULAR I . B.M. PROCEDURES, PROOABLY WITH PRE-SENSING GANG PUNCH.) 

LIK[LY AOOITIVE 
SEL£CTOR 

( '\ilTlKISTE") 

GROUPS. NO LIMIT TO DEPTH. 

RECORDING SCOR(S SHOWING STA· 
. TI STICAL LIKELIHOOO or EACH 

POSSIBL( ADDITIVE, . If" APPL"D 
TO A GI Y(N DEPTH or ENCi PHERED 
COOE GROUPS. PRACTICAL LIM· 
I TS or DEPTH, 5 TO 2¢. 
(ADAPTABLE TO NON-NORMAL 
ARITHMETI C If surrlCIENTLY 
LARGE DECK or SPEC I AL PLATES 
HAS. BEEN PREPARED.) 

(NO MA~EREADY AS 
USED PREMADE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
PLAT( , ) 

(PHOTOGRAPH I NG 
or ANSWER RE . 
c;u I.PED.) 

ABOUT 1 . TO 
5 MINU(S 
P£R AVER
AGE DEPTH. 

(NON( C°"'PARABLE I GERMAN NAVY ADAPTED REGULAR I .B.M. PROCEDURES TO ACCOMPLISH (!· J 46 ).) 

(NONE COMPARABLE; PROBLEM DID NOT ARISE.) 

! 

LIKELY ADDITIVE SE· 
LECTOR. (P!>OPOSED 
AND TESTED 8UT 
NE VER USED. ) 

KEY rtND(R. 
(ATTACHMENT TO 
J.B.M. TABULATOR.) 

SL I DE RUN MACH IN(. 
(A TT ACH><ENT TO 
I .B.M. MACHINE.) 

llCM-!E.L,. 
(ATTACHMENT TO 
I .B.M. MACHINE) 

RECOROING TALLIES SHOWING STA· 
TISTICAL L IKELIHOOO OF EACH 
POSSIBLE ADDITIVE, If APPLIED 
TO A GIV(N DEPTH or (NCI. 
P~ERED COOE GROUPS . PR ACT I· 
CAL LIMITS OF DEPTH, 5 TO 2¢. 
(ADAPTABLE TO NON -NORMAL 
ARfTHMETIC If SUfflCIENTLY 
LARGE DECK or SPECIAL CARDS 
OR PHOTOGOAPHIC PLATES HAS 
BEEN PR(PARED.) 

RECORDIN.G MOST LIKELY AODI • 
Tl YES AND RESULT ANT lJNENCJ • 
PHERED CODE GROUPS, '-'<EN 
TEST I NG DEPTHS or UP TO 2¢ 
ENCIPHERED CCOE GROUPS. 
( A0APTA8LE ECUALL Y WELL TO 
NORMAL OR NON-NORMAL ARITH· 
M(TIC,) 

DETERMIN ING AN [NCIPHERED CODE 
MESSAGE' S ENC I PHERMENT·START· 
I NG·PO I NT IN • BOOK or KNOl.'N 
ADDITIVES, THIS IS DONE BY 
TESll NG 8 CONSECUTIVE ENC I· 
PHER(D CODE GROUPS AGAINST A 
DECK or ADDI Tl YE "CARDS'", AND 
SCOR I NG TR I AL DECIPHERMENTS. 
(ADAPTABLE EQUALLY WELL TO 
NORMAL OR NON-NORMAL AR I TH· 
METIC,) 

P(RM I TS DI SCOVERY or M(SSAGES 
(IN CERTAIN JAPANESE ARMY 

{NO MAKEREADY AS 
USED PR(MADE 
PUNCHED CARDS 
DR PHOTOGRAPHIC 
PLATE.) . 

(PHOTOGRA PH I NG 
Of ANS\1£R RE· 
CUIR[O,) 

PUNCHING or I . B,M. 
CARDS rOR GROUPS 
IN DEPTH. (PLUG· 
BOARDS ALREADY 
WI RED rOR SCORES 
INVOLVED.) 

PUNCH I NG or c I PHER 
CARDS . (PLUG· 
BOARD ALREADY 
WI R£D: CARD . DECK 
or AODI Tl VES AL. 
READY PUNCHED,) 

PUNCHING I .B.M. 
CARDS roR MESS· 
AGES. 

·~ 

ABOUT l TO 
~MINUTES 

ER AYER· 
AGE DEPTH. 

.. . 
3 MINUTES 

PER DEPTH 
or 2¢. 

25 CCJl.!PLETE 
TESTS PER 
SEC()><O. 

3 OR 4 MESS· 
AGES TESTED 
PER Ml NUT( CODE SYSTEMS) LIKELY TO CON· 

TAIN CERTAIN SPEClrlEO CLASSES 
or PLAIN TE XT. 

1--~~~~~~~....:......~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-!-t-+l~~~~~--jf--~~~~~~~~l--~~~~-L~-~· . 
. BRUTE rORCE INDEXING IN-PHASE BUT NOT NEC· PUNCHING t .B.M. ? 

,, ... -,...·=~.,..._(.NON( • . (XACJLl'.-CCMP.ARABlU,-AV.T.\JA.L.LY- US(D _.REGU.LA.R l ·.B.M .• . , pROCEO.U)'~S. ,QR .C.DU.LD .. Aooe_T _~ • .,,,., ·1· (H,T.ACH>,!E._N.T_rn . ESSAR.1.LY CCNS.ECUT I Y(. REPE)ITS CA'l.Q_S rOR !:!l;SS· . 
~POL YGRAPHI c CO~NC 10[NC£ COUNT(R "' "DIGRAPHIC W( I Gt-IT RE CORO ER .. ' OR PROPOSED ' '. . - . .-, - - "'"t" > ?'1""'1-..·a:~:-M~CHlN[ "r-~ ;-.19-(TW([N·-'MC·ss·Ac"cs~~ . .: ·a ,(PcATS ~No~-~~ . AG(S· ~- -(XPANO~-r . "?':-"°:" -~.;,; ':"~""':- -
REPEAT rlNOER. J I MORE THA~ 18 GROUPS APART.) tNG DECK TO ONE 

' . CARD PER C IPHER 

REPEAT flNOER 
(WAS BEi NG BUILT) 

SE ARCH I NG MASS or MESSAGES rOR 
REPEATS or 5 LETTERS OR MORE 
BETW[EN THEM, 

(NONE COt-1PARABLE.) 

(NONE CCMPARABL(.) 

PUNCH I NG TELETYPE· 
WRITER TAPES; 
PHOTOGRAPH I NG AND 
DEVELOP I NG Fl LMS . 

116 ,¢¢¢ PER 
SECOND US· 
I NG ANY 
LENGTH r I LM, 

I GROUP. 

WAS 
STJ LL 
TO BE 
DEL IV 
(RED . 

I i TETRA-TESTER 

! 

DRAGON 

SINGLE rRAME 
DUD-BUSTER 
ATTACHMENT 

SCR I TCHER 

CHART NO. ~-:J 

IOP SECRET 

rtNDING REPEATS OF ANY GIVEN 
TYPE PATTERN, BETWEEN MESSAGES. 

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO BREAKING 
5 PERIOOIC WHEELS or GERMAN 
TELETYPE ENCIPHERING D[VICES, 
rR°"' A GI VEN MESSAGE. 

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO SETT I NG 
A CRIB AGAINST PARJIALLY 
SOLVED GERMAN TE LETYPE ENC I· 
P~ERED MESSAGE, SO AS TO A ID 
Fl NA L SOLUTION, 

ESPECIALLY DESIGN[O TO SOLV( 
(ND PLATE STECKER, '-'<EEL 
ORDER ANO WHEEL SE TT I NGS, Of 
A C(RMAN ARMY ENl~A, rR~ A 
GIVEN CIPHER MESSAGE ANO 
CRIB. 

ESPECIALLY DES I GNED TO SOL VE 
WHEEL SElTINGS WHEN STECKER 
ANO WHEEL ORDER ARE KNOW>!, 

ESPECIALLY DES I GNED TO SOLVE 
ENO PLATE STECKER, WHEEL 
OROEP, WHEEL SE TT I NGS, AND 
REVCRSING W>IE(L WIRING, OF 
A GERMAN AR~Y EN I GMA , rROM 
A GI V(N CIPHER MESSAG[ AND 
CRIB. 

PUNCH f NG · TELETYPE· 
WRITER TAPES; 
PHOTOGRAPH I NG AND 
DEVELOPING rtLMS. 

(PHOTOGRAPH I NG or 
ANSWERS RECU I RED,) 

PUNCH I NG TELCTYPE • 
WRITER TAPES; 
PHOTOGRAPH I NG AND 
DEVELOPING FILMS . 

PUNCHI NG TELETYPE· 
WRITER TAPES . 

PLUGGING UP PLUG· 
BOARD. 

PLUGGING UP PlUG· 
BOARD. 

5 ,¢¢¢ POSI • 
TIDNS PER , 
SECOND US· 
ING r IL"i 
or ANY 
LENGTH. 

5,121¢121 POSI· 
TIONS PER 
SECOND US· 
ING flLM 
or ANY 

. lENGTH. 

5 MINUTES 
PER ME SS· 
AGE PER 
CR IB, US· 
ING TAP( 
or ANY 
LENGTH. 

41i) PER 
SECOND 

25 P(R 
SEC ONO 
("SUPER" 
STILL TO 
C~ WILL 
HAVE SPEED 
Of 1,¢¢¢ 
TO li!l,¢12iii! 
PER SECOND.) 

TESTED 
IN 

1943 

1943? 

1943 

I 

t 


